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INTRODUCTION- 
On two portions of this colleotion I have a l redy  reported in this 

Jmwl ,  Vol. LXVI, for 1897, Part I, pp. 213 ff., and in the Proetwdkgs, 
for April 1898, pp. 124 ff. In  the following pages I propose to give an 
a w m t  of the entire oollection ; and it will, therefore, be neoemaq to 
briefly inolude the snbsbenoe of thorn two previons papem. For the 
leis-, without whioh I ahodd not have been able to write it, I am 
under great obligation to the Government of India who, with the con. 
c m n m  of the Qovernment of Benql,  placted me on special duty for 
the p q e  of esaxnining and reporting on the colleotion. 

1 Thig ia my Beport to the Uovernment of India, pnbliehed, by permhion of 
kh&,&remmant, aa an IWm-Nambr of the Journal of the MO Sooiety of 
Ben@. [Part 11. of this Report will be isened 8nbseqnently.- T. B. ] 
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To begin with, I may briefly explain the circumstances which led 
to the fo~mation of the collection. It waa the 

Origin of the discovery of the Bower and Weber Manuscripts 
Colle~tion. which first drew my attention to Eastern Turk- 

estan FW a promising field for epigraphical ex- 
ploration. My hopes regarding the archseological possibilities of that 
country were confirmed by what I heard about the success of the 
Russians, whose Political Agents were mid to actively collect manu- 
scripts and other antiquities for St. Petersburg. Acoordingly on the 
le t  June, 1893, I wrote to Mr. (now Sir) Charles J. Lyall, who was then 
the Home Secretary of the Government of India, suggesting that the 
Government might send instructions to their Political Agents in differ- 
ent parts of Central Asia, to make enquiries and to secure such speci- 
mens as they may be able to obtain. My suggestion was heartily seconded 
by Sir Charles Lyall, and a t  his instance, (in his demi-official letter, 
dated the 14th June, 1893), the Foreign Secretary, Sir M. Durand, who 
abo fully approved of the proposal, caused the necessary instmotions to 
issue, on the 22nd August, 1893, to Lt.-Colonel D. W. R. Barr, Officiat- 
ing Resident in Khshmir, and through him to the Political OfEcers ir 
Gilghit, Chitral, Kashghar and Leh. Similar instructions were issued 
to the British Political Agents in Khorassan, and, I believe, in Meshed. 
I n  response to these instructions a large number of Central Asian anti- 
quities haa already been secured, forming a vely respectable British 
Collection, to which additions are still being made. To me personally 
i t  is source of much satisfaction to have thus been the means of initiat- 
ing the movement. It is in acknowledgment of this initiative, that all 
acquisitions are transmitted to me, under the orders of the Government 
of India, for examination and report, and their ultimate place of deposit, 
as recommended by me, is to be the Biitish Museum in London. The 
full determination of the antiquities, especially of the manuscript portion 
of them, will require more time than I have at  present a t  my disposal. 

The present report, therefore, is only of a pre- 
Soope of the liminary character, and must be limited to a 

Present Beport* detailed classification and description of the 
antiquities, illustrated by seleoted specimens 

and accompanied with such observations and conclusions a s  are obvious- 
ly suggested by them. Much of the epigraphical portion of the collec- 
tion, however, is clearly of the highest interest, whether from the palseo- 
graphic and linguistic points of view, or as bearing upon the history of 
culture in Central Asia, and well deserves more elaborate treatment and 
more extended publication. For this purpose my approaching retire- 
ment from India, I hope, will afford me tho needful leisure, as well as 



the co-opemtion of fellow-labourem in the field of Central Asian resemh,  
and such ~ssistance as the British Government has always been prepared 
to extend to endeavours for the advmcement of knowledge. 

Among the places above mentioned K a s h g h t ~  and Leh, especially 
the former, me those which are most favonr- 

Conwbnbrs to the ably situated for the object in view, the collec- 
collection. tion of antiquities from Eastern Tnrkestan. It 

is .from the Officers stationed a t  these two 
places that nearly all the objects which a t  present form the collection 
have been obtained. Captain Stuart H. Godfrey, who wae the British 
Joint-Commissioner in Leh, in 1893, when the instructions of the 
Foreign Department were issued, infoxmu me (in a letter, dated the 26th 
September, 1897), that he already before that date, on hie own initia- 
tive, commenced endeavouring to obtain Central Asian mannscripts. 
His endeavours, though then unsuccessful, bore much fruit later on, after 
he had left Leh, as may be seen from the following list of consignments. 
Mr. George Macartney, who is stationed in Kashghar, as Special Assistant 
for Chinese Affairs to the Resident in Kashmir, being in the most 
favourable position, has also been the most successfnl in his contribn- 
tions to the collection. To both these officers great credit is due for the 
successful part they have taken in the formation of the collection. To 
Sir Adelbert C. Talbot, K.C.I.E., the British Resident in Kashmir, the 

. collection is under special obligation for the hearty  upp port given to i t  
throughout, without which i t  would probably never have reached its 
present dimensions. 

List of 
The following is a list, in chronological 

order, of the contributions to  the collection, 
cOntributiona' received by me from time to time :- 

(1) From Mr. G. Macartney, a collection of small fragments of 
mannscripts, found uear Knchar. It was received by me 
early in April 1895 from the Foreign Office, with their 
D. 0. letter, dated the 28th March, 1895, and reported on 
in the Proceedings, As. 800. Beng., for May 1895, and 
in the Journal, As. Soc. Beng., Vol. LXVI, for 1897, 
pp. 213-2%. 

(2) From Captain S. H. Godfrey ((3. l ) ,  a collection of frsg- 
ments of mannscripts, received by me towards the end of 
November 1896, and called the '' Godfrey Mannscripte." 
They are said to have been found near Kuchar. A preli- 
minary report on them was submitted by me to the 
Government of India on the g t h  March, 1897, and a fuller 
report (with facsimiles) was published by me in the Journal 
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of the Asiatio Sooiety of Bengsl, VoL LXVI, Part I, No. 4 ,  
for 1897 (pp. 225 ff.),  advance-copies of which were 
transmitted to the Government of I n d i ~  on the 2Srd 
August, 1897, and to the 11th International Congress of 
Orientolists in Paris in October 1897. 

(3) From Mr. GI. Macartney (M. l) ,  a colleotion of six eets of 
manuscripts, received by me in Deaember, 1896, from the 
Fo~8ign Offioe with their D. 0. letter, dated the 24th De- 
cember, 1896, and called by me the LLMaoartney Manu- 
scripte." This collection was also dealt with by me, 
together with the Godfrey collection (NO. 2), in the two 
Reporb above referred to. 

(4) From Mr. G. Macartney (M. 2), a collection of miscellaneous 
antiquities, found in the Takla Makan desert. This 
collection, distributed in four sets, conahting of a sknll, 
a mannsoript, pottery, bronze figures, coins, and sundry 
other objecta, wae received by me in August 1897, with 
a letter of the Revenue and Agricnltnral Department of 
the Clovernment of India, No. 2283-27-1, dated the 16th 
August, 1897. A preliminary report on i t  was submitted 
by me to the Government of India on the 16th September, 
1897. 

(5) From Captain 8. H. Godfrey ((3. 2) a manuscript book, 
said to have been fonnd in the Takla Makan, and reoeived 
by me early in October, 1897. 

(6) From Captain 8. H. aodfrey (G. 3), a collection of manu- 
soript leaves, in three seh, found in the Takla Makao, and 
received by me towards the end of October, 1897, with 
a letter of the Revenue and Agricnltural Department of 
the Government of Indir, No. 3043-27-8, dated the 14th 
October, 1897. 

(7) From Mr. G. Macartney (M. 3), s mllection of miscellaneoua 
antiquities, procured from Khotan and the Takla Makan, 
coneieting of (a) thirteen books, (b) pottery, (c) coins, 
(d) sundry objects. Seven books and the antiquea were 
parohased by Mr. Macartney in Khotan for Ra. 95 ; the 
remaining six books were purohased by him from Badmd- 
din. The total cost was Rs. 150. The collection was 
reoeived by me early in November, 1897, with a letter 
No. 316S-27-7, from the Revenue and Agricnltnral 
De-t of the Government of India, dated the 26th 
October, 1897. 
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(8) kam (laptain S. H. Gtodfrey (G. 4),  a collection of miscella- 
n e a ~  cbntiquities, consisting of coins, seals and one lead 
w, obtained from a memhant Miyan &hnlGm Raaiil a t  
a coat of abont 33s. 30. It was received by me about the 
12Lh November, 1897, and reported on to the Government 
of Indis on the 20th of the same month. 

(9) From Mr. Q.Mecartney (M. 4) ,  a aollection of miscella- 
neous antiquities, obtained from Khotan for Rs. 11-3, and 
consieting of ( a )  boob and detaohed insoribed leaves, and 
(b) sundry other objecta. This collection was received 
by me towarda the end of November 1897, and is referred 
to in  the letter, No. 8266-27-8, of the Revenue and 
Agricultural Department of the Cloverllment of India, 
dated the 3rd Xovember 1897. 

(10) h m  Sir Adelbert Talbot, K.C.I.E. (T. I ), n small collec- 
tion of twenty-four coins and twelve detached manuscript 
leavee, and sundry other objects, obtained from Mubammad 
m a u z  of Khotan, through the Wazir Wazarat of Leh, 
and received by me 0x1 the 3rd December, 1897, and re- 
ferred to in the letter, No. 3480-11-8, of the Revcnue 
and Agricultnrrtl Department of the Government of Indis, 
dated the 3rd December, 1897. 

(11) From Mr. (3. Macartney (M. 5), two books, from Khotan, 
pprchaaed for Re. 40, and received by me.  on the 27th 
December, 1897, with a letter, No. 3734-11-23, from the 
Revenue and Agricultural Department of tlle aovernment 
of India, dated t&e 27th December, 1897. 

(12) From aaptain 8. H. Godfrey ( 8 .  5), a miscellaneous collec- 
tion found in the Takla Makan, consisting of (a) two 
books and four detached leaves of manuscript, (b) three 
mud figures, end (c) eleven coins. It was received by me 
on the 9th January, 1898, and reported on to the Govern- 
ment of India on the 11th of the same month. 

(13) From Captain 6. B. G o d b y  (G. 6), a collection of pottery 
and three copper figures, found in the Takla Makan, and 
received by me on the 27th January, 1898. 

(14) From Captain S. H. Qodfrey ((3. 7). a miscellaneous collec- 
tion of antiquities, found in tho Takla Mekan, and consist- 
ing of (a) three books and six detached inscribed leaves, 
(b) ooine, (c) seals, (d) pottery, (e) metal figures, and 
(f) sundry other objects. This collection wae received by 
me on the 26th of February, 1897, with rc letter, No. 
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621-1-7, from the Revenne and Agricultural Dgpartment 
of the Government of India, dated on the same day. 

(15) Prom Mr. G. Macrtrtney (M. 6), a collection of mbcellan- 
eons antiquities, consisting of (a) six books, (b) coins, 
(c) seals, (d) pottery, (e) metal figures, (f) two stone 
heads of Buddha, and (g) sundry other objects. Three of 
the books were purchased from Badruddin for Rs. 40, 
the other four books and all antiquea from the Rev. 
Hagberg for Rs. 200 : total cost Rs. 240. This collection 
mas received by me in Simla, on the 16th June, 1898, 
with a letter, No. 1297-1-14, from the Revenue and 
Ag~icultural . ~ e ~ a r t m e n t  of -the Government of I n d i ~  

19th May 
dated -3 1898. 

(16) From Mr. G. Macartney (M. 7), a collection of nine books, 
found a t  Aq Tals Tiiz, and purchased for RE. PO. It was 
received by me on the 19th June, 1898, with a letter, 
No. 1644-1-21, from the Revenue and Agricultural Depart- 
ment of tho Government of India, dated the 17th June, 
1898. 

(17) From Mr. G. Macartney (M. 8), a collection of eight books, 
found a t  Kiang Tiiz and purchased for Rs. 40. I t  was 
received by me on tho same day as the preceding con- 
signment. 

(18) From Captain S. H. Godfrey ((3.8), one book, purchased 
for RE. 45. It was received by me on the 16th July, 1898, 
with a letter, No. 1884-1-29, of the Revenue and Agricnl- 
tnral Department of the Government of India, of the 
same date. 

(19) From Captain S. H. Godfrey (G. 9), one book, pnrchased 
for Rs. 40. It was received by me on .the 8th .August, 
1898, with a letter, No. 2097-1, of the Revenue and 
Agricultural Department of the Government of India, 
of the same date. 

(20) From Mr. G. Macartney (M. 9), a collection of miacellan- 
eons antiquities, from Khotan, purchased for Rs. 20, and 
consisting of (a)  two books, (b) eight sheets of manu- 
scripts in Brghmi characters, (c) three sheets of Chinese 
manuscripts (two dated), (d) two painted figures in stucco 
(one Buddha), (e) a painted wooden board (Buddha), 
(f) two tcrracotta figures; (g) one metal figure, (h) a 
few coins, seals, and (i) other miscellaneone objects. This 
collection was received by me on the 11th October, 1898, 
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with a letter, No. 2776-1-41, of the Revenue and Agriaul- 
tural Department of the Gtoveinment of India, of the 
same date. 

(21) From Captain S. H. aodfrey (G. lo) ,  a collection of miscel- 
laneous antiquities, from the Takla Makan, sent, from 
Leh, and comisting of ( a )  three blockprints, (b) a carved 
wooden box, (c) seven seals, (d) 54 coins, (e) 56 terra- 
cottae. This collection was received by me on the 29th 
November, 1898, with his D. 0. letter, dated the 19th 
November, 1898. 

I n  the subsequent part of this report the contributions above 
enumerated will be referred to by the bracketed indications " M. l,, 
G. 1," etc. 

With regard to the contribution No. 12 (or G. 5), I should explain 
that of the objects constituting the oollection the two books, also two 
leaves, one mud figure and three coins have been retained for the 
British collection. These were replaced by objects of a similar charac- 
ter taken from other portions of the British collection; and the whole, 
thus reconstituted, Captain Godfrey was permitted by the Government 
of India (see No. 159-1-4 of the Revenue and Agricultural Depart- 
ment, dated tho 19th January, 1898), to give to Mr. Danvergne for 
presentation to the "French Archmological Society." They are now, 
as I learn from a letter received by me from M, A. Barth, in the hands 
of M. E. Senart in Paris. 

I n  addition to the antiquities, above enumerated, I may here mention 
one which I have also seen and examined, but 

ooin from which does not belong to the Blitish collection, 
Khotsn. but is the private property of Captain Ctodfrey. 

I t  is a gold coin regarding the acquisition of 
which Captain Godfrey, in private letters, dated the 30th October and 
25th November, 1897, informs me as follows : "I had heard that gold 
coins mere occasionally found by native treasure-seekers in the Takla 
Makan. As such coins are not liable to oxidisation, it wss fairly 
ceitain that any obtainable might be of considerable numismatic, if not 
historical, interest. I accordingly requested Munshi Ahmad Din and 
other native gentlemen to make enquiries as to whether a sp.ecimen 
could be procured, Dr. Chi ran-d-d in ,  formerly Hospital Assistant a t  
Kashghaz, very kindly obtained one for me from a Muhammadan priest 
in Khotan who had himself purchased it, together with certain seals, 
from a treasure-seeker there. The coin wm, i t  is stated, exhumed 
from the soil in the desert together with those seals. For the latter 
a very high price was asked, for which reason the doctor did not buy 
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them! Little over the intrinsic value of the p l d  was, however, asked 
fm the coin itself. The latter fact seemed to lend added interest to the 
scientific oharacter of the find, since it was clear that if the coin hed 
been a spurious one, manufactured for sale aa an antiquity, a much 
higher price would have been demanded." According to Mnnalii 
Ahmad Din, " two other gold coins, seemingly of a eimilar description, 
were presented by the Russian Consul-General at K d g h a r  to H. I. M. 
the Tsar." Captain Godfrey's gold coin is shown on Plate I, fig. 1. 
Being but imperfectly supplied with reference-boob, I hare not 
been able to fully identify i t  ; but it appears to be a Byzantine coin, 
perhaps of the Emperor Constantinns V, Copronymous, who died in 
795 A.D. 

With the exception of the antiquities, composing the contribution 
G. 4, all the others were procured from 

-ties and Eastern (or Chinese) Tnrkestan. The antiqui- 
CimumetruMea of the tiea G. 4 (coins and seals) oome from S a m -  

Finds. kand, Tashkand, and other places of Western 
Tnrkestan. The rest of tho antiquities come 

from the neighbonrhood of two plaoes, Kuohar and Khotan, in 
Err&ern Tnrkestan. Their find-spots are shown in red on the aocompmy- 
ing Map. The town of Kuchar lies to the North, and Khotan to the 
South of the Great Saudy Desert, which occupies nearly the whole of 
the epace intervening between the Tian Shan Mountains in the North 
and Knen Luen Range in the South. The southern portion of this 
great desert which lies immediately North of Khotan, beare the name 
of Takle, Makan, and most of the find-places are situated within the 
limits of this portion of the sandy desert. In fact, there are only two 
places near Kuchar, from which, any antiquities in the British collec- 
tion have been procured. These me a mound and a "tower" (i .e. ,  a stiipa), 
situntsd 1 mile and 16 miles respectively to the west of that town. In 
tho stiipa the Bower and Weber Manusoripts were found. In the same 
plwe were also found some of the Maoartney Manuscripts (viz., M. 1, 
Set I a and b). The fragments, composing the Godfrey ldmusoripts 
(G. l ) ,  as well aa some fragments, included in M. 3 and T. 1, are also said 
to have been found near Kuchar, but the exact place of their disoovery 
is not known. As all these fragments are strikingly alike with respect 
to paper, writing and general appearance, i t  is probable that they were 
dl found at  the same time and in the same place. On thie point the 
only information available i that given by Captain Godfrey ( ina private 
letter to myself ; see my Report in the Journal of the Asiatic Society 

t Possibly the seals here mentioned aro identical with the pieoee of ydbw 
oryntal referred to in Afr. Macartney's Note quoted below (p. x n i i ) .  



of Bengal, Vol. LXVI, pp. 225,226), that he received his fmgmente 
(G. 1) in the autumn (September) of 1895, and that he was told that 
they were dug np '& near some old buried city in the vicinity of Knohar." 
This laat stat,ement would seem to show that they were not found on 
or near the old ' I  tower" of the Bower Manuscript ; for the latter locality 
was not the site of a ssnd-buried city. The fragmentary state of the 
manuscriptu (specimens are shown on Plates ii-viii of my Report, 
above referred to) tends to provc that t,hey were really the proceeds of 
indiscriminate digging on some ancient she, mhich was probably being 
explored with the hope of finding trerrsure. A good number of such 
fragments must hrtve been carried off at  that time by the diggers ; for 
only a portion of them were given to Captain Godfrey in September, 
1895. He received thcm throngh certain Afghan merchants trading 
to Yark~nd.  Another (very small) portion was included (so far as I 
can now recollect) in the consignment 11. 3, the items of whioh were 
purchased by Mr. Macnrtney " from some treasure-seekers " in Khotan 
when he visited that town in the spring of 1897. A third (also small) 
portion is included in the consignment T. 1, the items of whioh were 
purchnsed in October, 1897, by Sir Adelbert Talbot from a certain 
Muhammad Cfhaus of Kbotnn through the Waeir Wazarat of Leh. 
The manner in which the treasure-seekers treated their find clearly 
illustrates their policy, of which more examples will be fonnd further 
on. I t  is to divide their spoils into small portions which they dispose 
of to different purchasers a t  differel~t times. On the whole I am rather 
disposed to believe that all these fragments (G. 1, M. 3 and T. 1)  
really come from th'e neighbourhood of Khotan, and were dug out 
(probably in the summer of 1895) from some sand-buried place in the 
Takla Makan. I saspect that in the statement made to Captain 
Godfrey about the "old buried city in the vicinity of Kuchar," there 
is some mistake, and that Khotan is really meant instead of Kuchar. 
There is, however, a third collection, ~ l s o  of fragments, which was 
really fonnd near the latter town. They are the first consignment on 
my list, above given, and were dug out (apparently in September or 
October 1894) from a large monnd, a little more than one mile west of 
Kuchar, by the orders of the Chinese Ambsn of that place. See my 
Report on these Fragments, printed in the Journal of the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, Vol. LXVI, pp. 21.3, 214. According to the Amban's account, 
that monnd had already been dug into " several years " previously, and 
on that occasion " some " manuscripts had been fonnd of which no 
farther information could be obtained. It is quite possible that some of 
the 0. 1, If .  3 and T. 1 fragments, which in point of paper and script 
resemble the Weber MSS., may have come out of that find. 

J. 1. 2 
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The Macartney MSS., as already stated, were dug out, together with 
the ~ o w e r  and Weber MG., from an ancient 

Discovery of the 
Buddhist stapa situated sixteen miles west of 

Xacartney XSS. Kuchar, on some barren rocky hills, close to 
the left bank of the rivey Shaliyar. These manuscripts have had a 
curious history oE which I may give a brief account. It is mainly 
based on a Note by Munshi Ahmad Din, kindly procured for mo by 
Captain S. H. Godfrey. In  a few particulars i t  corrects the accounts 
previously pnblislled by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, Vol. LXVI, pp. 238-2$0, and in tlie Proceedings for 1898, 
pp. 63, 64. It appears that some time in 1889 some people of Kuchar 
undertook to make an excavation in the stfipa in question. Their object 
in digging into the stfipa was to find treasure, ns i t  was well knhwn that 
in the time of Ynqfib Beg much gold had bean discovered in such ancient 
buildings. Whether or not they found any "treasure," is not known, 
but what they did find mas n large number of mannscripts and detached 
papers together with the bodies of a corn and two foxes standing. The 
hole which they made into the stlipa was excavated straight in; level 
with the ground, and the mnnuscripta, accordingly, would seem to have 
been found, in the centre of the stiipa on the ground level, exacl.ly in 
the spot, where the original deposit of relics is usually met with in sucli 
monuments. The manusc~ipt books nnd papers mere taken to the house 
of the chief QQi of the town, where a couple of days afterwards they 
were seen by YBji ChulHm Qadir, heaped up in rt corner, there being 
" a big sabnd, or ' basket,' full of them. On enquiry hnving been told 
the whole story by the Qiizi, hc brought awny n few of them, nnd later 
on, early in 1890, he gnvo one of them, now known as the Bower 
Manuscript, to Major (then Licut.) Bower.3 The others be sent to 
his younger brother Dildiir a t i n  in Yarknnd. These the latter took 
with him to Leh in 1891. Here he gave orlo portion of it to tMunshi 
Abmad Din, who in his turn prese~ted his acquisitiori to Mr. Weber, 
a &loravian Missionary. The latter transmitted it to me in Calcutta, 
where, under the name of tlie Weber Bianuscripts, spccimens of i t  
were published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 
(Volume LXII, for 1893). The remaining portion, Dildar m i i n  took 
with him to Indis, where he left it with a friend of his at  Aligarh, a 
certain Faiz Mubammad B B n .  On a subsequent visit to India in 
1895, he re-took i t  from his friend, brought i t  back to Turkestan, and 

8 Major Bower 08118 him s "Tnrki" merchant; but he isonly ench by reason 
of having married a Torki woman, and hnving been sottled in Kuchnr for nearly 
30 years. Originally he is an Afghan f r o i  G&zni, end elder brother of ~ i l d i r  
e l n .  



presented i t  to Mr. Macartney. The latter forwarded i t  in 1896 to the 
Foreign Office in Simla, whence i t  was transmitted to me, in Calcutta. 
I t  was named by me the Macartney MSS. and specime~~s of i t  were 
published by me in the Journal of the h i a t i c  Society of Bengal 
(Volume LXVI, for 1897). What became of the rest of the 
manuecripta in the Qijzi's house is not exaotly kuowu. It ie 
probable that Andijani merchants in Knchar, who are Russian 
subjects, must have got hold of some of them and transmitted them 
to Mr. Petrovaky, the Rnssian Consul-General in Kashghar. The labher 
forwarded them to St. Petersburg, where specimens of them were 
published in 1892 by Dr. S. von Oldenburg in the Journal of the 
Imperial Russian Arcbmlogicrrl Society, Vol. VIII. 88 late aa 1894, 
" ten manuscripts " were reported by Dilder Q&n, on the information 
of his brother in Kuchar, to be in the possession of a certain Yiisnf 
Beg. Unfortunately the negotiations, set on foot by Mr. Mrtrcartney for 
the pnrcheee of these manuscripts, fell through, owing to the Beg's 
denial of possession, from fear of the Chinese authoritiea' It is believed 
that subsequently Mr. Petrovsky sucoeeded in purchasing them. If 
tohis is correct, they should now be ill St. Petersburg. The exact details 
of the find are so curious that it may be best to quote Dildiir Ui in ' s  
account, kindly procured for me by Mr. Macartney in January 1898. I 
translate from tho original Urda : " I heard from my brother &hnl&m 
Qedir IQen that there was a dome-like tower near Kuchar a t  the 
foot of H, mountain. Some people said that there waa a treasure in i t ;  
it must be searched out. Accordingly some people making a hole 
in the tower, began to excavate it, when they found inside a spacioum 
room (dar. U a t m a r ) ,  and in it a cow and two foxee standing. On 
touching them with the hand, the cow and foxes fell to the ground as if 
they were dust. In  that place those two books were found packed in  
wooden boards. Also there is in that place a wall made aa if of stone 
(dfunlr sastg-lce mlii%jp), and upon it something is written in characters 
not known. I t  is said that a few years ago an English gentleman 
(that is, Major Bower) went there, and having visited the place came 
away. Nothing more is known." With regard to the cow and the 
foxes mentioned in the above-account Mr. Macartney remarks in his 
covering letter: "AE far as I can make out, they must have been 
found in the tower in a mummified condition. The ar t  of s tuff ig  
animals would not appear to have been unknown in ancient timee. 
M. Petrovski, the Bnssia,n Consul in Kashghar, informs me of having, 

4 This appears to be the incident, referred to in the Chineee Amban's letter, 
published by me in the Jounral, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVII (for lw), 
.%la. The owner of the MSS. is tbere d i e d  T w  Beg. 
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mme years ago, received from Kuchar a fish contained in a box, found 
buried in the ground." Dildiir B i in ' s  remark about the inscribed 
stone-wall ( a  stone slab let into the wall?) is curious. It is, as 
I learn from Munshi Ahmad Din, based on a statement by Qiidir 
Hakim Beg of Kuchar, who, passing ttrrough Yarkand in 1895 on a 
pilgrimage to Mecca, was questioned on the subject of the discovery of 
the manuscripts. He was requested a t  the time by Mr. Nacartney to 
procure a copy of the inscription ; but owing to his death in Mecca, 
nothing more mas heard of the slab. The truth of the report is 
well worth further enquiry: if true, the inscription might prove to 
be a most valuable record. At the same time, considering that the 
"room" mast have been in almost complete darkness and that the 
explorers probably had no meanns of lighting it, it is not quite easy 
to understand, how, with the exception of the mannscripts tvhich they 
brought away with them, they could identify the exact nature of what 
they found inside. I may note, however, that also in the stGpas of 
Afghanistan occasionally similar curious deposits have been found. Thus 
Masson relates (in the Ariana Antiqua, p. 110) that in "Tope No. 11 
of Hidda" there were found in " an interior cupola " '' some human 
bones and two or three atlinial teeth," which mere afterwards identified 
as those " of the ass, the goat and a species of deer." Also with reference 
to the " spacious room " I may note that similar large chambers, in tho 
form of "cupolas " or cubical " apartments " have been found in 
many of the " Topes and Tumuli " of Afghanistan. Thus, in " Tope 
No. 2 of Kotpur there was discovered a large cupola with a diameter 
of 12 feet."& In  Buner, Dr. Stein found iu the Taataband stiipa a 
cubical chamber, of 7 feet dimensions, which was lined with large and 
oarefully cut slabs." This may illtlstrate the presence of an inscribed 
slab in the Kuchar stcpa. 

Most of the antiquities, includirlg all the pottery, coius and other 
miscellaneous objects, as well as many manu- 

A d e n t  8ite8 near scripts nnd nll block-print books, have come 
Khotan. from Khotan, from various sand-buried sites 

in the Takla Makan desert. Fifteen of these sites, situated a t  various 
distances, from 5 to 150 miles distant from Khotan, are now known, 
though, only two of them, Boraziin and Aq Sefil, have been verified by 
European visitors. E'or the remainder we have only the information 
given by native treasure-seekers, principal among whom appears to be 
a certain Isliim B W n  of Khotan. These fifteen sites are :- 

( 1  O N  ( ) This place was visited by Mesurs. Hogberg 
and Biicklund, Swedish Missionaries in Kashghar, in 1897. I t  was 

6 See Ariana Antigua, pp. 66, 69 st passim. 
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abo visited by Mr. Macartney in the spring of the same gear. I n  his 
demi-official letter, No. 121, dated 21st July, 1897, he states that "It 
is a largely populated village about 5 miles west of tlie Khotan Chinese 
city. Some gold ornaments, beads, precious stones (diamonds and 
hakik) and terracotta images have been discovered there." I n  a private 
letter, dated the 20th October, 1897, Mr. Macartney informs me that 
when he visited Boraziin, he "found a number of vi1lagel.s engaged 
in digging into the side of a loess cliff, the lower poi-tion of which 
visibly contained a large quantity of broken pottery, bones and decom- 
posed vegetable matter. T l ~ e  stratum in which the excavations were 
being made was about 12 feet below the level of the present village. 
The layer which lies immediately above this formation, and on which 
stands the village, is also of loess; but it is noteworthy that this 
upper layer shows no streaks or stratification, a fact which points to 
the conclusion that the deposit was formed during one single flood. 
Geologically speaking, therefore, there appears nothing furnishing an 
indication of the time during which the -lower stratum had been covered. 
I enquired of the villagers whether there mas any tradition about 
Boraziin having once been destroged by flood ; but no information conld 
be elicited on this point. They knew nothing about it." Mr. Backlund, 
however, informs me, in a letter, dated the 10th October, 1898, that 
"Boraziin is said to have been a large town with forty gates, which 
was conquered by a Rustam who burnt i t  and led a rivulet into the 
place. These things arc said to have taken place before the Moslim 
time." He adds that " the town in t l ~ e  place seen by me is now buried 
under the mud up to 25-30 feet, as i t  seemed to me. I t  is a find- 
place for clay images. We also found there a bone, measuring 16-75'' 
in circumference. Whether it be a bone from a yak or an elephant, we 
conld not judge." Most of the pottery, cbins and other miscellaneous 
objects, compi-ised in 3i. 2 and M. 3, are believed by Mr. Macartney to 
come from Boraziiu, while the similsr objects, comprised in M. 6, are 
stated by Mr. Hogberg, from whom they were acquired, to have been 
dug out in that place. I t  appenrs to me most probable that Borazln 
marks the ancient site of the town of Khotan, At the present day 
Khotan lies close to the left bank of the Yiimng Qiish (or ' white 
jade ') liver, and apparently about 8 or 10 miles to the east of the Qarii 
Qiish (or ' black jade I) river. In  olden times, however, it seems to 
have occupied a site nearly midway between those two livers. Accord- 
ing to the Geography of the Ming dynasty (from 1368 A.D.) the Yiimng 
Qiish flowed 30 li, or 6 miles East of Khotan, and the Qarii Qiish, 27 li 
or 5$ miles West of that town.6 According to other Chinese estimates 

6 See Abel lbmumt'a Histoire ds la Ville de Khotan, p. 118 ; alao p. 19. 
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the distance from the Y m n g  Q@h to Khotan waa only 20 l i  or 4 rniles.1 
Anyhow, in those days Khotan appears to have stood on a site lying 
about 4-6 miles West of its present one, and therefore coincident with 
the site of Boraziin, which is said to be "about 5 miles west of Khotan." 

(2) AQ S A P ~ L  or AQ SAF~L (Jak 61 "white battlements "), an 
uninhabited plaae in the desert, was visited by Messrs. Hogberg and 
13iicklund in the summer of 1897. It lies about 20 miles north-eaet 
of Khotan. From this place was procured in the summer of 
1896 a number of coins and miscellaneous objects of metal and 
g la~s ,  comprised in M. 2, Set 11, as well as the mannscripte, com- 
piising M. 1, Set 11. A description of these mannsciipts, together 
with facsimile specimens, has been published by me in the 
Journal of the h i a t i c  Society of Bengal, vol. LXVI, pp. 237 and 251, 
252. The coins inclndo some of the curious ancient bilingual (Chineee 
and KharBgthi) ones, which are referred to by me in my Presidential 
Address in the Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, for 1898, 
p. 69. As these are referable to the 1st and 2nd centuries A.D. (see below 
pp. 10-15), they indicate Aq Sapil to be a very ancient site. Tnrki and 
Chinese coins of the early middle ages were also found here. Among the 
mLoellaneous objects are several old metal seals, a small metal figure of 
Buddha in meditation, and broken pieces of glass. The following notes, 
made by Mr. Macartney from Mr. Hogberg's rtccount of his visit, are of 
much interest: "Aq Sapil is a town or rather the remains of a towu in 
the Takla Makan desert. It is one day's journey north-east of Khotan, 
to be reached through the oasis of Hangni.8 Before coming to Hangni 
village, the remains of an old city may be seen. On leaving Hangni, the 
traveller is a t  o ~ ~ c e  in the midst of sand dunes which rise from 10 to 30 
feet high. Between Hangni and Aq Sapil, the s ibs  of two other ancient 
cities may be seen, evidenced by the fmgmente of potkery and bones on 
the ground. At this portion of the route, Mr. Hogberg picked up a few 
old seals and coins. As Aq Sapil iteelf is reached, tho remaim of an 
irrigation canal are noticeable, which canal must have once carried water 
to the city and the surrounding country. It is from 8 to 10 feet broad 
and, in places not choked up by sand, rather deep. A t  Aq Sapil the 

1 See ibidem, pp. 21, 30. 
8 The real approximate distance (about 20 miles) may be judged from tho 

following account of his tour by Mr. Bbklnnd. "Mr. Hagberg and I started from 
Hangni at 5 o'clock in the morning, and arrived at Aq Snpil at 10 or 11 o'clook, having 
mamhed slowly partly beoanee we oroseed plaoes covered with pottery, end partly 
base of the soft high aand dunee. At Aq Sapil we wandered about for a while, 
took some fwd, and returned to Hangni. Having taken some rest there, we started 
for Khotan, where we arrived a little before midnight, the same day, having then 
had rather a etroug m d . "  



remains of the city wnll are still extant. The mil is from 10 to 12 
feet high, and is made of square unburnt bricks (20 x 20 x 4 inches). 
On most of these bricks one of the following marks is to be 
fonnd, ? - ~ - l b - ~ . g  Other bricks, &gain, have on them the prints of 
the human foot. The section of the wall is shown in Woodcut No. 1. 

Only about 25 feet of the wall can now 
be seen. About the middle of it there 

l N 8 l M  [-q is an opening which must have been once 
occupied by a gate. The ground ont- 
side the wall is trough-shaped, and shows 
t,hat Aq Sapil was once surrounded by a 

k ----...--. 121 .....*---. 5 
Nol. 

ditch. Near the gate and on the further 
side of the ditch, the remains of two towers 

(stilpas ?) are visible. They are filled with sand inside, and mnde of 
enrth on the outer side. Regarding the interior of the city the remark- 
able thing is that although no houses are left, yet the thoroughfares and 
the places where the houses had once been can be easily distinguisl~ed 
on whatever spot has not been overwhelmed by the sand.10 The ground 
occupied by the streets is particnle1.1y hard owing to its h ~ v i n g  formelsly 
becn corlstnntly trodden upon, and the same observation applies to 
the interior ofthe I~ouses, but the comparatively soft soil on whioh 
the house walls stood has been scooped out and forms a hollow. This 
curious fact may possibly be attributed to the action of sandstorms 
which have hnd less oorroding effect on the trodden ground than on 
the once wall-protected soil. The whole of the interior of the city, 
where it is not covered with nand, is overstrewn with fragments of 
p0ttei.y. The ground a t  one spot has the form of a couple of reversed 
smphitheatres, there being t w o  elevated circular stande, slightly 
hollowed out like ponds, surrounded by terraces descending in widening 
circlee. This is illustrated by Woodcut NO. 2. T~~easnre-seekers would 

appear to have worked a great 
deal amongst the debris of Aq 
Sapil as evidenced by the hea.ps 
of sifted earth, which mny be 
seen here and there." The 
exact spot where the manu- 
s c r i p t ~  M. 1, Set I1 were fonnd 
by Isliim A h f i n  is not known. 
It i8 only stated that "the MSS. 

9 These letter8 might be Kho-thi, and might mean do-d i -a -sn .  
10 By way of illustration I may quote Dr. Bellew'e dewription of the mud- 

buried s <  city of Nncta Bashid " about 36 milee south-eaet of Yeogi Hipcir : It 
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were found wrapped up in a.piece of woollen cloth and buried in about 
3 feet of earth." To judge, however, from the circumstances in which 
manuscripts were found at Kok Gumbaz and a t  QarB Y l n t w ,  i t  is not 
impossible that the manuscripts M. 1, Set 11, wcre actually dug ont 
from the hollow of one of the two mounds described by Mr. Hogberg. 

(3) AQ TALI TUz. The position of these 
(4) Q A R ~  Q i j ~  M A Z ~ R  ( & I ~ J A B I ) .  five places may be approxi- 
(5) Q A R ~  TICS Awizi .  mately determined from the 
(6) Q A R . ~  Y ~ N T ~ Q .  following itinerary of Isliim 
(7) K ~ K  GUMBAZ Abiin ,  whicli he gave to Mr. 

Macartney. R e  stated that on one of his search-expeditions he started 
from Guma which lies about 100 miles W. N. W. of Khotan. Leaving 
that town, "with two other men, about the beginning of January 
(apparently 1898) and travelling in a generally eaqterly direction, he 
cnme to Qara Qol (& 8 9  lit. ' black lake ') where there is a salt water 
lake covered with reeds. Qnrii Qo1 is reached from Gnma in one march 
(say 12 miles), the intervening gronnd being through cultivation. 
Qars Qijl itself is not inhabited. A Mazar (or ' shrine ') may 
however, be seen there. From Qarg Qol, Islam AQiin went for 
about 20 miles in a south-easterly direct.ion through the eands to 
Qarii TB& A&iizi ( CSj61 ,u or ' master of the black mountain '1, 
a village surrounded by sand a n d  having about 45 houses. Water 
had to be carried on a donkey from Qarii Ti& M i i z i .  After 
three days' marc11 (say 2L miles) in the desert, in R generally 
easterly direction, Kok Gumbaz was reached. After another march 
of ahont 8 miles going in the same direction, and over sandy 
gronnd covered with withered reeds, Isliim A b i i n  arrived a t  Qarii 
Yantgq, where the remains of nn ancient town mere seen. The walls 
mere no longer visible, but the place where they once stood waa still 
distingnishable. These traces extended in all directions for a long way, 
and evidently Qarii YBntaq had ouco been the site of a large town. 
The remains of an old canal of about two yards wide were also noticed. 
There i~ a tradition that Qarii YBntiiq mas inhabited by Hindis (the 
name by which Buddhists are generally called in Chinese Turkestan), 
and that they were converted to Muhornmadanism by one Nirza Aba 
Bakri. A Tazkira of this person is in the hands of an Imam named 
Sadiq A h a n ,  now living a t  Qars TB& A&Bzi. From QarIi Yiintgq, 
lslam A a G n  went about 60 miles east over sand dnnes, and came to 

presents nothing to view but the outlines of the fonndntions of rampnrt walls and 
baetions, now mostly buried by the drifting sand. Here and there, where the sands 
have been swept away by the winds, the surface is strewed with fragments of 
pottery and gless!' ( R p t  o j  a Mission t o  Yarkand in 1873, p. 129). 
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Aq Tala. Tiia, where a number of books were h d .  At  Aq 
Ta l i  Tiiz (jg 61 or Iwhite salt-hill') the remains of mud 
walls were extensively seen, whilst the p n n d  was fonnd to be 
strewn with pieces of old iron, fragments of pottery, aud bits 
of wood. There was only one house which had the roof on, and 
that was half buried in the sand which was heaped up against i t  a t  
onecomer. Bs the door was not visible, a hole was made on one 
of the exposed sides. This done, T a b t i s h ,  one of Islam Akhiin'e 
companions, crept in, and found himself in a small room of about 
three yards equare. This room was considerably filled with sand, so 
much so that i t  was impossible for a person to stand up in i t  without 
his head touching the ceiling. Tafitihh fonnd the books while digging 
in the sand. There were many other books, but these were in such 
a dilapidated condition that they crumbled to pieces on being handled. 
Islim Al&~n was too frightened to inspect the interior of the honse 
himself. At  Aq Tal i  Tiiz water waa fonnd by digging about a yard 
into the ground." This account, of course, mnst be taken quantum 
valeat; but there is nothing intrinsically improbable in the 1 4  de- 
scriptions, and the distances fairly agree with those Riven of the same 
places a t  other times. Whether the discoveries of books said to have 
been made in Aq TalH Tiiz, were really made, is a quite different 
question. The description of this plnce and of Qarii Y i n t Q  fairly 
agrees with that given by Mr. Hogberg of Aq Sapil. The distance 
between Gumn and Kok Gnmbaz, by this itinerary whioh was related 
to Mr. Macartrley in February, 1898, should be abont 5 or 6 marches. 
The same distance was mentioned to Mr. Macartney in October, 1896, 
in connection with the find of M. I, Set V, when K6k Gumbaz Was 
"said to be 5 days' march eaat of Gnma." (See my Report in the 
Journal, Asiatic Society Bengal, Vol. LXVI, p. 238.) At  that time, M. 1, 
Set TV, is stated to have been fonnd in Qarii Qo1 Maziir u b j a m ,  which 
is said to be situated " in the desert a t  50 miles eaat of Gume " (see 
ibidem, p. 238). There can hardly be a doubt that this place is identi- 
cal with the Qarg Qo1 of the itinerary, where a Masiir is stated to exist. 
There, however, it is, said to be only one day's march from Gnma. 
I am disposed to believe that the earlier report contains a misfake ; 
for 50 miles probably 5 miles should be read, whioh would be abont 
one day's marcb.1 The distance, by the itimrary, between ff uma and 
Aq Ta l i  Tfkz is about 113 miles. Natives of Turkestan, as Mr. Biicklnnd 

11 aan thia be identical with the "anoient city" which Dr. Bven Hedin 
visited from the village of Mnji, at a distance of abont 2t  miles north-esrt of the 
caravanserai (see p. 738 in his book Through Asia) P The ruins thew are said to 
heye " wnsisted prinoipally of a number of tombs " (mas&). 

J. I.  3 
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informs me, are very untrustworthy in their estimates of distcmcos. 
Allowing a discount of 25 per cent. for this uncertainty, and also for 
windings of the march, the distance measured on the map may be 
taken to be about 90 miles. This places Aq Talii Taz not far to the 
west of the Qarii Q L h  river, a t  a'distance of about 30 or 40 miles 
northwards of Khotnn city. In  favour of this determination it may 
be noted that the itinerary does not mention the passage of either the 
Qare Qiish or the Yiirung Qiish rivers. As Islam A&hun's expedition 
took place in January, both rivers would have been, a t  that season, iu 
a very low state : still the total omission of the mention of the passage 
of either river, if i t  did tnke place, mould be very strange. The pro- 
bability, therefore, is that Aq Talii Taz as well as all the other place 
mentioned in the itinerary are situated in that part of the Takla Makan 
desert, which lies to the west of the Qarii Qiish river, and a t  a distance 
from 10 to 20 miles north of the caravan route from Gums to Khotan. 
A t  Aq Talii Tiiz those nine block-prints are said to have been fonnd 
which are comprised in M. 7. Of their discovery an exceptionally 
circumstantial account is given, which must be taken for what i t  may 
be worth. As a rule, the only information obtainable abont the block- 
prints wae that they were found near Khotan. The finders or the 
Khotanese merchants from whom they were obtained either could or 
would give no further information. 

At  Qarii QS1 MazBr ( +t+jt)a CLj 8 2  or ' black lake shrine of 
my lord '), where there is said to be " an immense grave-yard in 
ruir~s, about 10 miles long " was found by Islgrn Al&nn, in August, 
1895, the manuscript M. 1, Set. IV, described and figured by me in 
my Report in the Journal, As. Soc. Beng., Vol. LXPI ,  pp. 238 
and 253, Plates xviii and xix. It was found simply lying on the sand, 
probably uncovered by the action of the wind which had blown away the 
superincumbent sand. When found, it is @aid to have been " bound 
between two little wooden boards" in the Indian faallion. These, having 
been broken on Isl&m Abiin's journey to Kashghar, where he sold the 
manuscript to Munshi Abmad Din for Mr. Macartney, were apparently 
thrown away by him. This is a pity, a13 in tho present state of our 
knowledge of these Central Asian manuscripts every means of informa- 
tion is valuable. 

A t  Kok Gumbaz (& d# or ' blue dome ') were found by the 
same Islfim Abiin ,  in October, 1895, the two manu~cripta M. 1, 
Set. V and M. 1, Set. VI, also described and figured in the same 
Report, pp. 238 and 253, 254, Plate xx. Tile latter mannscript is said 
to have been simply " picked up from the ground" similarly to that 
(M. 1, Set. IV) fonnd a t  Qarii Q61 Maz&r; but the other manuscript 
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(M. 1, Set. V.) was found, enclosed in the remnants of " an iron box," 
in a hole situated apparently on the top of a circular platform. 
Amording to Islgm Ahan ' s  account, he " BRW a circnlar wall of baked 
bricks three feet high, and a t  about 15 paces from it, there was another 
wall, in which a hole plastered over with mud was discovered: in 
removing this mud, the manuscript was fonnd, contained in the 
remnant of what once was an iron box.'' This description reminds one 
of the similar erections described by Mr. Hogberg as having been seen 
by him in Aq Sapil. To judge from the latter description, which 
is much more circumstantial, i t  would seem that what IslHm Abiln 
saw were two circular platforms abont 3 feet high, the upper surfaces 
of which were hollowed out to hold relics. 

At  Kok Gumbaz were further found the manuscripts G. 3, Set 111. 
and the objecta comprised in M. 2, Set IV. Captain Cfodfrey, in  a 
demi-official letter, No. 5208, dated the 15th September, 1897, and 
addressed to Sir Adelbert Talbot, Resident in Kashmir, givee the follow- 
ing account of the diecovery of the manuscripts. They were '' enclosed 
in what seem to be the rotten remnaats of a cloth or cotton oovering. 
This I have not attempted to open, since the whole ehould possibly be 
carefully steamed in order to pmvent the brittle contente breaking up. 
This work would be best performed by trained hands. One point of 
interest in connection with i t  is the alleged fact that i t  was fonnd along 
with another manuscript said to have been pdrchased by Mr. Macartney 
and transmitted to the Royal Geographical Sooiety in London. They 
were both brought to K.'~shgher by a t~.eaanre-seeker (apparently Islam 
AQiin), from whom the majority of the manuscripts have been pnr- 
chased by Mr. Macartney and Muashi Ahmad Din. Both-the manus- - cript above alluded to and that now sent--were wrapped in different 
bags, and were stuck fast one upon another to a human skull. The 
site of the discovery was a place called K6k Gnmbaz, five days' march 
from Khotan.ls This place is seemingly an old graveyard. A small 
mound of earth was seen there in the middle of the surrounding sand. 
The treasure-seeker examined this. The dust crumbled away a t  the 

.touch, and two feet underneath the surface he found the manwcripts 
and the eknll referred to." On receipt of the bag, it was opened by 
me, and was fonnd to contain two folded sheets, each inscribed on one 
side. The mannacript, mentioned by Captain Godfrey as having been 
transmitted to the Royal Geographical Sooiety, is now deposited in the 
Britieh Mnsenm, as will be seen from the following extract from a 

U In other aooonnts it is eaid to be Bve deym' mmemh east of Gnme. Both may 
be o o m t ,  for it will be seen from the map, thet K6k Gumber liw roughly midway 
between Qnma and Khotan, emt of the former andinorth-west of the I.tka town. 
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pr i rah  letter to myself of Mr. Cecil Bendall, dated London, the 1st 
October, 1897 : " 1 think it may iuterest you to know that Mr. Mac&ney 
mt us here two collections of fragments similar to some of those des- 
&beel by yon a t  pp. 38 ff. (of Extra-copies, corresponding to pp. 250 ff. 
of my Report in the Journal, As. Soc. Beng., Vol. LXVI). We have (1) 
e, Ubook," vory similss to that desoribed by you and figured in yonr 
Plate xx. The peg ie wood, not metal, but it comes through in abont 
6he errme part of the leaves, whioh are very dirty brown paper like 
yours. The "book" has blauk leavee a t  both ends. The writing is 
mostly that figured in yonr Plate xv; but several leave8 (apparently 
-wing  a t  random) are writing in the script of yonr Plate xvii with 
those odd ' ligatures', some of which, I think, mnst be of S y r i a  (Nes- 
torim) origin. (2) A few leaves, showing rulings in double lines and 
folded over. The writing here is certainly of Mongol origin." A com- 
prieon of tbeee different accounts suggests that the "mound", in which 
the sknll with its pillow of manuscripts was discovered, is an 
erection similar to those described by Mr. Hogberg and Islam 
The exact time when the discovery was made is no where stated. But 
it is probable that i t  was made in October, 1896. For with regard to 
the objects comprising M, 2, Set. IV, Mr. Macartney states that " these 
images and Chinese coins were found by Islam A@fin in October, 1896 
along with manuscripts." Moreover from Kok Gumbaz, Isliim A h i i n  ap- 
peare to have gone on to Qani YcIntZq where, in the November following, 
he dug out the sknll with its MSS. pillow mhioh I shall next describe. 

At  QarB YBntiiq (& 8 9  or ' blaok thorn ') was fonnd, by Islam 
A h i i n  in November, 1896, the sknll with its MSS.-pillow just referred 
to. I n  the same place were fonnd two small horsemen of bronze, some 
old coins and a large qn~nt i ty  of broken metal. The whole constitutes 
M. 2, Set I. The story of the discovery, from information given by the 
discoverer, is thus related by Mr. Macartney in hie 1). 0. letter, No. 58, 
dated Kashghar, the 31st March, 1897 and addressed to the Resident in 
h h m i r .  " The sknll with the manusc~ipt adhering to it was found 
by him in November, 1896, a t  Qarg YeutBq, situated in the desert a t  
about five days' journey east of Guma. The soil of Qar& Yibtfq is 
deeoribed to be of loeee. Here and there are to be seen, along what 
mnst have been once the bed of a river18 some rnsl~es still rooted in the 
ground, but withered and blackened by want of moisture and by exposure. 
At  Qarii YBntiq, there is one solitary mound, cil*cular in  shape, and about 
5 feet in diameter and 2 feet iu height. The sknll with the manusorifi 
adhering to i t  was discovered on this elevation, and waa partially buried. 

This, an mey be aeen from the Yep, shoold be the dry bed of the river whioh 
flows p t  Pielma, on the canrven route from Yarkand to Khotan. 
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The two i m g e a  of homemefi were dug up from the interior of the mound. 
The other objeots were picked up from the surrounding country." The 
whole of the find waa transmitted to me by Mr. M w t n e y ,  especially 
the skull resting on its bag, exactly as i t  had been found. On opening 
the bag, i t  was fonnd to contain a manuscript book, similar to those 
found a t  Kok Gumbaz and Qarii Qo1 Mae&, but with its leaves cut in 
a very peculiar shape. The skull, on examination by Dr. Aloock, 
Superintendent of the Indian Museum in Calcutta, wee fonnd to be 
of the Mongolian type. The mound in which i t  and the l~orsemen were 
found is no doubt similar to those existing in Kok Gumbaa, Aq Sapil 
and other places. The combination of the objeots fonnd in i t  would 
seem to indicate i t  to be the sepulchral monument of an ancient 
chieftain. Thie and the finding of old coins indicates Qar& Ylntiiq to 
have been a very ancient settlement. 

(8) YIsa  Qifnr (@ 9 b  or 'load-ponies' sands ')I4 is said to be 
situated 50 or 60 miles north-east of Khotan, and is the place 
where the manuscripts of M. 1, Set TIT, are said to have been fonnd. 
These have been described and figured by me in the Journal of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI, pp. 238 and 253, Plate xvii. 
The exact time of their discove~y is a d  known, but they were 
purchased from Islim A Q h ,  the finder, in July 1896. Probably 
they were fonnd in the autumn or winter of 1895, about the time when 
the finds a t  Qar& Qol Maeiir and Kok Qumbaz were made. Islim 
Al;hiin stated that I' a t  Ytibii Qfim some ruins of a mud wall are still 
visible' and that the manuscripts were fonnd wrapped up in a piece 
of cloth and mixed up with hnman bones, the whole lying on Rome 
partially exposed boards of a wooden coffin." Putting t l ~ i s  together 
with what we know of the circumstances of the finds a t  Aq Sapil, Kok 
Gnmbaz and Qarfi Yiintiiq, it may be concluded thnt tho " mud wall" 
belonged to one of those circular mounds, and that the " hnman bones " 
may have been the fragmente of a sknll, which had rested on the wrapped- 
up mannectipte. As to the real nature of the boards of the so-oalled 
" wooden coffin," i t  is premature to make any ooojectnre. I t  appears 
to me probable that the manuscript sheet (3.3, Set I, wns also fonnd a t  
Yabii Qam. For that mannscript is said (in Captain Qodfrey's demi- 
official letter, No. 5208, dated the 15th September 1897, and addressed 
to the Resident in Kashmir) to have been fonnd " a t  a plaoe 50 or 60 
milea north-east of Khotan in the midst of the Takla Makan desert; " 
and Yibfi Qiim is also said "to be situated a t  50 or 60 miles north- 
east of Khotan in the mid& of #e Tekla Makan desert" (see my 

14 Mr. Biioklund suggesta that the name marks a spot where a caravan waa lost 
in the panda. 
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Report in the Journal of the Asiatic Sooiety of Bengal). It may 
however, also have come from Dandin Uiliq, which, to judge from the 
bearings and distance given of i t  (as may be seen from the Map) 
cannot be very far distant from YPbii Qiim. 

(9) KIANO TOz (perhaps incorrect for j$ & Kii,  TiSz or ' sa l t  
mine ') is said to be a place situated abont 150 miles east of Khotan, on 
the road to Charchan. Here the eight block-print books, comprised in 
M. 8, are said to have been found by Islim B h k n  ; but this information 
requires to be received cum gram ealis. 

(10) DAblDiN U~LIQ. None of these six placea are speci- 
(11) I ~ i m  APTLY M A Z ~ R .  fically mentioned ae spota where any 
(12) u ~ ~ i l  UILIQ. of the objects comprised in the 
(13) QOTIZ LANOAR. British Collection have been found, 
(14) S U L T ~ K  WAIS QIRIN. though some of the objects of which 
(15) T ~ M  AGH~L. the exact find-place is not stated may 

have come from one 01. the other of them. A11 six are stated to be 
places which are frequented by treasure-seekers from Khotan. They 
are desoribed by Mr. Macartney in s Note, attached to his demi- 
o5cial letter, No. 121, dated h h g h a r ,  the 21st July, 1897, as follows : 

DANDIN UILIQ ( d& or ' Ivory Honse '), a t  about 6 days' 
journey north-east of Khotan; the remains of a B a z ~ r ,  half-buried in 
sand, ia said to be here, the stalls, which contain piece-goods, crnmbling 
to dust a t  the touch, being still visible. The ruins of a Serii, But-bins 
(or 'idol-house') and a Mill can also be discerned. Being sitnated 
light in the desert, it is considered to be a difficult place toteach.  
There is no water on the way ; but water may be fonnd a t  the place 
itself by digging a t  the foot of a solitary tree which is still green. 
Discoveries: manus~ripts, tea, weaving machines, coins, hakik and 
lajwar stones, and pearls. 

I x i ~  A P T A ~  M A Z ~  (>p 81 @I or ' Shrine of I m i m  Aftrb or 

Aptah, one of Qalif 'Omar's men), abont 14 miles north-west of 
Khotan ; inhabited. Discoveries : seals, money, and hakik stones. 

Q I T ~ I  UILIQ ( &&)) OP ' Chinese Honse ') said to be sitnated 
abont 1i march north of Khotan, near the Aksu road. It appears that 
the rnius of a few houses are extant here. 

QOTIZ LANOAB (> j64 or 'resting place of yaks') ; on the 
Khotan-Polo road, a t  about I t  march from the Khotan city. Tho place 
is described as sitnated in the midst of sand-hills and inhabited by 
two families. Discoveries : manuscripts and gold coins. 

S U L T ~ N  I WAIS I QIRIN ( 49 a &, perhaps the name of a 
Governor) ; one march north-east of Khoteu. Discoveries : manu- 
aaripte, eilver hoole, coine, aud oue wooden idol. 
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TAM. A ~ T L  (& or ' a walled enclosure for cattle ') ; half-march 
north-east of Khotan ; inhabited ; gold ornaments end seals are said to 
have been found in this village. A human skull, with a layer of gold and 
with e ring attached to the nose, appears to have been picked up here. 

Por convenient reference the following Table gives a summary of 
ell the antiquities, the localities and times 

8tlmm=5'- when they were found OF received, and the 
persons who found them or through whom they were received. By 
" MSS." are understood manuscript or xylograph books, or pothi bound 
in the Indian fashion; also detached leaves 01. sheets. By books " 
ere meant volumes, either manuscript or xylograph, which are bound i t 1  

the European fashion. Dates, placed within brackets, are those of the 
receipt of the antiqnitiea, their dittes of discovery being unknown. 

1 MSS. I Knohar. 1 Sept., 1804. Through the Amban I of Kuohar. 

Consign- 
ment. 

4 M. 1, Set 11. MSS. I Aq Sapil ( ~ h o - 1  1895. i tan). I' 

Objects. 

2 

3 

51 M. 1, Set 111.1 

Find-plaoe. Finder or Transmitter. 

I 8 M. 1, Set IV. 
I 

I 

Q.1. 

U. 1, Set I. 

MSS. 

HSS. 

9 
10 

M. 8, Set 11.1 
hi. 2, Set 111.' 

I 
! 

11 

12 

13 

MSS., Antiq 

Kuchar (Kho- 
tan ?) 

Knchar. 

M, 2, Set IV. 

Q.  2. 

G. 3, Set I. 

14 
15 

16 

Antiques. 
Antiques. 

(Sept., 1895). 

1889. 

Q. 3, Set 11. 
Q. 3, Set 111. 

M. 3. 

An tiqnes. 

Book. 

MSS. 

MSS. 
MSS. 

MSS., 13 
books, Anti- 

quities. 

~ ~ b i  Qirn 
(Khotan). 

Qarii QOl Mwir  
(Khotan). 

K6k Qnmbaz 
(Khotan). 

Qari  Yintiq 
(Kho*). 

Aq sap11 (do.) 
Bomdn 

(Khotan). 

October, 1895. 

November, 
1896. 
1895-06. 

(81st Mamh, 
1895). 

Through anonymous 
merchants. 

Dildsr B i n ,  Afghan, 
and another Turki 
merohant. 

[slim AUim, treasure. 
seeker of Khotm. 

do. 

KOk Gnmbaz 
(Khotan ). 

Tekla Makan. 

Yibii Qim 
(Khoten). 

Unknown. 
K6k Gumbaz 

(Khotan). 
Borazin 

(Khotan). 

do. 

Oobber, 1896, 

(11th Sept., 
1897). 

1895. 

Unknown. 
Ootober, 1898, 

(Slat July, 
1807.) 

do. 

do. 

do. 
Through Akmm &in 
and Badrnddin ghh, 
Afghan traders in 
Khotau. 

[slim A&n, treesure- 
seeker of Khotan. 

do. 

do. ? 

Unknown. 
[slim A u i n ,  treaaure- 

seeker of Khotan. 
Six books and some 

antiquities through 
Badrnddin ; 7 book#, 
MSS. and autiqnes. 
bought by Mr. Ma- 
oartney in Khoten. 
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Consign- 
R 

I 

18 bi. 4. 

1 Objects. 

An tiquerr. 

MSS., book8 
Antiques. 

Mas. 

Books (2). 

Books (2), 
MSS. 

Antiques. 

Books (3). 

Books (6), 
Antiqnes. 

do. 

Khotan, 
Borazin. Badrnddin; rest from 

I 

Find-place. 

Western Tur- 
kestan. 

Takla Mnkan. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

Time. !finder or Transmitter. 
I 

(80th Oct., 
1897.) 

(3rd Sept., 
1897). 

1895. 

(6th Oct., 
1897). 

December, 
1897. 

January, 1898. 

25' LI. 7. 

29 

30 

The T ~ k l e  Maknn desert appears to have received its name from 

Tl~rongh Miyin @u- 
l i m  Raahl, merchant. 

Brought to Mr. Mac- 
nrtney from Khotan. 

Mnhammad B a n e  of 
Khotan throngh the 
Wazir Wazarat of 
Leh. 

Brought to  Mr. Mao- 
artney from Khotan. 

Unknown. 

Through Munshi 
A h m d  Din. 

Booka (9). 

Boob  (8). 26 

27 

28 

I 
MSS., books, Khotan. 
Antiqnes. Afl;q~~s. , Takla Makan. 

bi. 9. 

G. 10. 

the large q~lantitiee OF broken pottery, whioh 
Deaoliption Of the are found strewn abont in mnny places,l6 and 

Takla Rsoto'6 which ahaw tlmt, in ancient times, part8 of 

M. 8. 

0. 8. 

a. 9. 

16 Compare the ncoount of thia Tract in the Report of a Mission to Porkand is 

1873, pp. 26 ff. 
16 Mr. Biicklund informa me that I' Takla hfakan is e peculiar word whioh the 

natives apply to  places covered with pottery. Snch plaoea are very numerone. 
Also mnny skeletons can be found in those placea!' Mr. Macartney elm writes to  
me t l ~ a t  I' the fragmente of ancient pottery, images, eta., are not alwuys found 
imbedded as  a t  Borazin. They are often seen lying on the enrface of the gronnd. 
I was much struck, along tho road between Gnma and Jhanguii, with the frequent 
appearance of pieces of broken earthen-ware vases (of no artistic value) oovering 
large a m  of gronnd, euoh areas being themselves situated in the midst of e send- 
dwert, and often 5 or 6 miles from habitation!] The word 'Takla Makan' is not 
aa Dr. Bven Hedin appears to state (pp. 450,467,785, 801 in his most interesting 
book Through dsia) the proper nome of any one partiouler place. 

I Aq Tal i  Tiiz. January, 1898, 

Kiang Tiz. (18th April, 
1898). 

(11th July, 
1898). 

(November, 
1898). 

Rev. ~ 0 ~ b e r ~ .  
Islitm A b h n ,  treesure- 

seeker of Khotan. 
do. 

~nbknrnad ,*  Kaeh. 
ghar merchant. 

Through Badmddin. 

Prom Leh. 

Throngh Muhammad 
Ba&s_h. e Panjihi 
trnder in Kaehghar. 

Through Llavvid Gnl 

(7th July, 
1898). 

(26th July, 
1898). 

Book (I). Unknown. 

Book (1). 1 do. 



i t  must have been the sent of an advanced civilization. Among the 
peculiar features of the tract of country which comprises that desert 
and the adjoiuing belt of cultivation are the numerous rivers which 
come from the valleys of the Karakornm and Kuenluen Ranges, and 
traverse its surface to their final junction with the Tarim river. 
I n  the present day i t  is only the two largest of these rivers, the 
Yflrnng Q P ~  on which Khotan lies, and the Qarii Qiish on which 
the homonymons town lies, which, uniting north of Khotan, reaoh 
that termination. The smaller rivers, some of which may have 
been tributaries of the two large ones, after emerging from the 
valleys, now soon lose themselves in the sandy desert. "Tllese 
rivers large and small, are the seats of the fixed population and 
the entire productive industry of the oonntry." " Nnmerons canals 
sre drawn off from them to the lands on each side, and thns 
convert considerable tracts of whnt would be otherwise desert-waste 
into fertile and populous settlements." At  present the extent of these 
settlements is very limited, but formerly-many centuries ago-they 
extended much further into the interior, probably some 30 to 50 miles 
beyond the present bordera of the sandy desert. Tlle climate of the 
country is notable for " the extreme dryness of its atmosphere a t  all times 
and the trifling amount. of its rainfall." As a consequence " the soil 
everywhere is charaoterised by its aridity and barrenness, and is more or 
lebs highly charged with aalinee, which rehin sufficient moisture to form, 
in the desert, mud bogs and marshes on which grow coarse reeds and 
dwarf tamarisks." In  these cii.cumstances i t  is only by careful irriga- 
tion that the area of cultivation oau be preserved and the encroach- 
ments of the moving sands of the desert prevented. The appearance 
and action of these moving sanda has thus been described by Dr. 
Bellew : " During the spriug and summer months a north or north- 
west wind prevails, blowing with considerable force and persistence for 
many days consecutively. As i t  sweep over the plain, i t  raises the 
impalpable dust on its surface, and obscures the air by a dense haze 
resembling in darkness a November fog in London ; but i t  drives the 
heavier particles of sand before it, and on the subsidence of the wind, 
they a m  left on the plain in the form of ripples, like those on the sandy 
beach washed by an ebbing current." In' course of time, there is formed 
" a  perfect sea of loose sand, advancing in regular wave lines from 
north-west to south-east. The sand dunes are mostly from ten to 
twenty feet high, but some are seen like little hills, fully a hundred 
feet high, and in some spots higher. They cover the plain, of which 
the hard clay is seen between their rows, with nnmberlees c h a h  of 
two or three or more together in a liue, and follow in  successive rows, 

J. I. 4 
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one behind the other.." When, during t,he earlier centuries of the 
Christian era, in consequence of the troubles attending the tribal 
migrations and the Muhammadan conquests, the population became 
reduced and irrigation fell into neglect, the advancing sands p d u a l l y  
overwhelmed one outlying settIement after the other, and narrowed 
the belt of settlement and cultivation to its present limits. Many 
traces of these ancient settlements and the water-conrses on which they 
lay are still met with in the desert ; and some of them have been named 
and described above (pp. xii ff.)" The recolIectmn of the desert having 
been once a fertile and populons country still survives in that region. 
Nr. Macartney, in his demi-official letter, No. 121, dated the 21st July, 
1897, reports that " i t  is believed by the nst,ives of Kashgharia that the 
Takla Makan desert wm once a fertile and cultivated conntry. There 
is a tradition that before the introduction of Muhammadanism [in 
the 10th aud 11th centuries A. D.], forty-one cities 1s flourished in that 
region under the rule of a certain Zewar Shah, king of Katak, and that 
by reasop of the disbelief of the inhabitants in the religion of the Pro- 
phet, which three Imiims from BuBHrct had come to preach, their 
country was suddenly and miraculonsly destroyed by a sandstorm. This 
story is told a t  con~iderable length i n  the Taskirah of Kamalnddin, 
Zal~iruddi~r and Lhwaja Arush.19 The natives believe that the antiques 
which are wnetantly found in the Takla Mukan desert belonged to the 
cities which once formed part of the kingdom of Zewar &ah." The .. 
exact site of the cit,y of Katak, here mentioned, is not known, but i t  prob- 
ably lay about three marches or 40 miles south-weot of Lop Nor, on the 
great trade-route from China to Khotan, which ran by way of Chbrchnn.ao 
I ts  destruction by the sands occurred about 1330A.D., aud it is pmb- 

11 A most interesting aoconnt of some others whioh Dr. ~ v e n  Hedin discovered 
daring his travels in the Takla Maknn ia given in his book Through Asia. 

18 On p. 496 of Dr. Sven Hedin'r book Through Asia, another tradition oon- 
cerning the former existenoe of "forty towns" is mentioned. 

19 This Taekirah had heen transmitted to me in the box whioh contained the 
consignment M. 3. I t  bee been re tuned to Mr. Maoartney for the purpose of 
translation and eventual publication. 

m This Is the view ndwcated, by the lute N. Elias in his Tranelntion of the 
T i r i b - i - U h i d i ,  pp. 11, 12, footnote. Dr. Sven Hedin dimovered a plnce, called 
Katak, on the banks of the Khotan river (see p. 819 of his book Through Asia) ; 
but he also met with the name furtfier east, near the Y ~ k a n d  river (see ibidem, 
p. 473), and aleo further west, " e long way " south of the Achik (or old Tarim) river 
(me ibid., p. 860). I t  would seem probable that katak should really be kiittek or 
'dead forest' (see ibid., p. 811, 850), and that the name is shahr-i-kottek or 'town 
in the dead f o ~ ~ t !  Like T ~ k h  Makan i t  is not the proper name of e particular 
place, bat a general name wmmon to a number of old siten. 
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ably on account of this comparatively modern date that we possess a 
detailed account of the catastrophe. It may be seen in Mirza Muham- 
mad Haidar's TQriu-i-Rmsidi (English Trandation by N. Elias, 
p. 10 ff.,) written between 1541 and 1546 A.D. That writer thus 
describes the condition of the desert in his time (ibidern, p. 295) : " To 
the east and south of Kashghar and Khotan are deserts which consist 
of nothing but heaps of shifting sands, impenetrable jungles, wash 
lands and salt-deserte. In ancient times there mere large towns in 
these wastes, and the names of two of them have been preserved, name- 
ly Lob and Katnk; but of the met no name or trace remains: all are 
buried nuder the sand. Hunters who go there after wild animals, 
relate that sometimes the foundations of cities are visible, and that  
they have recognized noble buildings, such as castles, minarets, mosques 
and colleges, but that when they returned a short time afterwards, no 
trace of tl~eae was to be found ; for the sand had again overwhelmed 
them." This fact of the recurrent disappearance and reappenrance of 
sand-buried eites and rui~is naturally follows from the action, above 
described, of the winds on the sands, and has also been noticed by 
modern travellers.al It also forms a welcome occasion for the visits of 
treasure-seekers, especially in Khotan, where, as Mr. Macartney illforms 
us, they make a regular livelihood of that occupation, being in the 
habit of visiting, after a sandstorm or a flood, such localities as seem 
most promising, in the hope of picking up some objects in gold or silver 
which have been laid bare by the wind or water. As an example of 
such a visit the itinerary of IslSm IQHn has been giren above. 

As already stated the process of submergence of the ancient civili- 
zation of Eastern Turkeatan under the advancing sands of the desert had 
already commenced long before the hluhammadan period. I t  waa already 
in full opelation a t  the time of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, Hiuen 
Tsiang, in the seveutL century A.D., when Buddhism was still the 
prevailing religion and culture of K h o t ~ n  and the rest of Eastern 
Turkestan. On his return from India to China, in the year 644 A.D., 
he took the southern ronte passing through KLotan aud Pima to 
Ch%rcl~an: the northern ronte, by which he had travelled from China 
to  India, passed through Kuchar and Kashghar. In those days Pima 
was a comparatively new settlement, lying on the outskirts of the Takla 
bfakan desert, and it still existed for many centuries afterwards, for in 
1274 A.D. Marco Polo saw it on his may to China. At the present day 
it has disappeared in the sands, and its exact site is not known. 40- 
cording to the data furnished by Hiuen Tsiang's itinerary, i t  must have 

41 See, e.g., Dr. Bellew'a observntiona on the wbjeot in the Rcpo1.t of a Mission 
to Parkund in 1873, pp. 28, 29, 37, 38. 
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lain about 100 milea East of Khotan, which would place it somewhere to 
the north or uorth-west, of the preseut town of Kiria. The latter wonld 
seem to have &&en the place of Pima, when i t  was overwhelmed by the 
snnd, just as, according to Hiuen Tsiang's account, Pima iteelf took 
the place of the still more ancient town of Ho-lo-lo-kia, which lay 
further north-west. Possibly Ho-lo-lo-kie may have occupied the aite of 
the present Dandgn Uiliq, wbicli is said to lie 6 marchea or abont 80 
miles north-east of Khotan. The description of that place, given 
above, wonld well enough suit a plrrce such as Ho-lo-lo-kia might Lave 
been. 

The physical conditions of the Takln Makan desert, with the 
extreme dryness of its atmosphere and the 

Conservation trifling amount of rainfall, above referred to, 
of Antiquitieo. are very favourable to the coneervatiou, for 

a11 indefinitely long period, of everythi~~g buried uuder its sands. Thie 
has beer1 repeatedly observed by travellers ; see, e g., the remarks of 
Dr. Bellew in the Report of a diiseion to Yarkand in 1873, p 38, quoted 
by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengd, Vol. LXVI, p. 256. 
I t  has been amply confirmed by Dr. Sveu Hedin's diacoveriea in Qarli 
Dung atld elsewliere. That explorer more than once, in his book 
l'hrough Asia, remarks on the fact that " the dry firie sand of the desert 
noquestionably possesses the property of preserving organic matter 
for a very long time; see pp. 540, 802, 816 ff. There is, therefore, 
nothiug intrinsically improbable in the claim of the manuscripts and 
xylographs, contained in the British Collection, to be of a very great 
antiquity. 

Oue of the places were aiitiquea liave been found, Qar& Q61 Mazir, 
near Qnma, is described as "an immense 

mveyude graveyard in ruina, poaaibly ten miles loug," 
a n d  ettlpae. 

and there is also a Maeiir or Muhammadan 
ellrine'' there. I t  ia possible that this place may be the site of one of 
those great Muhammadan defeats which took place s t  the end of the 
11th and beginning of the 12th century A.D. At  that time the fierce 
struggle for mastery took place between the Muhammadans of h h g h a r  
and the Buddl~ists of Khotan, which finally established the Muhamma- 
dan Faith in Eastern Turkestan. Dr. Bellew, in the Repwt of a Mission 
to Yarkand, describes several " vast cemeteries " in the sandy desert 
marking the sites of the slanghter of Muhnmmadan warriors. One i~ a t  
Ordiim Padshiih, about 30 miles east of Yangi H i ~ i r ,  where there ie a 

u A mazir is a shrine and plaoe of pilgrimage, oonsieting of the tomb of rome 
holy peraon with a kind of mooqne built nesr it. 
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shrine of 'Ali Aruliin B i i n  and the graves of his 300 fellow martyrs. 
Another is about three miles south-west of that town at ChucliHm Pldshiih 
where there ia a " vast cemetery consecrated to the dust of 10,000 
warrior martyrs." 98 Possibly Qarii Qol Mazer may be a silnilar ancient 
Muhammadan cemetery ; but all the available indications rather point 
to the sites of the fin& being ancient Buddhist "graveyards." Kok 
Gumbaz, where the skull with the pillow of manuscripts was dug out, is 
said to be "seemingly au old graveyard." Q a r ~  YantSq, clearly, is a 
similar place, where also a sknll with a bag of mannscripta wns dug out 
from the top of a circular monnd. Iu Y8ba Qiim, the mannscripts, 
M. 2, Set 111, were found "mixed up wit11 human bones, lying on some 
partially exposed boards of a wooden coffin." Mr. Hogberg says with 
reference to the books," purchased from him by Mr. Macartney and 
comprised in M. 6, that lie believes "they mere all discovered in the 
sands or buried in coffins with the dead, in ancient graveyards in the 
neighbourhood of Khotan, probably not more than a day or two's 
journey from the town." One of these places, Aq Sapil, Mr. Hogberg 
visited himself ; aud the 'I two elevated circular stands," which he 
describes as having been eeen by him, curiously snggest themselves as 
being the surviving bases of two stiipee erected in the closest propin- 
quity : apparently twin-stiipas built on slightly differing levels. Bud- 
dhist stiipae, as is well-known, used to stand on a series of circular, con- 
centric basements or terraces, decreasing upwards in diameter, the 
basements thns forming stepe to the uppermost platform, on which the 
etiipa or cylindrical dome itself was ereqted. These stepas were mostly 
relic-towere, and the relics used to be placed in a small chamber made 
in t.he top-most platform, immediately below the cylindrical dome This 
exactly agrees with Mr. Hogberg's description of the 'I circular stands." 
The '' eligiit hollow " on the top-most platform would be the remains 
of the relic-chamber, from which, e.g., the skull with its bag of mann- 
scripts mas dug out a t  Kok Gumbaz. Occasionally a Buddhist stfipa 
contained several depoeita of relics placed a t  different levels, one above 
the other. This would seem to have been the case a t  Qarii Yiintiiq, 
There, i t  is said, 'Ithe two images of horsemen (in M. 2, Set I )  were 
dug up from the interior of the monnd," on the top of which the sknll 
waa discovered " partially bn~ied." The skull, clearly, had been placed 
in a chamber, near the surface of the top-most terrace, while the 
horsemen had been deposited a t  a lower level, perhaps near the surface 
of a lower terrace. It would seem that in all the caaetj reported, the 
stiipa proper or the cyliudrical dome, has disappeared, the circular 

86 See the Report of a diission to  Purkand in 1873, at pp. 97, 120. 
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bnsements only remaining.%' Tllis cannot surprise, seeing that these 
erections were made of nuburnt bricks. As Dr. Sven Hedin remarks 
(p. 740 of his book Through Asia) "the natives themselves have 
observed that the erosive action of the wind is incompa~ably greater 
than that of water." Buddhist stiipas used to be coated with a hard, 
brilliant plseter, to protect them against the erosive action of wind and 
weather. This was, no doubt, also the case in Khotan ; but when 
outlying settlements were abandoned, and the plmtering of the stupas 
fell into disrepair, their more exposed domes naturally were corroded 
and gradually swept away by the periodical sandstorms, the less exposed 
and stronger basements only surviving. 

It is well-known that Buddhism was introduced into Khotan from 
North-Western India (Ksehmir), including 

Grreao-Bud- 
Afghanistan and tbe countries immediataly 

CuliSt~Culture. 
north of it. In  counectiou with this circnm- 

stance i t  i~ curious to observe numerous points of coincidence in the 
stiipas of Khotan and those of Afghanistan; and these coincidences 
thems~lves are a further argument to support the theory that the find- 
places of antiquities around Khotan are the sites of groups of stapas or 
tumuli, and, in that sense, of ancient places of sepulture. It was a 
wmmon practice among the Buddhists to build a stiipa, or memorial 
tower, over the relics of a Saint, and to p u p  round it minor stapas 
or tnmuli of lesser personages, whether religious or secular. Instances 
of this are repeatedly noted by Hiuen Tsieng in the acoonnt 
of his visit to India.26 The .existence of numeroue sncb groups of 
stupas and tumuli in Afghanistan is well-known. Many of them have 
been opened a t  different times. In  wilmu's Arkana Antiyua, there 
is long memoir by Alasson on the " Topes and Tumnli" opened 
by him, and the relics found in them. Among them are o~mamented 
funeral jars of a globular form with bones, ashes, and fragments of 
charcoal ; further coins, beads, rings, seals and other trinkets, colonred 
atones, pieces of crystal, eta.,-all being objects which we shall see 

in the Kliotanese collection : some indeed having the very 
=me form. More curious still, in one tumnlns which Masson opened, 
belonging to the gt.onp a t  Passani, he found I' in the centre a human 

84 It  would be interesting to know why Kok Gumbaz or the blue or green 
dome1' is called so. Uonld it be the dome of a stipa still standing ? In the Swat, 
conntry, ae Dr. Stein informs ns in his Report of an Archzeologicnl Tour with the 
Burrer Field Force, pp. 11 and 66, the word gumbaz irc nuiformly applied to ruined 
stupaa. 

116 gee Beal's Buddhist Records of the W'estetw World, Yol. I ,  pp. 48, 175 el 
pnrsim. 
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okull, and beneath i t  a large steatite vase," containir~g aahes, coloured 
stones, beada, eta., also a fragment of a birch-bark leaf inscribed with 
" Bactro-Pali " (i.e., Kharogthi) characters.g6 The ~imil~tr i ty  of this find 
wit11 that of tlle skull st Qarii Yantiiq is very striking. There is a 
passage in the account of the mission of the Chinese Bnddhiet Sung- 
yun to India in 518 A.D., which seems to bear on the subject of snch 
sepnltures. Speaking of the cn~toms of Khotan, the account nays: 
"they burn their dead, and, collecting the aahes, erect towers over 
them. When the king dies, they do not burn his body, but enclose i t  
in a coffin and carny i t  far off and bury i t  in the desert. They found a 
temple to his memory, and, a t  proper times, pay religious service to llis 
manes."~l Tilie would seom to suggcst, that Kok Gumbaz, Qarii YBntgq 
and similar  spot^ are ancient sites of the sepulture of kings and chiefs 
of Khotan. The discovery of the two minature figures of horsemen, 
(M. 3, Set I) in the same grave with the skull tends to corroborate 
this conjecture. 

The existence of early Buddhist culture in Khotan is thus amply 
borne out. Much more evidence on this point is afEorded by the potte1.y 
and terracotta figures, and mill be fonnd notioed in that portion of t11e 
report which will deal with these objects. Here I will only note that 
the occnrrence of the numerous figures of monkeys and elepl~ants 
clearly pointe to an intimate connection of the cultnre of Khotan with 
that of India; for these ariimals are not found in Khohn, while they 
are indigenous in India. A very early connection of Khotan with India 
and China is also established by the discovery of Indo-Chinese and 
Indo-Scythian coins on the'one hand, and coins of the Ran Dynasty 
on the other. But further there are distinct traces of Grecian 
and Parthian influence. For the latter, i t  is true, there is only one 
piece of pottery (iu M. 21, which boai-s ornamentatiori of a distiuctly 
Parthian character. For arecian influence snch as prevailed on the 
western borders of India, in the earliest centuries A.D. and B.C., there 
is much more evidence. The style of Graeco-Buddhist ornamentation 
and sculpture is well marked on many pieces of pottery and sculptured 
stones. The syrinx, or musical instrument made of a series of graduated 
reeds, on which monkeys ere represented as playing, is distinctly 
Greok or Grecian : tllat kind of instrument was not kuonn in India or 
the Orient. Altogether the treatment of the monkeys, in their varicd 
festive or amorous postures, curiously reminding olle of Satyrs and 
Fauns, is instinot with the idem of Greek or Roman culture. The 
Pegnsns and Centaur, which are found represented on some seals, are 

93 See Ariana Antiqua, p. 94. 
m Bee Beal'e Buddhirt Recordr of the Western World, vol. I, p. Ixxxvii. 
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also distinctly Glrecian. Mr. Macartney in his Note on the find-places 
(see p. xxii) says : "Some of the relics which have been found near 
Kliotan are undonbtedly of Greek origin. In May, 1897, I was shown 
by a Russian merchant in that town a coin with an inscription in Greek, 
and three pieces of yellow crystals of an oval shape in which there 
were beautiful carviugs of the classical type." 

Local tradition with regard to the makers of the llabitations and 
sepultures around Khotan is very uncertain, and possibly not altogether 
spoutaneous. With reference to Qar i  Yantiiq, in Islam Auiin's $ti- 
nernry, already qnoted above, Mr. Maoartuey was illformed, that it waa 
once inhabited by " Hindis," a name by which Buddhists are said to be 
generally called in Eastern Turkestan, and which clearly points to the 
direct Indian origin of the Buddhism of thnt country. With regard to 
Kok Gnmbaz Captain Qodfrey reports (in his demi-official letter, 
No. 5208, dated 15th September, 1897) that 'I local opinion seems to 
incline to the belief that the cemetery was either J ~ W ,  Kalmuk or 
Greek. The people to whom these graveyards are attributed are called 
in the Turki l anpage  Ujat which I believe now meam 'I strangers." 
This word is, however, I am informed, now obsolete. Dr. Bellem, in 
hie Hietory of Keshghar, says that Ujtit means Native Christians, and 
refem I think, to Native Christians having lived near Khotan.'qa With 
reference to the last observation of Captain Qodfrey's I may note that a t  
Aq Sapil some sheeta and leaves of manuscript were found (in M. 2, 
Set 11) inscribed with cLaracters in white ink, which seem to be 
Uigliur writing such as waa once used by the Nestorian Christians. 

- considering how much we are a t  present dependent on native infor- 
mation with regard to every thing oonnected 

Need of further ex- 6 t h  these sand-buried sites near Khotan, and 
ploration. bow cautiously such information mnst be re- 
ceived, it is very desirable that the localities should be visited, examined 
and reported on by some European explorer with archseological expe- 
rience. This is nn undertaking well worth the support of the Indian 
Government and of Learned.Societies. 

88 See the Report of a Mineion to Yarbnd, p. 127. Mr. Shaw in hie Grammnr 
of the Language of Euaten Turkistan (in the Journal, An. Sw.  Bengal, Vol XLVI for 
1877), *pp. 336 and 345, disputee this nnd say8 that Ujit ia the name of a village 
near Khotan, the inhabibnts of whioh were " bad Muselmans." But the passage 
from the Taakiratu.l.Bu&rs, which he quotes, ral ly  only proves that the people 
of UjRt were musidered insincere Muhammadans at the time of its oompoaition. 
At the time to whioh Dr. Bellew refere Khotan had not yet been oonverted to 
Islam. It  wan still Buddhist ; and the people of UjLt, if they were not Buddhists, 
mnst have bean Nestorian Christians. Probably t l~ey were the htter, end being 
forced to adopt Islim, did so only in ontwrrd appearsnce. 



CENTRAL ASIAN ANTIQUITIES. 

The Central Asian Antiquities wl~ich nre comprised in the British 
Collection distribute themselves into t,he following main classes: ( I )  
mannscripts; (2) x y l o p p h s ;  (3) terra-cottas and pottery; (4)  coins 
and eeals; and (5) figures of stone, metal or wood, and other miscel- 

- laneous objecta. 
As tbe coins present the most servicealde historical and chronolo- 

gical data, i t  may b6 best to commence with their description. 

SECTION I.- COINS AND SEALS. 

The following is a Summary of t l ~ e  Coius in the Collection :- 
I. Indo-Chinese coins, 72 

II. Ch' lnese 91 148 
111. Scytho-Bactrian ,, 36 . 
IV. Iodo-Scythian ,, 10 
V. Sassanian ,, 7 

VI. Medieeval Hindti 9 8 
VII. Medirsval Muhammadan ,, 127 

VIII.  Modern Tnrki ,, 18 
IX. Modern I n d i a  1, 59 
X. Modern European 3,  1 

Total Coins 486 

There are altogether seventy-two of these coins in the Collection : 
nine large and sixty-three small ones. They all come from Khotan and 

J. I. 5 . 
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its neighbourhood; m d  they formed part of the consignments M. 2, 
M . 3 , M . 6 , M . 9 , G . 5 , U . 7 , ( 3 . 1 0 , a n d T . l .  

Two coins of this description, one large and one small, were &st 
published by Mr. Gardner in the Nunzis111atic Chronicle, TTol. XIX 
(1879), pp. 275,276. These likewise were procured from Khotan by Sir 
T. D. Forsgth. They have been republished by Dr. Terrien de 
Laconperie in the British Museum Catalogue of Chinese Coins, p. 394. 
The large one is also republislled in the British Museum Catalogue 
of Indian (Greek and Scgthic) Coins, p. 172. Both coins, especially 
the small one, were in too imperfect a condition to admit of being fully 
read. In the present collection there are some much better preserved 
specimens. 

A11 these coins Itre of copper. They are not of iron, aa was a t  first 
eimneously snpposed. 

Of the large coins, there are three varieties, distinguished by the 
arrangement of the obverse legend. Of these varieties there are one, 
three and one specimen respectively. Four specimens cannot be debr- 
mined. Of the smaller coins there are five varieties, distinguished by 
differences in the reverse design, Itnd in the arrangement of the legends. 
Of these five varieties there are 17, 13, 3, 3 and 3 specimens respec- 
tively. Twenty-tlrree specimens are too worn or corroded to admit of 
being determined. 

The following is a detailed list of all the coins, large and small, 
with their weights and me~tsnl.es. Their exact find-place has also been 
noted, when known : in the other orrses i t  most be understood that the 
coin oame either from Khotan itself or from one of the bnried sites 
near i t  :- 

(a) Large Coins. 

Ser. Variety. Weight 
No. in grains. 

1 I 24f1.6 
0 I 1  228'0 
8 I 1  200'5 
4 I1 154.0 
6 I11 234 0 
6 Undeterm. 223'0 
7 do. 21 3.0 
8 do. 211'5 
Q do. a020 

Total weight : 1021'6 

Size Oonsign- Find-place. F i r e .  

M. a. plate I, 6. 
T. 1. 
0.10. 
M. 9. 
G. 10. 
M. a. ~q s~fi~. 
M. 2. 
0.10. 
M. 2. 

Average weight : 213'44 gn. 



Ser. Variety. 
No. 
1 I 
2 I 
a I 
4 I 
6 I 
6 I 
7 I 
8 I 
B I 

10 I 
11 I 
12 I 
18 I 
14 I 
16 I 
I6 I 
17 I 
18 I1 
19 I1 
20 I1 
21 I1 
22 I1 
28 I1 
24 I1 
26 I1 
26 I1 
25' I1 
28 I1 
29 I1 
ao 11 
81 111 
82 111 
83 111 
84 IV 
86 1V 
86 IV 
a7 IV 
88 V 
89 V 
40 V 
41 Undeterm. 
42 do. 
48 do. 
44 do. 
4 do. 

No. 

Section I.- Coins and Seals. 

( b )  Small Coins. 

Weight. Size. Consign- Find-place. 
ment. 

76-0 076 M. 2. 
66Q 076 M. 2. 
69 0 05'6 M. 2. 
666  076  M. 2. 
63.0 0'76 0 .  10. 
680 0.76 M. a. 
62'0 (M6 0.10.  
60% 076  M. 6. 
600 0'76 M.2. 
48% 0'76 0 . 6 .  
48% 0'76 M. 2. 
466 0'76 0. 7. 
46.0 076 M. 2. Aq Sa61. 
41.6 0'76 0. 6. 
89.6 0'626 M. 2. 
320 0626 M. 2. 
21-0 0'625 M. a. Aq Bsfil. 
78'5 016 M. 2. do. 
62.6 @76 M .  3. 
61-6 0.76 1. 6. 
69.6 0'76 T. 1. 
67'6 076  M. 2. Aq Baal. 
63.0 0'76 T. 1. 
61.6 0 7 6  T. 1. 
600 076  M. 2. Aq 81161. 
49.0 076  GI. 7. 
4 8 0  0 7 6  M. 6. 
46.0 076  M. 2. Aq Safil. 
41'0 0.75 M. 9 
4 4 0  0.76 0. 10. 
61'6 076  M. 6. 
48.6 0.76 T. 1. 
4 7 9  076  0 .10 .  
40'0 076 M. 2. 
80'0 0'626 M. 2. 
22.6 0 7 0  0 .  10. 
13.0 0 6  M. 2. (Mutilated). 
63.6 0'83 G .  10. 
606 075  0 .  10. 
69'0 0'80 0 .10 .  
80.0 0'76 M. 2. 
699 0.76 M. 9. 
68'6 0 7 6  0. lo. 
67'0 Q76 G. 10. 
66.0 0.76 M. a. 

Fignre. 

PI: I, la. 
PI. I, 10. 

PI. 1, 18. 

PI. I, 16. 
PI. 111, 3. 

PI. I, 17. 
PI. 111, 1. 
PI. 111, 4. 
PI. ILI a. 
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Rere~ee: In first and second varieties, bare horse, standing or 
walking to right ; round it a circular marginal legend 
in Kharopthi characters, showing in the first variety 
the letter 7na (of maharlfja), in the second variety, tlie 
letter t i  (of uthabirtija), over neck of horse. 

The third variety has a Bactrian two-humped camel standing 
to rigl~t,  rind the same Kharoethi legend as on the large coins, with ma 
over head of camel. 

The fourth variety has the bare horse, walking to right, within a 
circular linear area, outside which is the Kharqthi  legend, with maM 
opposite the tail of the horse, but very incomplete. 

The fifth variety has a oamel walking to right, led by a man, 
surrounded by a marginal legend in Kharogthi, with ma over the head 
of the camel. Unfortuuately both figure and legend in all three 
specimens are too badly preserved to admit of being fully deciphered. 

(c) The Kharogthi Legend. 

The K h m t h i  legend occurs in two different vereions : a longer 
and a shorter one. Tlle former which consisted probably of 20 letters 
is found on the largo coins and on the small coins of the third (or 
camel) variety. The shorter legend, compriuing probably 13 letters, 
is found on the small coins of the first, second and fourth (or horse) 
varieties. The length of the two legends can easily be calculated from 
the space distributable to the preserved and lost portions respectively. 
What the legend on the small coins of the fifth variety may have been, 
i t  is, a t  present, impossible to say. 

The snorter legend is arranged in three different ways: in the 
coins of the first variety i t  commences over the neck of the horse, and 
in those of the fourth, behind its tail, while in those of the second 
variety, i t  probably commenced below its feet. It is fullest preserved on 
the coins Nos. 1 and 4 of the first and No. 7 of the second variety. 

The best readings on coins of the first variety are the following :- 
No. 1 naaharnjutha(bi) x ja Gugrama(d)asa ( P1. I, 9). 
No. 2 maharaytr x x x x augratidasa. 
No. 3 rl~aharayrr x x x x Qugra(mad)asa (PI. I, 13). 
No. 4 naoharay~ctho X ra x Qugraiitodasa (PI. I, 10). 
No. 7 nacthara(ja) x x x X (Gu)gmmo(da)sa. 
No. 10 maha x x x x x x Qugradumasa (Pl. I, 8). 
No. 14 maha(m) x X x x X Gt~gra(dama)sa (Pl. I, 18). 

The best readings on coins of the s e c o ~ ~ d  variety are the following :- 
No. 4 x x rajtcthubi x x x x x x x 
No. 5 x xrtljo x b i  x x (Qrcgra) x x x (Pl. I, 14). 
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No. 6 x xrajuthabirax x x x x x (Pl. I, 15). 
No. 7 x x x juthabiraja Uu(gra) x x x (Pl. I, 12). 
No. 8 x x xjuthubi x x x x x x x 
No.11 x x x j u t h a b i x x  x x x x x 
No.12 x x x j u t h b i x x  x x x x x 
No. 13 x x x x x x raja &gra x % X 

Of the coins of the fourth variety, any thing of the legend is only 
visible on No. 2, where the following fragmetit can be read : 

maharaja x x x x  x x x x x  
The longer legend is found on the coins of tlie t l~ird  variety. On 

these the letters are written in long, narrow shapes, closely crowded 
together ; and calculating from what of the legend is preserved, it may be 
seen that the face of the coin affords room for 20 letters. On the coins 
of the second variety, the letters are formed large and square, taking 
up much more space, so that the surface of the coin, to jndge from what 
remains of the legend, cannot have admitted more than 13 letters. 
The same is the case with the coins of the first variety, where the 
letters are formed small and square, but are set wider apart from one 
another than on the coins of the thhd  variety. On the two coins of 
the latter variety, the legend reads as follows : 

No. 1 X X x x X x X X X x X x X ta(sa) &gra(da)mnx 
No. 2 nlahrajaea ra ( ja t i )  x (jasa) (ma) x x (sa) Qugramadaea. 

(Pl. I, 16). 
The same long legend, as a l re~dy  observed, occurs on the large 

coins, with a slightly different form of the name, viz., Qugrantayasa. 
I t  reads as follows :- 

(PI. I, 6). 
NO. I,  (ma)harajasa ( ra )  x x x x x x x x x (Ufcgramayasa) 
No. 3, (ntahara) x x x x x x x x x x x x (f7u)gra x xaa. 

The bracketed letters are distinguishable ;l tlie others are perfectly 
clear. The whole of the visible letters (eleven) occupy slightly more 
t l i ~ n  one-half of tlie circle; hence the total inscription must have 
comprised nbout 20 letters. 

Accordingly the complete legends, probably, stood as follows : 
(1)  longer legend : h1ahurrtja.m Rajatirajnsa Mahatasa Qugramayasa 

(or Uugramadasa or Uugradamasa), 
(2) shorter legend : Maharaj-uthabiraja-augramadcrcra (or Uugmd- 

masa or Urcgran~odtcsa or Uxgratidasa). With variants yuthabi and 
juthubi. 

1 Some of these bracketed letters do not ehow suffioiently on the photographe 
though they w e  quite distinguishable on the original coin. 
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The letters which I read juthcrbi or yuthubi (or jlrtlrtcbi) are puzzl- 
ing. Their forms, as seen on sotne of the coins, are clear enough and 
are shown in the subjoined Woodcut No. 4. Thus (a) is seen on 

Var. 11, No. 11, (b) on Var. 11, No. 12, (c) on Var. 11, NO. 4, ( d )  on 
Var. I, No. 1, (e) on Var. I, No. 4, and (f) on Var. 11, No. 8. Of these 
(a )  signifies jicthabi, (b, c, d)  sigrtify juthu, (e) signifies yutha, and ( f )  
signifies juthu. The form of the syllable bi never variee. In (a)  and 
(f)  the vowel u is formed in an unusual way, but similar to its forma- 
tion in ( d )  of Woodcut No. 5, below. I wonld venture to offer the 
following explanation, which must be understood to be altogether tenta- 
tive only. I wonld suggest that the legend might be the equivalent of 
the not uncommon title Sanskrit Prthvi-raja or Piili-Priikrit Puthaci- 
raja 01. Puthuci-dja, i.e., ' King of the earth.'s The complete title on 
the coins, accordingly, would run Sanskrit Maharaja-pthvirlfja, or 
Piili-Prglcrit mahiraja-puthavi~llja or mnharaya-puthaviraja. In Prakrit, 
aa is well-known, the initial consonant of a conjunct word may be 
elided, and the re~ul tant  hiatus-vowels may be contracted : in the 
present case Oayuo may be changed to Oaii', and contracted to OoO or even 
to OuO. We thus obtain the form of the title makrlfj-uthahiruju or 
qnahdray-uthabirllja, with the provincialism of hardening u. This 
explanation postnlates a somewhat advanced stage of Prhkrit phonetio 
change; but the existence of such s stage in Khotan a t  the period of 
these coins ie rendered probable by the change of j to y in the form 
mahiriiya. 

s I wee dispossd a t  one time to and some wn5rmation of my rnggestion in the 
Chinese Pi+-pi-lim, which, eooording to Abel Remnsat's Histoire ds la Ville de 
Khdan, p. 30, was the royal title of Khoten, and whioh I thonght might represent 
the Senekrit V+a-rciya (for Vi'i~va-rtija) or 'king of the world,' a synonym of 
PrthvirZja. The context in Bemueat seemed to imply that Pi-pi-&lien WIU the 
title of the Khotaneae Kings from ancient times up to the beginning of the 7th 
century A.D., when the 'WK-si family (ibidem, p. 86) enaoeeded the Wang family. 
But from what Prof. Bylwin Levi kindly writes me (16th February, 1809) i t  appears 
that Pi-++lien wan only the proper name of a perticnlsr king of the Wang family 
whiah reigned in the 6th and 7th oentnries, A.D. Pi-pi-pi-lien, aocordingly, is  more 
likely to be the Chinese transliteration of some Turki name, similar to hfekelien. 
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The two first letters gugw of the name appear in tho following 
forms :- 

NO. 5 .  

Perhaps the group might alao be read guvgn. The form ( a )  is the 
commonest; it occurs in Nos. 2, 3, 4 of the first variety, and can be 
seen very distinctly in No. 3 (PI. I, 13) ; it is also seen in the large 
coin No. 1 (Pl. I, 6). The form (b) occnrs in No. 1, (c)  in No. 10, and 
(e) in No. 14, all of the first variety. The form Cf) occurs in the third 
variety, and the absence of the conjunct marks at  the foot of the two 
letters is accounted for by the crowded state of the legend. 

The final letters dasa appear in a curiously conjnnct form in the 
coins Kos. 2 and 4 of the first variety. They are ehown as (9)  in the 
nbore Woodcut No. 5. The conjunction is probably merely due to the 
negligence of the engraver. 

There are altogelher five varieties of the royal name, all commencing 
with Gug~a ; vie., Gugramada, Bugradam, Cfugramaya, Gugranzoda, and 
Gugratida. Perhaps n may be read for d ( Gugramana, etc.), in every 
case, or in some of them, seeing that the Kharogtbi d and n are hardly 
distinguishable. Seeing also that sometimes y occnrs for j in the title 
?nah&rija (mahBvEya), i t  may be that, by a similar phonetic process, 
Bugramaya is only another form of Qugramada. It is also possible 
that Gugramoda is really intended for Gtigramada, aa what looks like 
the vowel o may be a mere slip of the engraver. I n  any case there 
etill remain three names which cannot be identified with one another : 
Gugramada, Qugradama and Bugratida. Accordingly these coins must 
be ascribed to three, if not five different kings. As all their names 
begin with Qugra (perhaps Qtrrgn), they would all seom to have belonged 
to the same family. 

( a )  The Chinese Legend. 

The Chinese legend, also, occurs in two different versions ; a longer 
and a shorter one. The longer, consisting of six symbols, is found on 
the large coins, while the shorter, consisting only of three symbols, 
is seen on the smaller coins. 

Tho longer legend is arranged in four different ways, three of which 
occur in our collection. In the first variety, the legend commeuces op- 
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posite the apex of the central symbol (seen a t  tile bottom of tile figure 
in Plate 1, 6) and then runs round from right to left. In  the second 
variety i t  also commences opposite the apex, but runs in the opposite 
direchion, from the left to the right. In  the third variety it com- 
meuces on the left of the central symbol, and runs ronnd from the left  
to tho right. The British Mnsenm Catalogue, No. 17990, presents a 
fourth vctrioty, in which the legend rune from the right to the left, and 
commences on the right side of the ceutral symbol. 

In  all fonr varieties the legend is identioal, as shown in t,he 
subjoined Woodcut NO. 6 :- 

A pol-tion of this legend was read by Dr. T. de Laconperie, i t 1  the 
Britkh Mnsenm Catalogue, p. 394. I read the whole as  follow^ :- 

tchutrg (1) liang (2) ass (3)  M u  (4) t'ung (6) tsien (6), i.e., " Weight 
(one) Liang (and) fonr Tchn (of) aopper money." 

The eymbol which Dr. T. de Iarconperie reads yh ' one' does not 
monr in any of the mine of our collection, nor can I find i t  on the 
win figured by him in the Catalogue, No. 1799a. The 5th and 6th 
symbols were too indistinct on his coin to be ~Vead by him. They are 
o l w  enough on some of our coine, and are thorn shown in the above 
Woodcut. No. 6 is the well-known sign for tsien 01. ' money ' (Britbh 
Museum OataZog~ce, p. xviii). No. 5 is a sign which I have not been 
able to find in Morrison's dictionary,a the only one available to me ; nor 
is i t  known to any of the Chine- Literati whom I oonld consult. I 
take it to be an old form of the aymbol 8 t'ung ' copper ' (see ibid., 
p. lxiv), made by omitting the long side-strokes of the upper 
quadrangle of ite right-hand portion. A similrtr modification 
occurs in the old form of the symbol f$g kuan (see ibid., p. 191), 
and in the old form of the symbol @ liang (see ibid., p. 300). 

The shorter legend is also identical on all the small coins, though 
the symbols are d r a m  in rather varying forms. This is not a t  all 
an nncommon practice, 8s an inspection of the British Mn~eum Catalogue 
will a t  once show. Tire legend, with the varying forms of its symbole, 

' A Didha+y of the Chinese Language in thres Partr. By B. ~ o r r i s o o , ~ . ~ . ,  
18W. 

J. I .  6 
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is  ellown in the subjoined Woodcut No. 7, whioh also shows the relative 
position of the three symbols in the legend. 

No. 7. 1 : *..-- '... 

NO. I is the usual form, seen in Plate I, 11. Nos. 11, 111, IV may 
be seen in Plate I, 8, 14, 16 respectively. No. V shows a form of the 
3rd symbol which I have noticed on coiru of the 3rd and 4th va~ieties, 
shown in Plate III, 1, 3. 

I read the symbols as follows :- 
luh (1) tchu (2) tsien (3), i.e., " six Tohu (of) money." 
The second and third symbols of this legend are the same IM the  

fourth and sixth of the longer one. The first symbol, aa shown in Figure 
111, is that given by Dr. T. de L-uperie, on page XI of his Introduction 
to the British Museum Catalogue, for luh six.' The corresponding 
forms in fig. I, J I  and I V  are merely ornamental modifications. A form 
of luh, much like that in fig. I1 and IV, ocours in ooin No. 463, of the Br. 
Mus. Cat., p. 423. Compare also the f o r m  of luh in coins No. 753, 816, 
169-161. 

The Chinese legends state the weight of the ooine. According to 
them the large coins shonld normally weigh one liang and four hhu, 
while the smell coins should weigh six tchu. As we shell see presently, 
these Indo-Chinese coins must be referred to the 6rst and second 
oenturies A.D., i s . ,  to the time of the Ban dynasty in China. That 
dynasty followed the monetary system of the preceding Tsin dynasty 
which had doubled the ancient standard. Acoordiug to this doubled 
standard the liang weighed about 195 grains, and the tchu, about 8-12 
p i n s . '  Accordingly the normal weight of the large coins sl~ould be 
approximately 227.48 grains, and of the small coins, 48.72 grains. A 
reference to the preceding list (see pp. 2-4) will show that the actual 
weights of the coins vary widely from this normal, even fully allowing 
for much wear and tear. This, how eve^; was the usual condition of 
the currency in Chitla. Dr. T. de Lacauperie in his Introduction to 
the British Museum Catalogue (pp. xxiii, xxiv) shows how numerous 
tbe variants in weight were, and how "far they were from being 

+ See Introduction to tho Br. Mos. Cat., pp. xlii-xliv. 
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approximate to the current st,andard." The variations of the actur1.1 
from the normal weight appear to have been particnlarly great under 
the Han dynasty, for the intermediate nenrper Siu Wang Mang (6-25 
A.D.) "began by annulling the decrees enacted by the Ran dynasty, 
as he wanted to return to the money of the Tchou dynaaty, where 

the mother and the child ' ( i .e . ,  divisionary piece) weighed in pro- 
portion to eaoh other, similarly to those issued by king Wang in 
523 B.C."L I n  order to see how far the Indo-Chinese coins conform to 
tlle normal weight, we must test them by their average weight. Judged 
by this test they, ourionsly enough, very nearly agree with what sl~ould 
be their normal weight. For the average weight of the nine large 
coins is 213.M grains (normal 227.48),6 and of the 63 small coins, 47.857 
(notma1 48.72). The agreement in the caae of the large coins wonld 
probably be still greater, if we had a larger number of t l~em to make 
np the average. 

The date of these Indo-Chiueae coim can be approximately deter- 
mined by the following considerations. The fact of their enperscriptions 
being in Indian and Chinese characters and langnage showe that both 
those languages must have occnpied a recognised position in Khotan a t  
the time when the coine passed current. In  the m e  of the bilingual 
Indo-Greek coins, Indian wee the langnage of the population of the 
oount~.y, while Ureek was the language of the administration or the 
ruling power. Khotan, so far ae known to us, never had a Chine~e 
population ; but it fell under the power of China a t  a very early date. 
In  the sixth year of the Emperor Ming-ti of the Later Ban dynssty, 
in 73 A.D., Kuang-te, the king of Kllotan, submitted to the Chinese 
General Pautchao. Thenceforward the kingdom of Khotan became a 
regular dependency of China, which formed that kingdom, together with 
Kashghar and other Central Asian principalities, into an administrative 
unit nnder the name of the " Western Conntrie~ " and under a Chinese 
Governor-Ueneral? and placed Chinese Governors in Khotan and the 
other chief towns. Shortly afterwards, King Kanishka of India (about 
78-106 A.D.) is said to havo held hostages from the Chinese " t~ibuta~.y 
Princes to the west of the Yellow River," that is, from the prince8 

6 See p. 866 of the Brit. Mns. Catalogne. 
6 The weight ot the Brit. Mna. specimen, flgnred on p. 394 of the Catalogne, 

wonld seem to be Z20 grains ; for on p. xliii ot the Introdnotion it  is  said " the 
Bactro-Chinese ooin of 2 liang 4 t chu-220  grs." There is here some mnfnsion. 
Tbe weight insoribed on the ooin is I liang 4 tchu of the Han standard, which is 
eqnnl to 2 liang and 8 tchu of the old ntandard ; and both alike are equal to 227'48 
grains (normel). 

7 See Abel Remanat's Hiatoirs de la Ville do Khotcm, p. 3 and passim. 
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included in the Chineee " Governor-Generalship " of the " Western 
Uountriea."8 I t  is true that there had been eome political intercourse 
between China m d  Khotan since the days of the Emperor Wnti 
(140-87 B.C.) cd the Earlier Han dynasty, bnt Khotan only lost 
ita independence in 73 A.D., when it was included in the Chinese 
" Governor-Generalship " of the Western Conntriea. The Chineee onr- 
renoy of Khotan oannot be plsoed earlier than that year. The native 
kings continned to reign under the Chinese supremacy, and this fact 

,explains why the coins bear bilingual legends. It is distinotly a Chinme 
onrrency, because the standard of the coins is Chinese, inscribed in 
Chinese l aupage  and characters, and this fact clearly indimtea Chinem 
supremacy. On the other hand, the reverse of the coins bears the 
symbole and names of the native kings, i n  native (Indian) chsmtem,- 
a fact which indicates both that native kings still continued to reign, 
and that the language and characters, nsed by the native administration, 
were Indian. 

The first connection of India with Kl~otnn dates back to the  
timo of king Aqoka (264-233 B.C.). Ancient Khotauese chroniclee, 
quoted by Cllinese writers, relate that the eldest son of that king, when 
dwelling ia T a k g ~ i l i i  in the Panjgb, had had his eyes put out, and the 
t r i b ~ l  chief who h d  been gnilty of the outrrrge was banished, together 
with his tribe, aoroas the Himiilnyrur. There the tribe settled and 
later on chose a king from among themselvm. Soou afterwards they 
oame into collision with another tribe settled to the east of them, 
whose kinp; had been expelled from his own country. In the m n l t ,  
the weutern or Indian tribe was conquered, and the eastern king, 
now uniting both tribes under his rule, established his capital in 
the middle of the country, a t  Khotrm.9 Thie must have been abortt 
240 B.C. The eastern tribe wonld seem to have been the Uighmv, 
of the Tnrki race. They gradually occupied the whole of E ~ s t e r u  
Tnrkestan before 200 B.C., being pushed forward from the north- 
eaet by the Hinngnu or Hnna, another Tnrki tribe. The latter, in 
their westward movement, dkplaoed two Tnrki tribes, the Yuechi (or 
Yucti) and the Uighnr ; the former migrated to the north, the latter 
to the south of the Tian Shan monntains, displacing in their turn the 
Saka tribe which had formerly dwelled there. The Ynechi were 
gmdunlly driven across the Ili and the Yaxartes. From 163 to 
126 B.C., they occupied the country between the latter liver and the 

8 See Real's Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol. I, pp. 67 and 173 ; also 
Numumatic Chronicle, Vol. IX (1889), p. 878. 

9 Soe Abel Remnsnt's Histoire de la Fille & Khotan, pp. 37, 38, and Beal's 
Budrlhist Reor& o j  the Western World, Vol. 11, p. 310. 
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Oxns, and by 26 B.C. they had extended their settlemonts beyond the 
Hindokush into Afghanistan. Here they formed a p t  kingdom nnder 
the two Kndphisea and nnder Kanerkes and Hverkea from about 25 
B.C. to 180 A.D. Their rule gradually comprised the whole of North- 
Western India in addition to Eastern Afghaniatan. On their coins 
they used both the Greek and Indian-Kharqthi charactere : the former 
they retained from their Greek predeceesors whose official script it had 
been; the latter was the script of secular commerce of their Indian 
subjects. Co-existing with these soripts there wero in use also tlle 
ludian-Brshmi characters, favoured by the religions and learned, 
especially the Buddhiste. 

Concurrent with the great Yuechi kingdom there was in North- 
Western India a smaller oue of another Tnrki race nuder the kings 
Manes, Ams, and their successors, from about 60 B.C. to 80 A.D. I t  did 
not extend beyond the Pat~jirb, and the Turki invadera who founded it, 
must have entered India through Kashmir and over the Karakornm 
passes from the direction of Khotan. Here, we have eeen, the Uighnr 
tribe, which still continues to form the main stock of the population of 
the whole of Eastern Turkesten,'o had gradually establislled itself in 
tlie second century B.C., in constant warfare with the Hinngnns and 
Sakaa. It was no doubt the Uighnrs who, similarly to the Yuechis 
fnrtller west, pressed forward aud extended their rule into India in the 
first century B.C. Here they became the neighbourn and rivals of the 
Yueohis, and here also they became acquainted with Greek and Indian 
culture ; for, like the Yneohi Indian kings, the Uighnr Indian kings 
Manes, h e a  and their sncceeaore have both Greek and Indian-Kharogthi 
legends on their coins. The Uighur kingdom, whioh in the South, (in 
India), had to contend with the Yueohi, and in the North, (in Emtern 
Tnrkestan), with tlie Hiungnn, at last declined in power. In order to 
seonre tlle aasistanoe of the Chinese empire, ite Northern portion 
rubmitted to China alid consented to pass under its administration. 
This happened, as we have seen, in 73 A.D.11 About the same time its 
eonthern portion WRB annexed by the Yneohi king Kanishka, who 
extended his rule over Kashmir up to the Karakornm (Tsnng-ling) 
range, aud took hostages from the remainder of the Uighnr kingdom.18 
Under these altered conditions, the Uigllnr coinage in Khokn waa 
conformed to the Cllinese standard, and its obverse legend, which had 
hitherto been Greek, was replnced by a Chinese inscription. The 
reverse legend, on the other hand, continued, as hitherto, to be expressed 

10 See N. Eliaa' TariM-i-Rashidi, p. 92. 
11 See Abel Rernnsnt'8 Histoire ds la Ville de Khotan, pp. 9 ff. 
18 See Beal's Buddhist Records o j  the Weatel~r Wmld, Vol. I, pp. 66, 67. 
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in the o5cial Indian language and Indian-Kbarqthi charactem. This 
explains the use of the latter amongst a Turki population, such as 
that of Khotan must have been. They were the language and sciipt 
of the Uighur Government, having originally been adopted in India, and 
surviving in Khotan after the Iudian portion of the kingdom had been 
lost. Similarly the use of the Indian-Uighur types of the bare home 
and the Baatrian camel were continued. These types are found on 
the coins of Manes, Aees, and their succesuors ; 18 and indeed, they 
rather point to Turkestan aa their home-land. 

That a species of Indian script waa current in Khotan, is well 
known fl-om Chinese writers. The case is not quite so clear with respect 
to the language of the country. Hiuen Tsiang (about 645 A.D.) relates 
that " the written charsotem and the mode of forming their sentences 
resemble the Indian model; the forms of the lettersdiffer somewhat ; 
the differences, however, are ulight. The spoken language also differs 
from that of other oountries."l4 Another account myithat  " they have 
chronioles, and their charaaters, as well as their laws and their litera- 
ture, are imitated from those of the Hindas, with some slight altera- 
tions. This imitation haa diminished their barbarism, and modified 
their manners and their 1angnag.e which (letter) differs from that of 
other people."l6 These statements clearly indicate that the Uighnr 
population of Khotrtn, originally totally unlettered and uncultured, 
derived the whole of their auoient culture from India; and this fact well 
agrees with, and is well explained by, the ancient extension of Uighur 
rule over North- Western India. At the same time, it is not probable 
that the Chinese statements about the written characters refer to the 
Indian-Kharogthi script. They rather indicate a modified form of Indian- 
Brijhmi. The Kharogthi, as seen on the Indo-Chinese coins, does not 
merely " resemble the Indian model," but is identical with that once 
current in North-Western India and Eastern Afghanistan. Hiuen 
Tsiang waa a Buddliist monk, and on his travels lie resided in Buddhist 
nionasteries, and came in contact almost exclusirely with Buddhist 
culture. The Indian-BrHhmi was the home-script and the peculiar script 
of Buddhism, and was carried by them wherever they went. It went 

18 See British Mus. Cat., pp. 72, 89,96, 11%. On their coine, aa well ss on the 
Indo-Ohinwe ooins, the horse is standing or walling, and is turned to the right. The 
horse oconra also on the coins of other kings (Eathydemns, Helioclee, Menander, etc.), 
but it ie turned to the left, or ie prancing. So also the camel is found on Menender'a 
coins, but it is tmued to the left, while on the Indo-Chinese ooins it stands to the 
right. 

14 See Beal'e Buddhist Record6 of tL Weatew~ World, Vol. 11, p. 309. 
U Bee Abel Bemnmt's Histoire de la V t l k  de m a n ,  p. 87. 
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with them, arc we know from the Bower and Weber Manuscripta to 
Kuchar, and i t  is equally probable that i t  went with them to  hota an. 
The introduction of Buddhism into both these places may be traced back 
to arc early a time arc the first or second centuries B.C. In both places, 
arc the Chinese note, the Indian Briihmi developed " slight alterations,"~~ 
known to us in Kuchar ae the peculiar Central-Asian Bdhmi.17 Hiuen 
Tsiang, in the p~ssage above quoted seems to dietingnish between the 
spoken and the written language of Khotan. By the latter, which he 
calls " the mode of forming their sentences," and whicl~ he says 
"resembles the Indian model," I presume he means Sanskrit or PUi, 
such as was used in Buddhist literature, and which can have been 
known only to a very limited class of people, the Religions and Learned. 
The " spoken langunge," which I take to have been that of the general 
population, must have been the Uighur Tnrki, and this as Hiuen 
Tsiang says, differed "from that of other oomtries," i.e., China 
and Iudia. This view is oonfirmed by a remark of Sung-yun (518 
A.D.) respecting Yarkand. Of this town he says, " t l~eir customs 
and spoken language are like those of the people of Khotan, but the 
written cbamter  in use ie that of the Briihmans,"18 i . e ,  the Indian 
Rriihmi. Moreover, Fahiau (400 A.D.) reports expressly with regard 
to the whole of Eastern Turkestan, that thongh the people speak 
different Turki (Hu) dialects, the profeaeed disciples of Bnddha 
among them all use Indian boob and the Indian (Sanskrit) language." 19 

None of these Chinese Buddhiet pilgrims appeara to have noticed the 
existence of the Kharogthi soript, whether in Khotan or in ita Indian 
home-land. The only script of the Semitic class which Hinen Tsiang 
noticed, he mentions in connection with the kingdom of Kesh,Po and this 
script cennot have been the Kharopthi, though it may have been allied to 
it. Possibly in their time, Kharogthi had pmtioally ceased to exist. 
I n  Khotan, a t  the time of the Indo-Chinese coins, it waa evidently the 
secular official script of the native Government, thongh not qnite 
exclusively so, as is shown by the K h ~ q t h i  manuscript found near 
that town by M. Dutreil de Rllins and containing a portion of the 
Buddhist Dhammapada.P1 It does not seem probable that, after the 

16 With regard to Knoher, nee Hinen Teiang's remark, in Benl'e Buddhiat Records 
of the Wertsm World, Vol. I, p. 19. 

17 8043 a demoription of it in my Report, in  the Journal, As. 8oc. Bsng., Vol. LXVI 
(1897), p. 248, LXII, p. 4. 

18 Bem Beal's Buddhist Records of ths Western World, Vol. I, p. lxxxix. 
19 Bee ibidem, Vol. I, p. xxiv. 

Bee ibidem, Vol. I, p. 88. 
f i  Sw Comptes Rendus dr L'dcaddmie des Inacriptbns, Vol. XXV, (1897), pp. 

261 ff. 
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severance of the Indian connection of the Uighnr kingdom of Khotau, 
the m e  of the official Kharoefhi script survived for any great length 
of time. Its forms, aa seen in the Dutreil 'de Rhms Manuscript aod on 
the Indo-Chinese coins, are much alike, and both are identical with that 
form of it which prerailed under the Kushana (Yuechi) k i n e  in India, 
that is, in the first and sea~nd  centuries A.D. Though its form remained 
practically nnchanged for s cel~tury or two longer in its home-land, 
i t  is very improbable, to judge from the parallel case of the llldian- 
Brghmi, that thie would have been the case in a foreign country like 
Khotan. It ia not probable, therefore, that the Indo-Chinese collis 
can be placed later than the end of t t ~ e  secolld centnry A.D. They 
ehow, BB already remarked, four, if not five, different regal names. 
Four or five reigns, a t  sn average of 20 or 25 years, occupy a period of 
about 100 years. This brings us to, s t  lesrrt, tho year 173 A.D., as none 
of the coins can have been struck before 73 A.D. The initial date ie 
certain; tile terminal date must be near the end of the ~econd 
century. The period 73-200 A.D., t,herefore, is a safe date to give to 
the Indo-Chinese coins of Khotan. 

Within that period, the Chineee  record^ ment.ion the nsmes of 
four or five kings of Khotsn: (1) K~tang-ts in 73 A. D., who first 
eubmittad his oountly to the overlordship of the 'Chinese; (2) Tang- 
t'aan in 129-131 AD. ,  (8) Kim, (4) 'An-ktce, eon of Eian, who snc- 
oeeded hie father in 152 A.D., and (5) Shanrie in 220-226 A.D.N None 
of these names qreea with any of thoee on the coins ; but tbey rntl~er 
look like true Chinese namee, so that i t  would seem that the kings bore 
duplioate namee, native Turki sod Chinese. At that early period, as 
the Chinese relate, the kings of Khotan were devoted Buddhists, and as 
such, i t  may be su~.mieed thnt tbey bore names which were the Uighnr 
eqnivalente of Indian Buddhistic terms. Dliarma being s common 
prefix of many Buddhistic names, Gugra might be ita Uigl~ur eqni- 
valent. A long list of ancient Khotaneee royal names, all beginnirig with 
Vijayu, is given by Kai Sarat Chandra Daa from Tibetan aouroes.sa If 
thie list can be t r s ted ,  (hcgra might represent Vijaya. 

My knowledge of Chinese is very small, and the only numismatic 
aid, available to me, ie the Catalogue of Chinese Coins in the British 
Mueenm: by Dr. Terrien de Lacoupelie, and an article on Chinose Coin- 
age in the Transactions of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatio 

P f3ee Abel Remasat's Hiatoire de la Ville de Khotan, pp. 3, 6, 8, 16, 17. 
a See Journal, Asiat. Eoc. Bmg., Pol, V I  (1886), pp. 197, 198. 
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Society, Par t  I1 for 1848-1850, by C. B. Hillier. I hope that this 
disadvantage under which I am labouring may be accepted as a suffi- 
cient excuse for the imperfections of my descriptions of the Chineso 
coine in the collection. 

With reference to  nnmismatic evolution, Chinese round coins fall 
into three periods. In  the first period, they have no inscriptions wllnt- 
ever. In the second period, they have a legend on the obverse, consist- 
ing a t  first of two symbols, placed to the right and left of the central 
hole, and afterwards of fonr, there being two additional symbols above 
and below the hole : the reverse is blank. I n  the third period, they 
have inscriptions both on the obverse and reverse sides, generally 
consisting of four symbols on each side, distributed on the fonr sides 
of the central hole. The first advance to a double-sided iuscription 
consisted either in repeating the obverse legend on the reverse, or in 
placing on i t  one new symbol, in most cases a numeral indicative of tlle 
value of the coin. There are found occasional anticipations as well as 
survivals ; but muglily speaking, the course of nnmismatic evolution 
appears to have been as above explained.8' This ie amply borne out by 
the coins in our collection. 

In  point of chronological aequenoe the coins of the collection also 
happen to fall into three distinct periods: ancient coins of the 1st to 
the 3rd centuries A.D., medimval coins of the 7th to the 13th centuries, 
mostly of the two dynaeties of the T'ang (618-907 A.D.) and the Sung 
(960-1279 AD.), and modern coins of the 18th and 19th centuries, issues 
of the ruling Manchu dynasty. The ci~=cumstmce of the two large gape 
of several centuries each is curious, but perhaps altogether accidental. 
The presence of the numerous coins of the T'ang and Sung dynmtiea 
ie probably acconnbd for by the fact that during the periods of their 
rule, aa shown by the Chinese records?6 an exceptionally lively inter- 
course was kept up between China and Khotan. 

The total number of Chinese coins in the colleotion is 148. Among 
these there are 43 ancient, 77 medieval, and 28 modern coins. A11 the 
ancient and many of the medieval wins were found iu the desert 
around Khotan. The modern ones came from Khotan itself. They nll 
formed part of M. 2, 3, 4, 6, 9 ; most of tlie ancient ones belong to M. 2. 

k See British Museum Catalogue, pp. xxvii and 819. Examples of repetition 
are ibidem, Nos. 1727-1781, 1786-1790, 1877, 1880. Examples of the addition of 
nnrnenrls are Nos. 1767-1778, 1807-1814, of other symbols, Nos. 1782,1815, 1816, 
1818, 1880, 490-486. Exceptional antioipatiom of a double-sided legend are Nos. 
1762,1768. Examples of swiva le  of a two-symbol legend are Nos. 416-488, 
1862-1865. 

96 See Abol Remwat'e Histoire da la Vilk  de Khotan, pp 67 ff. 
J. 1.  7 
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All the anoient coins are of copper, except one which appear6 to be of 
lead. 811 the m e h v a l  and modern &s are of e speues of bronze or 
brass. 

(a) Anciarrt Oodne. 

(1) Coins without legends. . (Plate 11, figs. la-d.) 
These ooine number 27. They are of three different sizes : 

large, 11 specimens, size 0'7-OW, weight 21-5-31 gra. 
middle , l l  ,, , ,, 0.66--Om75", ,, 1 1 - 5 - 1 5 . 5 ~ .  
small, 5 ,, , ,, OV5", 3 ,  5-8 P a  

Two good specimens are shown in the British Museum Catalogue, large, 
No. 180 (p. 3 N ) ,  and middle, No. 407 (p. 399), weighing 38 and 19 
graius respectively. Most of the specimens in our collection are not in 
an e q d l y  good co~idition. Their weight is much lighter, their shape 
is very irregular (some nearly square), and their rim iu many caeea is 
very narrow (down to of an inch). They have clearly been sub- 
jeoted to much clipping. 

Thia class of coins appears to have been current under both Han 
dynasties, the Former or Western as well as the Later or Eastern. 
Those of our collection most belong to the later period, i.e., 25-220 
A.D., as KLotan came into closer contact with China only from about 
the middle of the first century A.D. 

(2) Coins with an obverse legend of two symbols. (Pl. IT, 2, 3). 
The coins of this claas number 16. They consist of the following: 

(a) With the legend Wu-Tchu or ' Five Tchns ' ; 9 epecimenrt ; 
five well preserved (Pl. 11, fig. 2),  weighing 33-38 grains ~ n d  measuring 
1 inch; four considerably rnbbed and clipped, weighing 15-25.5 grains 
and measuring 0.75-1.0 inches. Compare British h e u r n  Catalogue, 
Nos. 816,816,808-403'(pp. 361, 396). 

(b) With the legend Eo-tsiuen or ' Spring of goods ' ; 2 specimens, 
weighing 34 and 20 grains, and meaanring 0.875 and 0-8 inches ; too 
indifferently preserved to  be fignred, but like British Mus. Cat, No. 
865 ff. (p. 334). 

(c)  With nuread legend, see Plate 11, fig. 3 ; apparently lead; one 
specimeli ; weight 78.5 grs. ; size 1.0625". 

The Wu-tchu cui-rency waa introduced by the Han dynasty, and the 
Ho-triuen cuimnoy, by the usurper Sin Wang Mang (9-2.2 A.D.). Both 
currencies continued into the period of the Later Han dynasty, 25-220 
A.D., and the specimeua of our collection mast be ascribed to that 
period. 
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(b) Mediascal 0okn8. 

(1) Coins with an obvelxe legend of four symbols. 
(Pi. 11, 6 1 8  and P1. 111, 6, 7.) 

The coins of this class number 76. They consist of the following 
currencies :- 

(a) With the legend K'ai-yuen-tung-pa~, or ' Current money of the 
K'ai-ynen period.' This period oomprised the yeam 713-7411 A.D., 
under the Emperor Yuen-bung of the T'ang dynaety.86 There are two 
coins of this period ; weight 49 and 50 grs. ; s u e  1". Plate 11, 9. 

(b) With the legend Rien-ywm-tchn~rg-pao, or ' Current money of 
the K'ien-ynen period.' T h k  period comprised the years 758-763 A.D., 
under the Emperor Su-tsnng of the T'ang dynaety.n7 Of this period 
there is a very large number of coins in the oollection; altogether 45. 
They are of three different sizes : 

large, 12 specimens ; size 1.0625" ; weight 71-136 grs. (PI. 11, 7). 
middle, 3 ,, ; ,, I" ; ,, 48.549.5 gre. (Pl. 11, 6). 
small, 30 ,, ; ,, 0'875" ; ,, 2341.5 grs. (Pl. 11, 5). 

Many of theae coins were in M. 3 ; eome in M. 2. 
(c) With the legend Ta-li-yrm-pao, or ' Principal money of the 

Ta-li period.' This period oomprised the years 763-780 A.D., under 
the Emperor Tai-teung I1 of the T'ang dynasty. There are ten ooina of 
this period, of three different sizes :- 

large, 4 specimens ; size 0.9375" ; weight 85.569'5 gm. (Pl. 11, 4). 
middle, 5 ,, ; ,, 0.875'' ; ,, 37-51 gra. 
small, 1 ,, ; ,, 0.75"; $ 9  36 gm. 

These belong to M. 2, M. 4, M. 6. A Chinese manuscript petition dated 
in this period is in the collection of - MSS. 

(d) With the legend Oh-tao-yzcen-pao or ' Principal money of the 
Che-tao period.' This period apparently oomprised the years 986998 
A.D., under the Emperor Tai-tsung (976-998 8.0.) of the Sung d y n ~ t y . ' ~  
There is one coin of this period ; legend in  " running hand " ; weight 
68 grs., size 1". Figured by Hillier, No. 124 (p. 63). Prom M. 2. 

(e) With the legend King-t'i-yzcenpao, or ' Priooipal money of the 
King-t'i period.' This period apparently comprised the p3I'8 998-1008 
AD., under the Emperor Chin-tsnng I (998-1023 A.D.) of the Sung 
dynasty.m There is one coin of this period ; weight 36 grs., eke 0.9375". 
Plate 11, 16; and in Hillier, No. 126 (p. 63). Prom M. 2. 

See Abel Remnaat'e Histoire d s  la Villa de ghotcln, p. 70. 
n See ibidem, p. 70. ' 

98 Compare ibidem, p. 88. The preceding period w w  976. 988 A.D. 
B* Compare ibidam, p. 86. The following period wan 1008.1116 A.D. 
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(f) With the legend T'ien-ping-tung-pao, or ' Current money of the 
T'ien-ging period.' This period comprised the yeara 1023-1034 A.D., 
nnder the Emperor Tin- t~ung of the Sung dyliasty.80 There is one 
coin of this period ; woight 55 grs. ; size 1". Plate IT, 18. 

(9) With the legend Eiu-yeu-tung-pao, or ' Current money of the 
Kia-yen period.' This period comprised the years 1056-1064 A.D., 
nnder the Emperor Jin-bung of the Sang dynnsty.8' There are two 
coins of this period ; weight 47.5 and 55 grs. ; size 1". Plate 11, 15. 

( R )  With the legend Ohe-ping-yuen-pao or ' Principal money of the 
Che-ping period.' This period comprised the years 1064~1068 A.D., 
nnder the Emperor Ying-tsnng of the Sung dynasty.a There is one 
coin of this period ; weight 52.5 p., size 1". Plate 11, fig. 8 ; and in 
Hillier No. 138 (p. 68). From M. 2. 

( i )  With the legend Yuen-fung-tung-pao or ' Current money of the 
Yuen-fung period.' This period comprised the years 1078-1085 A.D., 
under the Emperor Chin (Shin)-tsung I1 of the Sung dynn8ty.g There 
are two coins of this period ; one with the legond in " running hand," 
the other, in ordinary script ; weights 35 and 32.5 grs., size 1" and 
0.9375". Plate 11, 12, and Hillier No. 140, p. 7 1. From M. 2. 

(k) With the legelld Yua-yic-tung-pao or ' Current money of the 
Y ~ e n ' - ~ n  period.' This period comprised the years 1086-1093 A.D., 
nnder the Emperor Che-tsnng of the Sung dynasty." There are three 
coins of this period ; two with the legend in '' running hand," and one 
with i t  in " seal-characters." Weight of the former, 60.5 and 39 grs. ; 
sizo 0.9375" and 0.875" ; Plate 11, fig. 13. Weight of the latter, 68.5 
grs. ; size 0 9375" ; in Hillier, the 2nd nnder No. 141 (p. 71). From M. 2 
and M. 6. 

( 1 )  With the legend Chao-pirig-yrren-pao or ' Principal money of 
the Chao-qing period.' This period comprised the years 1094-1097 
A.D., under the Emperor Che-tsung of the Sung dynasty.86 There are 
two coins of this period, one with the legend in " ~.nnning hand," the other 
with i t  i a  " seal-characters." Weight, 54 and 51 grs. ; size 1" and 0,9375" 
respectively. Plate 11, fig. 17 and fig. 14 ; in Hillier, No. 142 (p. 72). 
From M. 2. 

(m) With the legend Tsrstzg-ning-tchung-pao or ' Weight-money 
of the Tsong-ning period.' This period comprised the years 1101- 

80 See ibidem, p. 90. 
$1 See ibidem, p. 91. 
63 Compare ibidem, p. 91. 
88 Compare ib., pp. 92,95,97. The preceding period was H h i n g  1068-1077 A.D. 
fi See ibidem, p. 97. 
8) See i l idrm, p. 98.. 
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1106 A.D., under the Emperor ~ w e i - h u n g  (1101-1126 A.D.) of the 
Sung dynasty.* There is one coin of this period ; weight 176 grs. ; 
size 1.416". Plate 111, 7 (inverted), and Hillier No. 145 (p.  74). 
From M. 9. 

(n) With the legend Kuang-ting-yuea-pao or 'Principal money- of 
the Kuang-ting period.' This period was current under Shin-tsung in 
the State Hear, apparently in the 13th century; see Hillier, No. 194 
(p. 104). There is one coin of this period; weight 58.5 grs. ; size 1". 
Plate 11, fig. 10. From M. 2. 

(0) With the legend Iting-hing-tung-pao or ' Current money of the 
King-hing period.' The exaot date of this period appeam to be un- 
known ; see Hillier, No. 308 (p. 164) ; i t  should be eomewhere in t l ~ e  
time of the T'ang or Sung dynasties. There is one coin of this period ; 
weight 41.5 gms. ; size 0.9375". Plate 111, No. 6. From M. 2. 

(p) With unread legends. Tllere are three coins of this kind, 
which I cannot identify in Hillier's article. They all have the term 
tiing-pao which refers them to the time of the T'ang or Sung dynaeties. 
One of them is shown on Plate 11, fig. 11. Weights 39.5, 51.5, 58 gra. ; 
size 09375-1". From M. 2. 

(2) Coins with obverse and reverse legends. (Pl. 11, fig. 19). 
There is only one coin of this class, which I have not been able to 

identify in Hillier'e article. I read the obverse legend Li-yung-tung-pao . 
or ' Cnrrent money of the Li-ynng period.' The reverse has only one 
symbol chen or ' a b-.' In Hillier's article I find this symbol only on 
the reverses of certain coins of Yung-ming-wang and Chang-hin-chung 
(Nos. 254 and 259, pp. 136 and 139), who are said to be princes a t  the 
close of the Ming dynasty, i.e., 1644 A.D. Weight 55 grs., she  09375". 

(c) Modm 00i%0. 
The total number of modern coins is 28. They fall into the 

following classes : 
(1) Coina with Chinese legends on both sides. Of these there 

ak altogether 24, of the following reigns :- 
(a) With the obverse legend Kang-hi-tung-pao or ' Current money 

of the Emperor Kang-hi,' who reigned from 1661-1722 A.D. Of his 
reign there are two coins, with the same reverse legend of two worda 
in Manchu characters pao tsiuen or ' source of money,' i.e., mint Peking. 
Weight 70 and 50 gra. ; size 1.0625" and 0.875". Plate 11, 'LO. 

( b )  With the obverse legend X'ien-lurlg-tung-pdo, or ' Current 
money of the Emperor K'ien-lung,' who reigned 1735-1796 A.D. Of 

Compere ibidem, p. 99. The following period wan Tei-Knen 1107-1111 A.D. 
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his reign there are 14'coins. The reveree hae varying Manchu legends 
of two words. Weight 4 4 7 0  gm., size 0.875-1". Plate 11, 21. 

(c) With the obveree legend Hien-fung-tchung-pw, i.e., ' Weight- 
money of the Emperor Hien-fang,' or Him-fung-yuen-pao, i.a, 'Princi- 
pal money of Hien-fang,' who reigned from 1850-1861 A.D. Of hia 
reign there are eight coins. One ia of bronze, very large, and haa a tri- 
lingual reverse legend, in Chinese (above and below the hole) tung 100 
or ' valne 100 cash,' in Persian (to the right) 4 4  or (mint) ' Ygr- 
kand,' and in Manchu (to the left), eee Plate 11, 30. The other seven 
coins are of braes, of two different sizes, and with a bi-lingual reverse 
legend. The larger one (Plate 111, 5) hae in Chinese (above and 
below) tung 15 or 'valne 15 cash,' the smaller ones have tung 10 or 
' valne 10 caeh.' In addition all seven coins have a Manchn legend 
(right and left). (Plate 11, 28). 

Very large, 1 specimen ; size 2.0826" ; weight 576 gra. 
lnrge, 1 ,, ; ,, 1-75" ; ,, 351 gra. 
small, 6 ,, ; ,, 1" ; ,, 76-118 gm. 

(2) Coins with Persian legends on both sides. There is one coin 
of this kind, of copper. Plate 11, No. 23. It is made in the Chinese 
fashion, but is probably a coin struck during one of the more recent 

. periods of Muhammadan independence of Kaellghar. The legend is 
not fully read. 

Obverse. Reverse. 

The reverse (over saltanat) apparently bears the date 1283 H., 
nearly obliterated, which wonld be 1866-1867 A.D., or the second year 
of Y y a b  Beg's revolt,s7 and with which the number 2 on the obverse 
wonld agree. Kfijii, which is quite distinct, may be intended for k lcha  
(Knchar), bat the words in bracketa are nucertain; and I am unable, 
with the means a t  my command, to identify the ruler's name recorded 
on the obverse. Weight 48 gra. ; size 1 inch. From M. 2. 

(8) Coins or Tokens with a Chinese legend on one side only. 
There are three of these pieces which are perhaps rather taken8 than 
coins. I can obtain no information on them. They are shown on 
Plate 11, fig. 25. They first bears the symbol for t ~ e n  or 1000; the 
two other symbols I do not know. They are of bronze, and weigh 
89.5, 80.5 and 108.5 gre. ; size 0.83". From M. 2. 

n See Dr. Bellew in Sir T. D. Formyth's &port of n Mission to Parkand in 1837, 
Pp. 208-213. 
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III. SCYTBO-BACTRIAN. 

With the exception of two doubtful specimens, probably all the 
ooina of thia clase, numbering 36, have come from Western Turkestan 
(Samarkand, Taal~kend, etc.). They belong to G. 4, and were briefly 
reported on by me in my letter to the Under-Secretary, Government 
of India, Department of Revenue and Agrioultnre, dated the 20th 
November, 1897. Tlle two exceptions belonged either to M. 2 or M. 6, 
and come from one of the buried sites lying to the north of Khotau. 

(a) Inaitationr of Bactrian O&M. 

There are seven of these; a11 silver tetradrrrchms. They imitate 
the coins of Euthydemue and Heliocles. The former reigned in Bactria 
about 210-190 B.C. ; the latter, who appears to have belonged to a rival 
family, about 160-120 B.C. Dnring the reign of the former, Saka 
tribes occupied the Northern provinces of the Bactrian empire between 
the Oxus and Yaxartes. Dnring the reign of the latter, the Sakaa, 
being driven out by Knshan (or Yue-chi) tribes, occupied Bmtria 
south of the 0xns.M Their chieftains imitated the coins of their con- 
temporary Bactrian rulers. These coins can be eaeily recognized by 
their degradation, both in point of design and of weight. 

The beat of the seven coins are two in imitation of Heliocles, of 
hie well-known type: Bust of King on obverse, and Standing Zens on 
reverse, a8 in the British Museum Catalogue, plate vii, fig. 2. One, which 
weighs 231 grains (full weight 264), meanures 1-25", and is fairly good 
in design (with ringleb for omikron), though much worn, may possibly 
be a genuine coin of Heliocles. It haa the monogram of Brit. Mus. 
Cat., No. 4 (p. 21). The other weighs only 219 grains (size 1-25"), 
and, as the semi-barbarons reverae shows, is clenrly a Saka imitcrtion : 
but the curiosity of i t  is, that while i t  haa an imitated Helioclee 
reverse, it haa retained an apparently genuine Eukratides obverse; 
see Plate 111, 10. Enkratides (c. 190-160 B.C.) was  the predecessor, 
and perhaps father, of Heliocles. The imitated Heliocles reverse is 
very fairly done, it has the full Greek legend, but with a dot for 
omikron, and a rather rude figure of Zens. I ts  moiiogirrm is m. Both 
thie and the firet-mentioned ooiu must be enrly imitations, and may be 
referred to about 150 B.C. 

- 
The remaining five coins are imitations of Eulhydemus, of his 

well-known type with Head of King on obverse, and Sitting H e t ~ c l e  

See the outlines of Baotrinn hietory in the Introduction Lo the Britiah Mueeam 
Catalogue, pp. xviii, ff. 
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on reverse, with club resting on his knee. One of them, which is the 
heaviest, weighing 170 grains and measuring l", hm the king'a portrait 
as shown in Brit. Mns. Cat., pl. ii, fig. 14. I t  had also an entirely Greek 
legend, which, however, is almost totally obliterated. The other fonr 
coins, which o111y weigh from 155 to 144 grains, ehow the king's face 
as portrayed in Brit. Mns. Cst., pl. i, fig. 11, (also APicma Antiqua, 
pl. i, figs. 24, and Repson's Iiidian Coins, pl. i, fig. 18, in the Indo- 
Aryan Encyclopedia). Both types of face, however, are very fairly 
imitated, see Plate I, Nos. 2 and 3. One of the four coins, which weigl~s 
1 4  grains (size I"), had an entirely Greek legend, now badly effaced ; 
but sufficient traces remain to show that it had the name of Heliokles 
struck over that of Enthydemns. The two names were not etrnck 
accurately in the same line, consequently M (of Euthydemns) is still 
seen slightly projecting over the line of Heliokles, of which latter 
name K is fully, and AI partially recognizable ; as NO. 8. 
ebown in the annexed woodcut; see Plate 111, 11. 
The other three coine are bilingual, having the 
king's name in native Bactrian letters, while the 

-d 
title i n  Greek characters ie seen in its nsnal place to the right, 
or behind the back, of the Sitting Heracles; see Plate 1, Nos. 2-4. 
Of the Greek title BAZII \EN ouly the three letters El> or ;EIV 
(i.e., with inverted A )  together with tmct~ of A before and E after 
them are clearly legible.sQ Coins of this .description, that is, with 
tlie title to the right and the name in Bactrian letters to the 
left of Hemles,  appear to have been found previously. TWO such 
coins, from the collection of General Fox (if I understand the 
amount correctly) are described by Mr. Thomas in his edition of 
Prinsep's Indian Antiquities, V O ~ .  1, p. 32. But, so fer as I know, 
none of them has ever been figured. Similar coins, but with the 
Greek and Bactrian legends transposed, that is, the title i u  Bactrian 
and the name (Enthydemns) in Greek, have been published. One, in 
rather good preservation, lies been figured by Sir A. Cunningham in 
the N u u ~ h a t i c  Ohronicb, vol. UL (1889), pl. xiii, (also in Rapson's 
Indian Ooins, pl. i, 19). Another series of similar coins has the whole 
legend in Bactrian characters, see Numismatic Chronicle, vol. IX., 
pl. xiii, 6, also Ariana Atatqua, pl. i, 9, 10, Indian Antiquities, pl. ii, 6. 
It is probable that, as Sir 8. Cunningham eays (Num. Ohron., vol. IX, 
p. 307), the oldest imitations are those with Greek legends only, next 
come those with mixed legends of rude Greek and Bactrian lbtters, 
the latest are those with Bactrian charactere only. I n  the second class, 

89 On the'photographio plates they 81.e not so distinct as on the original. 
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I suppose, those coins which proserve the Greek fashion of arranging 
the legends, and show the title on the right in Greek, and the name on 
the left in Bwtriau, may be considered fo be older than those which 
show t b  mixed legends in the reversed position, i.e., the name in Greek 
on the left, and a Bactrian legend on the right, the latter aleo being 
n name. Acoordingly the bilingual coins of the present se~iea may be 
referred to about 130 B.C. It would also seem, if Dr. Qrardner's theory 
of the change of sfandard is correct (see Brit. Mus. Cat., Introd., 
pp. lxvii, lxviii ), that these coins ere didrachms of the Persian standard 
(foll weight 160-170 grains), such aa began to be minted in Helioclee' 
reign. 

Seeing that the Bactrian legend on our coins takes the place of tlre 
Greek name, i t  seems r e ~ o n a b l e  to assume that, like the latter, it rnna 
parallel to the Greek title and must be read from tile ontaide of the 
coin. This assumption is certainly supported by the general appearance 
of tho chwacters, which, after the Semitio fashion must be read from 
the right to the left. They are shown in the sabjoined woodcut. 

No. 9. 

- 
7 6 5  3 ?  I 

(2) t(?J (34 9 do. N O  a. w. r e  

do. No. 4. W. 145 grs. 

The third, fourl,h and fifth letters of No 1 legend have a distinct 
resemblance to tbe K h a r ~ ~ t h i  letters js, a and ka ; and n t  first 1 was 
disposed to take the second lettel. 88 a crude Khr@thi  ra, and to read 
the whole a lllutilation of (uti)maja Aka(thtek1eyaea). But the 

* In  order to prevent any misunderatanding I msy explain that I use the term 
Bactrian in the definite sense of referring to Bactria p p w ,  and the immediately 
ndjacent northern provinces of what was onca the Bactrian Kingdom. What I 
wish to soggest (the suggestion only to be taken for what i t  may be worth) is that 
corresponding to the modifled Aramaaan aoript current to the Booth of the Pnro- 
pamisun and known ar Kharogthi, them may have h e n  another modified and nilied 
Aramaean soript oarrent to the north of that range, of wliioh the letter6 on the 
coins in question may be witneseee. This snggeation refers only to the soript 
whether the language hidden in the legends of the coins was a apocisa of old 
Turki or old Iranian is a point on whith I hazard no opinion. For 8 similnr 
anmeetion, if I nnderetand it rightly, see Isaac Ttrjlur's The Alpholet,  Val 11, 
pp. 232, 288. 

J. I .  8 
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remaining signs do not suggest Kharhgthi letters. The fifth letter of 
Nos. 2 and 3 suggests the Khar6gthi 6 ;  but on the whole the three 
legends anggest themselves as identical; for the first three letters in 
all are clearly the same ; so are most probably the sixth and seventh ; 
and the fifth letter of Nos. 2 and 3 may be only a badly drawn form 
of the correspouding letter in No. 1. The only apparent difference 
between the three legends is, that the fourth letter of No. 1 is wanting 
i n  Nos. 2 and 3. I am not able to decipher the legend ; but considering 
the juxtaposition with the other coim of Enthydemus and Enkratides 
which bear the name of Heliooles, I would like to suggest that the 
Bnctrian legend might also contain that name. The alphabet current in 
Bac t~ ia  must have been one of the very early modifications of tho 
Aramaean, similar to the ancient Pahlavi and KharZigthi. The first and 
fifth letters are very like the Pahlavi h and the Khnrijgthi k respectively. 
The second letter resembles the Kharbgthi 1. The third and fourth 
letters resemble the Pahlavi aleph and vat& respectively, and togother 
might have been used to express the vowel o. In  Nos. 2 and 3 the 
fourth character is omitted; and the third might also be taken to 
represent the Aramaean ' ny i~b  and to express the vowel o. Anyhow 
the iuitial four or five characters may easily be interpreted to represent 
h-1-o-k, the initial portion of the name Heliok(le8). It is more difficult 
to fit-in the remainder, unless we may assume that the name was 
pronounced with r instead of 1, as in its Indian form Heliyakreya. I n  
that case the sixth letter is r, in its form closely resembling the corres- 
ponding Pahlavi and KharZiethi characters. The seventh letter appears 
to be mutilated, and there may have been an eighth ; but I do not know 
what the genitive inflection of the local Bactrian or Scgthiun dialect may 
havo boen in those days. Thus the charactem may represent the letters 
h-1-o-k-r, which mould well enough make up tlle name of Heliokles. 

( b) Coins of HyrkotZes. 

There are twenty-six coins of Eyrkodes, about 110 B.C., silver obols ; 
mostly of the two well-known types, with Head of King on obverse, and 
either Standing Figure (17 specimens), or Head of Horse (7 spec.) on 
reverse, as shown in Brit. Mus. Cat., pl. xxiv, 10 (10 spec.), ibidem, 
pl. xxiv, 11 (7 spec.), and ibid., pl. xxiv, 12 (7 spec.). Bnt there are 
two obols, one being a new variety of the well-known type, the other 
an entirely new type. The new variety (see' Plate 111, No. 8) shows on 
the reverse the Standing Figure holding a epcar in his left hand, while 
the usual variety shows the spear in his right hand. Weight 13 grs. ; 
sizc 0.5". The new type (see Plate 111, No. 9) shows the usual Head 
of King on the obverse, but tilo reverse has a h ~ ~ d i n g  figure to the 
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right, apparently Nike utrtnding on a scroll (cloud 3) with traces of a 
Qreek legend. The King's head is distinctive for this coin. Size 
0.5625". Weight 17 grs. 

There is one coin of Azes, c. 30 B.C., silver; nearly the entire 
legends of both sides clipped away; of the well-known type with 
mounted King on obverse, and Zeua holding Nike on reverse; rtp- 
parently in every respect (incl. of monogmms) the same as Brit. Mus. 
Cat., No. 32, p. 75. Weight 36 grs., size 0.5625". 

( d )  Uncertain Coins. 

These are two copper coins, from the neighbourhood of Kl~otan ; 
apparently Indo-Bwtlian, but too much worn to permit of identification. 
One is a small round coin, measuring a inch, weighing 18.5 gm., and 
sl~owing on one side traces of a ball's head facing (?), within an irregular 
square, enclosed within a marginal circle of dots, without any legend : 
the other side is entirely indistinguishable. The only, hitherto known, 
Indo-Bactrian coins with a bull's head facing, so far as I know, are two 
eqnare copper coins of Menander, in Brit. Nus. Cat., No. 66, p. 49 and 
No.4, p. 169 (pls. xii, 5 and xxxi, 10). The other is a small, apparently 
square coin, meaeuring 8 of an inch, weighing 11 gm., and showing on 
one side traces of a conventional stiipa (?)  surrounded by an illegible 
legend : the other side is quite indistinguishable. The only, hitherto 
known, coin with a st.apa, I believe, is a square copper one of Agathocles, 
in Brit. Mne. Cat., No. 15, p. 12 (pl. iv, 10). 

IV. INDO-SCTTHIAN COINS. 

The coins of this class number 10, and belong to two distinct 
periods, an earlier from about 50-130 A.D., and a later from about 
490-570 A.D. 

(a) Early. 

These coine, numbering 9, were found in the collections M. 2, M. 3, 
M. 6, Q. l0,and T. 1. They came from the Khotan conntry, and their 
coudition shows that t l~ey have been dug out from ancient sites. . 

(1) Kadphises 11, C. 50 A.D., two coins, copper; obv. and rev. 
designs just discernible, legends quite obliterated ; type (obv. King 
Standing; rev. Civa and Bull) a8 shown in British Museum Catalogue, 
pl. xxv, No. 12. Size 1.0". Weight 290, 5 and 181.5 grs. 

(2) Kane~.kee, c. 78-110 A.D., six coins, copper, of twc different 
eizes ; all in very poor condition. 
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( a )  four coins ; obv. King standing to right, rev. figure standing 
to right, its posture resembling MlOPO or M A 0  or ABPO ; there 
are only faint traces recognizable ; on one obverse also tmces of tbe 
Greek legend. Two weigh 54 grs ,  one 64, and one 46 grs., but 
a piece of the last is broken off itn edge. Size of all, 0.7". 

(b)  two coins ; size 0.5" ; meigl~t 31.5 and 20.5 ; one reveree shows 
figure and legend MA0 ; the other sl~ows traces, appai-ently of OADO 
(figure stepping to right, with both arms uplifted). 

(3) Hoerkes, c. 110-130 A.D., one coin, copper, in poor condition ; 
size 0.875"; weight 78.0 grs., obv. King atanding to right; rev. faint 
traces of Fiva and Bull to left. 

(h) .&ate. 

(1)  Tommiina, c. 495-510 A.D., one coin, copper, indifferent con- 
dition. See Cun~~ingham's Coins of Hedi~va l  Indin, p. 42, pl. iii, 1, 2. 
Size 1 0". Weight 83.0 grs. 

(c. 458-484 A.D.). 

There are seven (or six) of these, all apparently of Fir62 I1 (458434 
AD.)  Plate I, Nos. 5 and 19. They belong to M. 2. They are of 
some mixed metal, and inextricably baked together in two clnmpa, one 
con~isting of three and the other, appa~sently of four coins, weighing 
19.2.5 ~ n d  205.6 gra. respectively, and measuring 1.125". 

VT. MEDIEVAL HINDU COINS. 

(c. 900-1100 A.D.). 

These coins number 8, and belong to the following two classes, 

(a) I l iabajas  of Kashnzir. 

The Kashmir coins number 6. They belong to M. 6, and were pro- 
cured from Khotan, probably found in its Bnzars, and not in sand-buried 
sites. They are similarly still found in Kashmir and India. There 
has always been commercial intercourse between Khotan and Kashmir. 

(1) A very early coin, but unknown. No legend on obverse, one 
akgara, illegible, on reverse. 

(2) Sugandha, c. 924-926 A.D., one coin, copper. As in Journal, 
.As. Soc. Beng., vol. XLVIII: (1879), p. 281, pl, xi, No. 4. 

(3) Dikema Guptrt, C. 971-979 A.D., one coin, copper. As in 
ibid., pl. xi, No. 6. 

(4) Diddii, c. 1001-1024 A.D., one coin, copper. As in ibid. ,  
pl. xi, No. 11. 
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( 5 )  Harga, c. 1062-1072 AD., two coins, copper. As in ibid., 
pl. xii, No. 15. 

(b) Brdhtnan Kings of Kabul. 

Siimanta Devn, about 926-940 A.D.; 2 coins, silver; of the so- 
called " Bull and Horseman " type, aa in Primep's Indian Antiquities 
(ed. Thomas), Vol. I, Plate XXV, 3, 4, 5 ; weight 46 and 44 p a .  ; size 
0.7 and 0.625". Froxn Q. 4. 

VII. MZDIBVAL MUEAMMADAN  COIN^. 

(0. 800-2585 A.D.). 

The total of these coins is 127. Many of them, aa will be noticed 
nnder the several coins, belong to 0. 4, and were obtained in Western 
Tnrkestan. Of the others, belonging to M. 2, M. 6, mnny were found 
in the Takla Makan desert; but it is probable that the more modern 
ones were procured in Khotan itsulf and its bazare. 

These coins belong to very different classes and ages. I n  the 
following list they are arranged in chronological order. 

(a) 'Abb&i U a l i f a h s .  

Ar-&&id; 1 coin, silver, like BritMh Museum Catalogrre, Vol. I ,  
Plate V, No. 224 (p. 83) ; with a loop for suspension ; mint Madina- 
tn-1-Isliim, date 192 8. (=SO7 A.D.) : weight 47.5 grs., size. 0.83". 
Belongs to (3. 4. 

(b) &ins of Turkistan. 

(I) Yilik miin; 3 coins, silver, like Br. Mns. Cat., Vol. 11, Plate V, 
No. 433 (p. 121); two OF mint S~marqand+l dates 397 and 39[8] 8, 
(=lo08 and 1007 A.D.), weight 33.5 and 42 grs., size 0.9375" and 
1.03125"; one of mint Sarrqustsh, date 394 H. ( = 1003 A.D.) weight 
33 grs., size 0.9375", sse Pbte I, fig. 21. Tbe latter as well ss one of 
the Samnrqnnd coins have on the reverse area dl above and 3b below 
the central legend, but nothing corresponding on the obverse, while 
the other Samnrqand coin has and on the reverse and & or& 
on the obverse. From &I. 2. 

Yilik Q&n, a chief of the Uighurs, is also known as Satiiq Bo&rg 
n H n .  He lived from 333429 H. (=9&-1037 A.D.), to the age of 
96 years. He was the fonnder of a very extensive, but short-lived 
empire of the Uighurs, with a capital a t  Kiishaar. See Dr. Bellew 
in Sir T. D. Forsyth'a Report of a Mission to Porkand in  1873, pp. 125, 

41 On one of them apparently epelled Sumarkand. 
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126 (also 121, 130), and Shaw's Qrainmar of the Lnraguage of Enstem 
Turkistdn, in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1877, 
p. 334. 

(2) Mulpmmad Arsliin ; 14 coins ; all copper ; not in the 
British hfudeum Oatalogue ; date and perhaps mint were in the marginal 
legend, which is almost entirely clipped off i n  all specimens. They rtre 

from M. 2, M. 3, M. 9 and G. 10. There are three varieties, ae 
followe :- 

First Variety. (Plates I, 22 and 111, 15). 
Six coins. Weight 105.5-62.5 ; size 0.9". 

Obverse. Reverse. 
Single-lined area. Single-lined area. 

YI dl Y &lJ+ 48 

m, Ul 4 - 4  
d 4 ! Y  IA ~Y..>I 

Both margins cut away. 

Second Variety. 
Threo coins. Weiglit 81-92.5 grs. ; size 0.9". 
Obverse. Revcree. 

Single-lined area. Single-lined area. 

Yl all1 Y ~ I J  

Au+' U l  +I 

&lJl &J &,I 
w e  

Margins cut away; but in ono case ai. still visible. 

Third Variety. (Plate I, 24). 
Five coins. Weight 116.5-71.5 p., size 0.9". 

0 bveme. Reverse. 
Area within two single-lined Area do. 
circles, with dote between. &lJlr 

Legend ae in the *I 

firat va~e ty .  LJI be 
0 6  

No marginal logends. 

48 In most cues  spelled dYl(r. 
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Muhnrnm~d Aml8n W & n  was a son of 'dl6 Niir Biinim, a 
daughter of Satfiq B-rii (or Yilik) U B n  and wife of Toq Biib6 
=fin ; he succeeded in or about $41 9. ( =lo40 A.D.) his uncles 
Hasan Bndrii, Husain B d r i i ,  and Yiisuf Q a i r  who reigned, in the 
aggregate, twelve years. Both Hasah and Hussin, as well 8s Muham- 
mad AralBn's half-brother Sayyid 'Ali Amlan mHn were " martyred " 
in battle against the " infidel" Buddhists of Khotan. See Bellew,. 
ibidem, pp. 126-129 and S h w ,  ibidem, pp. 3 a ,  335, 339. The term 
81-mwtanjid-billah means ' Seeker of help from God.' 

(c) a m i  Su.!t6ns. 

Mulpmmad bin Sam ; 2 coins ; mixed silver ; like British Museum 
Catalogue (Sult&tle of Delhi), Plate I, No. 12, (p. 9), also No. 10 in 
Thomas' Ohroniclss of the Pathan Kings of Delhi ; of the "Bull and 
Horseman " type ; date circa 1196 A.D. ; weight 45.5 atid 53 gra., size 
0.625". From G. 4. 

(d) Urtuqis of Maridin. 

'818~-d-din Kaiqobd ; 1 coin, copper; like British Museum Cata- 
logue, Vol. 111, Plate IX, No. 474 (p. 169, under N4iru d-din's coins) ; 
mint lost, date 630 H. (=la32 A.D.) with dn &., on tllesleft of the 
central legend of reverse; weight 135.5 grs., size 1.16". Plate I, fig. 
20. M. 2 (P). 

This species of coin seems to have been imitated in making orna- 
mental plaques, and guards for binding block-prints ; see below General 
Remarks on Block-prints and Plate IV, figs. 2 and 3. 

(e) Khans of the &&kn Horde. 

( 
Plate 
AD.) 

1) JBni Beg n & n ;  2 coins, silver ; like Br. Mus. Cat., Vol. VI, 
VII, No. 388 (p. 133); mint awiirizm, date 743 H. (=1m 
; weight 28.5 grs., size 0.6". From Q. 4. 

(2) Bardi Beg a H n  ; 1 coin, silver; like ibidem, No. 443 (p. 146) 
mint QwBrizm, date 760 Ij. (-1358 A.D.) ; weight 30.5 grs., size 
0'6". Plate I, fig. 29. 

(f) Horw of Timtir. 

(1) Birh R u b ;  1 coin, silver; similar to Br. Mm. Cat., Vol. VII, 
Plate 11, No. 61 (p. 24), but ad& at beginning of third line, 8s 

in No. 80 (p. 29) ; mint and date lost (reign 1404-1447 A D.) ; weight 
78 gra.; size 0.875". Plate 11, fig. 27. From G. 4. 

(2) SultHn Abmad (1467-1493 A.D.) ; 1 coin, silver; the same 
as ibidet~l, No. 61 (p. 24) of &&h R u b ,  but counter-struck with a 
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six-foil die of Sulfiin Abmad, as in ibidem, No. 117 [p. 42) ; mint 
obliterated by counter-struck die, date 818 H. (= 1424 A.D.) ; weight 
77.5 gm., size 0.875". Plate I, fig. 25. From Q. 4. 

( g )  S u 2 t h  of Kashmir. - 
(1) Zaiun-1-'Abidin, 1417-1487 A.D., one coin, copper. Like 

Journal, d o .  Soe. Beng., Vol. XLVIII (1879), p. 284, pl. xiii, No. 2. 
(2) Haidar &Hh, 1467-1488 A.D., one coin, copper ; date illegible. 

Like ibidem, pl. xiii, No. 5. 
(3) gasan S_hiih, 1460-1481 A.D., one coin, copper; double-struck 

on a coin of Haidar @iih ; date illegible. 
(4) Muhammad a s h ,  1481-1537 A.D. ; two coins, copper ; dates 

illegible. Like W., pl. xiii, No. 7. 
(5) Fath &8h, 1483-1620 A.D., two coins, copper; dates ille- 

gible; one shows 90 (between 919 and 926 H. or 1513 and 1520 
A .  Like ibid., pl. xiii, No. 8. 

(h) Unidentified. 

(1) Seven coins, copper; not in British Utueum Catalogue ; mint 
K&h&ar, dnte 950 H. in words (= 1643 A. D.) ; weight 80.5-123 gra. ; 
size 0.9375-1.2". From M. 2. Plate IT, fig. 26a-d. 

Obverse. Reverse. 

Single-lined large circular Small central square, with 
area, within circle of semicircles upon the four 
dots. sides. 

3 In square e i therf ig  alone 
d L  (26d) or with another 

6 unread word (26e). 
4& I n  semicircles JJ (?) - & (?) - 3 s  - L.-.+ - 

Two of tlle coins show a square counter-struck die (fig. 26d), with 
on it. 

The two words after 'ad1 probably contain a name which I am 
unable to identify. At  the time of the date of the coiu several 
dynasties were contending for the possession of K h b & ~ r ,  e.g., the 
B U ~ H P R  rulers, the Mongol W i n s  and the Doua la t  Amirs. 

(2) Sulaimin arrqi in  (?) ; 52 coitls, copper; not in the British 
Musewn Oatalogrte; with neither mint nor date; weight 26-116 grs., 
average 60 grs. ; size 1-1.4". From M. 2, M. 3, M. 4, M. 6, G. 5, Q. 7, 
GI. 10. Two varieties, as follows : 
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Firat Variety. 

37 coins. Plate I, figs. 32-35. 

Obverse. Reverse. 

Within two concentric circles Octagonal area within a, 

with dots between them. circle, wit11 fiur de lyr 
in the segments. 

d ( E i c )  

F l  
UU'(?) w l c j .  

c["'f ( ? I  
@GL& 

Second Variety. 

15 coins. Plate I, fig. 31. 
Obverse. Reverse. 

The same as Area as on obv. 
1st var. Legend as on 1st variety. 

(3) Masm~'tid ( P) ; 17 coins, copper ; not in Biitiah 3fweum Cat I -  

bgue; mint aud date lost with margin; weight 3&92 grs., average 
70 gm. ; aize 0.0325-1.25". From M. 2, G. 7. Plate 11, fig. 26 and 30. 

Obverse. Reverse. 

Area in double-lined circle. Area in double-lined circle. 
YI dl Y 4 (9 

&I 3- 

alJl &! ( J ~ I  (?, 
Inscribed margin near1 y Margin, inscribed with date, 

obliterated, only &+'I ... f l  nearly obliterated, spparent- 
visible. ly 977 in words. 

(4) Six coins; copper; similar to No. 2. Not read. 
(5) Ten coins ; copper, of 8 different kinds ; unread; five of them - 

shown in Plates I, 7 and 23,II, a, 111, 13 and 14. Two from 0. 4. 
(6) Two coins; ~ i l v e r  ; in very indifferent condition; unread; 

apparently Morigol issues. Weight 30 and 21 gra., size 0-9" and 0.83". 
From M. 2. 

(7) One coin ; gold ; mint and date lost with margin ; weight 75 
grs. ; size 0.83". Plate 111, 16. 

J. I .  9 
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Obverse. Reverse. 

Circular area. Circular area. 

Yl Y Yl d l  Y 
-> WI 4 alJl 

( J ~ L ~ Y  JPJ 
Inscribed margin, almost Margin inscribed with date, 

entirely obliterated and almoet'entirely obliterated, 
illegible. only & visible. 

( d )  Line of Shaiban. 

Iskandar; 1 coin, silver, with a loop for suspension; apparently 
similar to Britiah Museum Catalogue, Vol. VII, Nos. 135 and 145 ; mint 
and date obliterated (reign 1680-1889 A.D.) ; weight 62 grs., size 1.25". , 

Plate 111, 12. 
Obverse. Reverse. 

Square area. Eight-foil area 

uldl 3 wiLh two five-rayed stars. 

M * & 
&J ...$ At 

...* Jj 

Margin nearly obliterated, only Matvgin entirely obliterated. 

4 [dl ] a t  bottom visible. 

VIII. MODERN T U R K ~  COINB. 

(18th and 19th centnriee). 
There are altogether 18 of these coins which fall into the following 

three classes. 

(a) W n s  of Ilboqattd. 
Apparently &&h Ru& 11; 1 coin, copper; mint n o q a n d ;  date 

loat, but should be 1184 H. (= 1770 A.D.) ; not in Britieh Museum Cata- 
bgua; weight 58 gre. ; size 0.66". Plate I, fig. 28. 

Obverse. Reverae. 
Double-lined square Rrea Single-lined small 

across another double- cirular area within 
lined square, snmund-  broad ornamental 
ed by arabesques. margin. 

C' P 
Jii 
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(b)  A~dliq of Khhp6ar. 

Yaqiib Beg; 3 coins, copper; not in British Museum Catalogue ; 
mint Kiishghar; date 1293 H. (1878 AD.) ; weight 51-58 grs., size 
0.625". Plate I, fig. 27. 

Obverse. 
&. wL; 

Reverse. 
Y - - +!! 

r 
391 391 

Both areaa within a double-lined circle, surrounded by a circle of dots. 

(c) Coins of Ydrqnnd. 
There are 14 of these coins. They are heart-shaped, and their 

legends are counter-sunk. There are three varieties, differing hy the 
obverse legends ; the reverse legend of all (see P1. 11, 28, first figure on 
the left) is & ~ b  ++ or mint YBrqand (or possibly d I b  YBrkand). 
There is no date. Weight 107-132 grs. ; size 0.75 ~0.5625". The 
obverse legends have not been read ; two of tbem are shown in Plate 11, 
28;  the third in Plate 111, 17. One of them (Pl.  11, 28, on extreme 
right) is, by Munshi Abmad Din, doubtfully read c r k  u:u+. This 
pal-ticular variety is the commonest. From M. 2, 3, 6, 9 ; Q. 7, 10. 

IX. MODEBN INDIAN COINS. 

The total of these coins is 59. They are of a very great variety, 
a s  followa. 

(a) British Coins. 
(1) East India Company ; Sum&tra ; 1 coin, copper; obv. Cock; 

rev. ~ ~ a t i v e  legend, with date 1247 H. (=I831 A.D.). See Indian Mweum 
Oatalogtie, NO. 12083, in Vol. 11, p. 133. 

( 2 )  Oue fs Anna piece of 1888. Copper. Obverse: Victoria 
Empress. 

(b) Native Statw. 
(1)  Bhiij ; 1 coin, copper; weight 52 grs., size 0.6". Obv. in Nsgrrri, 

round margin, (3-f Khegiir-ji Mirja hfnhdirb, in centre trident, with 1938 
( Samvat) below i t  ( = 1882 A.D.). Rev., in Persian, ?arb Bhiij, victoria 
Quyar-&Hind, in centre sanah 1882 (A.D.), with Riijptit dagger below 
it. Plate 11, fig. 31. 

(2) Bhopal ; 1 coin, copper, + anna ; mint Bhopal ; date 1277 8. 
( = 1860 AD.). See Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, V O ~ .  LXVI, 
p. 270, P1. XXXIII,  fig. 57. 
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(3) OrchS ; 1 coin ; silver ; 1 Rupee ; mint nrch8 ; date 1211 H. 
( =17W A.D.). See Journal, Asiatic: Hociety of Bengal, Vol. LXVI, 
p ,267, Plate XXXII, fig. 29. 

(4) Sikh State; 10 coins, of different varieties, all copper: 
(a) 2 coins ; obv., s tar ;  rev., legcnd, date 1894 Samrat 

(=I838 A.D.) ; mint-mark, leaf. Plate 11, fig. 29. 
As in Journal, Asktic 80ciety of Bengal, Vol. L, Plate IX, 
68 (p. 90). 

(b) 2 coins; obv., mint Amritaar, with mark of leaf; rev., 
Qarmnkhi legend, and mark of sword. 

(c) 1 coin ; with mint-mark of leaf on reverse; as in ibidem, 
Plate VlII, 53, but i l l  very inmeren t  condition ; weight 
122 grs. ; size 0.83". 

(d) 2 coins ; legends in Persian characters ; obv., mint-mark, 
leaf within v of jalris; rev., +arb; but both mint and date 
lost ; weight 188 and 86.5 grs. ; size 0.916'' and 0.75". 

(e) 1 coin, with Gurmukhi legends, similar to ibidem, Plate 
VII, 52. Weight 159.5 grs. ; size 0.916". 

( f )  2 coins; obv., mint-mark leaf, and mint on one k&itah 
Kaahmir, on the other Janamti ; rev., legend NBnak B i i h  
with a leaf-ornament; weight 209.5 and 121.5 gra.; 
size 0 9" and 0.8''. 

(5) Nepal ; 1 coin; a modern pais& of the present reign; date 
illegible. 

(6)  Jamma; 1 coin; weight 90 p., size 0.7"; obv., Niigari 
legend ; rev., Persian legend with date 1937 Sam. ( = 1880 A.D.). ' 

(7) Kashmir; 6 coins of two sizes, all extensively clipped, with 
Niigari on obverse and Persian on reverse, aud leaf and sword ae 
mi11 t-marks : 

(a) large, 1 coin, size 0.75"; weight 89.5 p. ; date 19b* 
Sam. (= 188* A.D.). 

(b) small, 5 wine ; size 0.6-0.7"; weight 47-48 grs. ; dates 
1938,1939,1941 Sam. (=1886, 188'3, 1885 A.D.). 

(8) Afghan ; 6 coins, of different varieties ; all copper : 
(a) 3 coins, of Timar &&h Dnrrb i ,  ordinary Persian 

legends on both sides ; obv., name and regnal year 12 ; 
rev., mint Kashmir, date 118* H. ( = 177* A.D.) ; weight 
230-278 grs. ; size 023-0.9375". 

(b)  2 coine; apparently also of Timiir &Ph, but name lost, 
date of one 1165 q ; rev., of one +arb Kuhmir, of the 
other, B i t a h  Kashmir, date lost; weight 119 and 130 
grs.; size 0.75" and 0.625", but much clipped. 
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(o) 1 coin, nscription uncertain ; obv., curved sword iu orna- 
mental ellipse ; rev., garb Kuohniiv eanah 2 (?) ; weight 
86 p. ; size 0.9". 

(9) Unidentified coirls : 
(a) large ; 6 copper ; 3 square, 3 round ; with most fl.agment- 

ary legends ; weight 169.5-83 grs. ; size 0.7-0'66". 
(b) small; 24 copper, all round, with most fragmentary 

legends ; weight 46 '54  grs. ; size 0.333-0.5625". 

A Russian copper coin ; got from the house of a Khotan merchant ; 
obv., Imperial arms, rev., Irnperi~l monogram within laurel crown, and 
date 1788 A.D. ; weight 802 grs., size 1.66". Plate TI, fig. 32. 

The total number of these objects in the collection ia sixty-five. 
They are of a great variety, in point of material, size, shape, form, and 
engravement. There are also ten unfinished pieces (a11 of stone) which 
had clearly been out to make seals, but which bear no engraving of any 
kind. Most of these objects come from the Takla Makan desert, ond 
belong to M. 2, M. 3, X. 4, M. 6, M. 9, G. 7 and GI. 10. A few, belong- 
ing to Q. 4, come from Weste~n Tnrkestan. 

With regard to material, t l~ere  are of - 

braea or copper, bronze ... ... 37 specimens, 
stone or glass, or ivory ... ... 28 ., - .. ... Total 65 

I n  size, they vary very widely ; from 1-25'' to 0.25'' (PI. 111, fig. 21) 
in length. 

I n  shape, there are the following varieties :- 
Squaw or nearly so 
Oblong ... 

... Triangular 
Quatel.foi1 ... 
Round or nearly so 
Elliptical ... 
Fanciful ... 

Total 

... 22 specimens ... 3 ., (Pl. 111, 19, 23, 39) 
... 1 ,, (PI. 111, 68) 
... 2 ,, (PI. 111, 71) 
... 23 ,, 
... 14 ,, 
... 1 ,. (PI. TII, 80) - 
... 66 ,, - 
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With regard to form, among the seals there are three made in the 
form of the ordinary signet-ring, to be worn on the finger. One of 
them is complete (Pl. 111, 27 and P1. XIX, 3) ; in the case of the other, 
two portions of the ring are missing. All three are of brass, and belong 
to M. 2. There are also five pieces, all of stone, which are cut in the 
form of a signet-ring, but their ring-portion is solid, with a hole drilled 
through it, in order to be worn on a string (Plate 111, 62 and 
Plate XIX, 2). A11 these solid rings belong to G. 4, and probably came 
from Western Turkestan. The nsnal form of the seal, however, is a 
thin, flat plate, to the back of which is attached a small perforated peg 
for the passage of the string on which i t  is worn (Plate XIX, 4). A11 
the seals of this kind are from the Takla Makan desert. They are 
also all of brass or copper, except one (PI. 111, fig. 29)  which is made of 
steatite. One seal, of bronze, is furnished with two flaps (Pl. 111, fig. 
22 and P1. XIX, 6). 

Among the intaglios, there are two with IL high, conical back 
(Plate I I I ,63  and Plate XIX, 7). They are both of glass, and came 
from the Takla Makan desert. A11 the rest are flat pieces of stone or 
glass, of the nsnal form, with a rounded or planed back. 

Two of the objects (PI. 111, 65 and 73 and P1. XIX,  8) appear to 
have merely served as ornaments, as they are provided with the remain6 
of what seems to have beon a nail. These are from the Takla Makan. 

One object (Plate 111, 23 and Plate XTX, 5) seems to be one of a 
set of dice used in divination. This, also, comes from the Takle Mokan 
desert. 

With reference to the matter engraved, i t  consists eitlier of some 
writing, or some figure, mostly human or animal, or some ornamental 
design. Particulars, so far as definable, will be found in the following 
detailed description. The figures on the Plate are all full size. 

Plate 111, No. 18. Round intaglio of biack glass f 4 8  engraved with 
Arabic charactera, apparently 'afiyat Nadir or ' I  Success of Nadir." 
From G. 4. 

No. 19. Oblong flat brass seal, with perforated peg ; face engraved 
with what looks like writing in Persian characters ( . . . . +). From M. 2. 

No. 20. Obverse and reverse of a square amulet, of ivory ;*'a 
tllickness +th of an inch, through which runs a fiue string-hole ; both 

48 For the identifications marked and t I am indebted to the kindness of 
Mr. C. L. Grieebaoh, C.I.E., and Dr. Fritz von Notling respectively, of the Geological 
Survey of Indin. Mr. Qriesbaoh informs me (19th January, 1899), that "the atones 
mightall have come from Badakshiin or Bokhara. Lapis lazuli comes certainly 
from Badakahan, and spinel is found in Shignan and other places on the upper 
Oxus, also at Tagdallak east of Kabul." 
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f m s  engraved with what looks like writing. From the Takla Makan ; 
consignment unknown. 

No. 21. Minute lozente-shaped intaglio of bronze, engraved with 
minute writing, apparently Arabic, unread. From G. 10. 

No. 22. Square bronze seal; back fnrnished with two flaps, sp- 
parently for fixing to a handle (Pl. XIX, 6) ; face ellgraved with what 
seems to be writing. From M. 3. 

No. 23. (PI. XlX,  5). An oblong piece of brass, with fonr equal 
sides measuring & X &  inches, the ends accordingly being #th of an 
inch square ; perforated right along ita long axis, and bearing engrave- 
ments on all its fonr long sides. One side shows a dot ; the side next 
to it has two strokes ; these wonld seem to be intended for the numbers 
1 and 2. On the other two sides one wonld expect the numeral signs 
for 3 and 4 ;  and so they may be; but they are very indistinct, and, 
curiously enough, seem to suggest human standing figures : that on 
tile third side being a long-robed woman with shield and spear ; that 
on the fourth side, a man standing to 'the left before a fire altar, as on 
Kanishka's coins. But these resemblances may be deceptive, the 
engi*avernents beiuq excessively corroded. The piece is probably one 
of a set of dice, such as are still used in the present day for purposes 
of divination. See the remarks below. 

No. 24. Elliptical intaglio ; Greoian ; engmved with nude figure 
of a man standing to front, with his wrists behind his back, bound to a 
pillar ( Prometheus 3). 

No. 25. Elliptical intaglio ; Indian ; engraved with bust of a 
woman, showing ancient Indian fashion of hair-dress. 

No. 26. Elliptical intaglio ; Grecian ; engraved with seated 
draped figure of woman to left ; perhaps Tjche with cornucopis in left 
and sceptre in right hand. 

No. 24 to 26 were found " near Khotan," and are those '' three 
pieces of yellow crystal of an oval shape" mentioned on p. xxxii of the 
Introduction. Mr. Macartney only sent me impressions taken in sealing- 
wax. From these plaster-orrsts were made by me for the photographic 
plate. This accounts for the want of clearness in the fignree. 

No. 27. Elliptical signet-ring of brass. (Plate XIX, 3). Engrave- 
ment too much worn to be clearly recognised ; apparently a woman 
seated to left on a wicker-stool. From M. 2. 

No. 28. Obveme and reverse of a square amulet, made of serpen- 
tine* ; thickness 8th of an inch, perforated with a string-hole. Obv., 
centaur to right, holding some object in each uplifted hand; below a 
four-rayed star, like x . Rev., lion to right, with open montl~ threaten- 
i ~ ~ g  a man in attitude of supplication before him ; above tail three dots. 
From M. 3. 
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No. 29. Ronnd seal or button, of stestite *, with perforated pro- 
minence on back, engraved with rude radiate sun-face. From M. 3. 

No. 30. Ronnd intaglio of red cornelian, engraved with the head 
of a woman. From G. 10. 

No. 31. Ronnd intaglio of black glass+, engraved with the head 
of a man (Parthian ?). From G. 4. 

No. 32. Elliptical intaglio of red cornelian ; Grecian ; Pallas to 
right, in long robe and helmet with spear and shield. From Q. 4. 

No. 33. Similar to No. 32. Apparently draped female figure to 
left. Original gone astray. 

No. 34. S q n m  flat bl-s seal, with perforated peg, ehowing 
kneeling figure of a man to lefb, with nplifted right arm, before some 
small iridistiuct object (fire-worshiper?). From M. 2, found at. 
Aq Sapil. 

No. 35. Sqnare bl-s flat seal, with broken, perforated peg a t  
back, engraved with two men, standing to front, but facing one 
another, both in the same attitude, left arm uplifted, right mm 
snapended From M. 2, found appareutly in Kok Qumbaz. 

No. 36. Elliptical intaglio of very thin brown glase, convex, 
about one-half broken off and missing. Enpavement, nude figure, 
apparently a monkey, with feathered helmet, holding up a blanch in 
left hand. From G. 4. 

No. 37. Ronnd intaglio, of blue glass*; showing draped 
(female?) fignre, seated cross-legged to front, with nplifted arms, 
holding in left hand a wreath (or sun ?), in right hand s, crescent. 
Posture similar to that of king or deit,y on Indo-Scythian and Qnpta 
coins; compare Aariia Anfiqua, Plate, xviii, 4, 5 ;  Brilish Hweum 
Catalogue, P1. xxix, 4. From M. 3. 

No. 38. Elliptical intaglio, of lapis lazuli*, showing head of a 
bird to right, wearing helmet or cap. From Q. 10. 

No. 39. Oblong intaglio of sardo~~ix*, very deep red, with whi t i~h  
surface on the engraved side ; showing nude i i ~ n c i ~ ~ g  girl, wearing very 
heavy girdle and ankleta, standing to right, and presenting some 
lengthy object in both forth-stretched hands, in posturo similar to soldier 
presenting arms. From G. 10. 

No. 40. Ronnd intaglio, of glass or obsidian,* ebowing s, goat or 
long-horned gazelle, walking to right. From G. 10. 

No. 41. Sqnare flat bronze seal, with perforated peg, showing a 
hare sitting to right. From M. 2. 

No. 42. Sqnare flat brass seal, with perforated peg (broken), 
showing a crude calf, walking to left. Similar to No. 43. From M. 2, 
found a t  A q  Sapil. 
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No. 43. Ronnd brass seal, with perforated peg, showing a sheep 
or goat walking to right. From M. 9. 

NO. 4 4  Sqnare brass signet-ring (portion of ring miseing), 
engraved with large-horned sheep (ovis Poli ?) walking to left. From 
the Tekla Makan desert ; consignment unknown. 

No. 45. Ronnd intaglio of blnckiah agate with whitish surface on 
the engraved side (similar to No. 39), showing a deer runuing to right. 
From Q. 10. 

No. 46. Ronnd solid perforated seal-ring, of whitiah agate,? 
showing a crudely made hare (?), running to right. From Q. 4. 

No. 47. Round intaglio, of spinel *, showing a lra~ e r o ~ ~ n i n g  
to right. From Q. 10. 

No. 48. Sqnare %at braes seal, with perforated peg (broken), 
showing head of a bnll en fm. From M. 2, found a t  Aq 8apil. 

No. 49. Round intaglio, of sardonix *, very deep red, with whitish 
snrface on the engraved side (similar to No. 39), slrowing a cow stand- 
ing to right, with suckling calf. From Q. 10. 

No. 50. Ronnd flat braas seal (much worn), with perforated 
pog (broken) ; showing a sheep, walking to left, very crude. From 
M. 6. 

No. 51. Ronnd i~~tnglio of red cornelian ; showing a horse, blsidled 
and belted, jumping to left. From O. 4. 

No 52. Ronnd %fit b m s  seal, with perforated peg, showing an 
elephant standing to left. Fiwm M. 2, fonud a t  Aq Snpil. 

No. 53. Sqnare %at brass seal, with perforated peg (broken), 
showing an elephant, walking to left, harnessed with drapings and 

a Buddhist relic casket. From M. 2, found a t  Aq Sapil. 
No. 54. Elliptical eolid perforated eeal-ring, of whitiah brown- 

veined agate t ; showing Brahmani ( h u r n l d )  bnll, s t a u d i ~ ~ g  to right, . 
within chaplet of eetl.agnls. From G. 4. 

No. 55. Ronnd flat brass seal (much worn), with perforated peg 
(broken), sllowing a lion, walking to left. Prom M. 2. 

No. 56. Round intaglio, of red cornelian, showing a lion walkillg 
to riglit. From (3. 10. 

No. 57. Elliptical intaglio, of lapis lazuli *, ehowi~~g  Pegasus 
walking to right ; two nnmrd 1eltei.s (Pelllavi ?) above Lindquartelr. 
From M. 3. 

NO. 58. Ronnd brass sect1 (braken), wit11 peifomted peg, showing 
a goose walking to left. From M. 2. 

No. 59. Round solid perfomted seal-ring, of whitish agate,? 
&owing parrot walking to right. From (3. 4. . 

No. 60. Square %at braes seal, with pel-fovated peg (broken) 
J. 1. 10 
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showing a roaring lion, seated to right, similar to No. 61, but without 
raised paw. From (3. 7. 

No. 61. Square flat braes seal, with perforated peg, showing a 
lion or cat sittiug lo right, with open mouth and upliEted left paw. From 
M. 2, found a t  Aq Sapil. Another, but smaller specimell, from G. 7, has 
t l ~ e  paw not uplifted. 

No. 62. Ronnd solid perforated seal-ring, made of whitish ~ g a t e , t  
showing a scorpion, walking to right, wit11 raised ~ t i n g .  From 0. 4. 

No. 63. (Pl. XIX, 7). Conical intaglio, of green glass (mnch 
corroded) ; engravement indistinct, apparently a locust, flying to right. 
From M. 4. 

No. 54. Ronnd flat brass seal ( broken and mnch corroded), with 
perforated peg, Rhowing two birds (bulbnl?) facing each other and 
fighting. From M. 2, found a t  Aq Sapil. 

No. 65. Ronnd flat ornament of copper, with ring attacbed to rim, 
for wearing. In the centre, remains of a nail, showing that originally 
there was something attached to ita back. From M. 9. 

No. 66. (Plate XIX, 8). Brass nail with round ornamental head, 
formed like a mushroom. 

No. 67. Ruund flat brass seal, with perforated peg (broken), 
showing radinte ~un-face, or perhaps wheel. 

No. 68. Triangular flat brass seal, with perforated peg, showing 
a ~corpion, w a l k i ~ ~ g  to right. From M. 6. 

No. 69. Elliptical intaglio of red cornelian, engraved with an 
uncertain design (pair of cymbals ?) From G. 4. 

No. 70. Square flat bmas seal, with perforated peg (broken), 
showing an ornamental design. From M. 6. 

No. 71. Quarterfoil flat brass seal, with perforated peg, and 
origiual piece of thread on which i t  itas worn. Engraved with an 
orname11La1 design. From G. 10. Another specimen wag in M. 2. 
See No. 79. 

NO. 72. Square brass signet-ring (lnrger po~.tion of ri11g missing), 
showing an ornamental design. From the Takla Makan ; consignment 
unknown. 

No. 73. Ronnd intaglio of whitis11 gltrss,t engraved on one side 
wit,h the figure of two crossed swords or arrows, on the other, with some 
k i ~ ~ d  of faintly inci~ed writing. From G. 4. . 

NO. 74. Obvelse and reverse of a round amulet, of serpentine ;* 
thickness, it11 of an iuch, perfomted with a fine stri~~g-hole. From 
the Takla M a k ~ n ;  consignment unknown. 

No. 75. Elliptical solid perforated seal-ring, of Bowenite,t 
engraved with fire-altar, as on Sassanide coi~ls. Fro~n G. 4. 



No. 76. Square flnt seal of b~aasa, with perforated peg, engraved 
with an ornnmental design. From M. 2, fouird a t  Aq Sapil. 

No. 77. Square flat seal of copper, bearing four  quar re ornamental 
designs, two of them being different forms of the Svastika. From hi. 6. 

No. 78. Sqnare flat copper seal, with perforated peg, engmved with 
an ornsmentnl design. From M. 6. 

No. 79. Square flat uesl of brass, with ~erforated peg, engraved 
with an 0rII~mellbl qunterfoil design. From M. 2, found a t  Aq Sapii. 
Anothel.specimen, of the Name siee, was in M. 9. See NO. 71. 

No. 80. Flat copper senl, cousisting of a square surmounled with 
a tridental  crow^^, alld furilislied with a perforated peg. Bearing 
ornamental designs, that on the square being the same as on NO. 79. 
From M. 6. 

No. 81. (Plate XIX, 11). Elliptical itrtnglio, perhaps of felsite*; 
Grecian; showing a draped and helmeted fignre, sitting on a stool (?), 
holding a bird (?) on liis ouhtretched right hand. From G. 4. 

There is one cameo in the collection. See Plate XIX, 9. From 
G .  10. It shows tlie helmeted heud of a young mtm, of Grecian 
design. 

Among the gems, shown on p. 779 of Dr. Sven Hedin's Through 
dsiu, and obtained by him in Khotan, there are several wl~ioh are strik- 
ingly like some in the British collection. T h n ~  the second in his first 
line of facsimiles resembles our No. 30. There are three other sitnilar 
ones on that page, but they differ in having a ribbon round the neck 
of tile figure shown on it. There is also there oue gem strikingly like 
our No. 89. The deer, hare, and large-horned sheep are also four~d 
on several of them. 

But what is more noteworthy is thnt exactly similar seals and 
intaglios have been diswvered in the ancieilt stiipaa of Afghanistan. 
Samples of these are shown in Wilson's An'a,ra Antiqua, Plates i, iii 
aird iv. Thus figs. 7-10 on PI. iv, show two square flat seals with 
perforated peg, made of iron or brass. Plate i, fig. 8, P1. iii, fig. 7 
and P1. iv, figs. 10, 11 are similar carnelian intaglios. The signet-rings, 
shown on P1. i, 5, and PI. iii, 6, though similnr i r ~  shape to our Nos. 27, 
44, 72, differ in being more coetly, being of gold with inlaid cornelians, 
while those in our collection are made elltirely of brass or wpper. 

I may also note the evidences afforded by these objects to the 
prevalence of Grecian aud Buddhist culture in ancient KLotan. 
Nos. 24, 26, ,%, 33 on P1. 111 and No. 11 on Pl. XIX are distiuctly 
Grecian; so are the centaur on P1. 111, No. 28, and the pegasus on 
NO. 57. Distinctly Iudiari are the Brelirnani bull on No. 54, and the 
elephant on Nos. 52, 53. Distinctly Buddhist are the Svastika on 
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No. 77, and the relic-carrying elephant on No, 53. Old Per~ialt  
(Zoroastrian) are the fire-altar on No. 75, and the fire-wornlipper (?) 
on No. 3. 

Wit11 reference to No. 23, I may explain that there is a certain sys- 
tem of divination, well-known all over Nortl~ern India. It is practised, I 
believe, only by rnen of the extreme North-West, '' Kashmil.is " as they 
are commonly called, uvho are, as a rule, Muhammadans. They nee a 
double set of four brass dice, strung on two short iron rods, round which 
they freely revolve ; ' four dice on each ~wd. The eight dim are all made 
exactly alike ; being rectangular parallelepipeds (PI. XIX, 5 ) ,  with 
only four equal sides not cubbs), and marked, on the lo~lg oblong sides, 
wit11 tlle nnmbela 2, 3 and 4, denoted by dots, in such a manner that 
2 stands on the side opposite to 4, and 3 opposite to 3, as shown in 
the subjoined woodcut. 

The short square  side^, of coarsn, which are perforated for the iron 
rod, bear no numbers; nor is the number one used. The dice look 
as if they were m ~ d e  of ~ W R R ,  but they are said to be of a special 
alloy of seven metuls, consinting of brass, pewter, iron, lead, ~i lver ,  
gold, and copper. The ope]-ator throws the two st.ringa of dice so 
that  they fall pamllel tb each other, and then counts the dote in 
parallel linee ; thus, lines a and b give 6 each, arranged as '1 + 2 + 1 + 1 
and 2+ 1 + 1 +2, or a combination of 12. Each of the two lines might 
give flny number from 4 to 8, and between them a great variety of 
arrangementa and combinations. From these varirrtione the diviner 
makes his foreca8ta.M The object, described under No. 2'3 looks very 
much like one of such a set of dice, only that its faces are marked 
differently from what is the cnstom a t  the present time. 

fi A dwription of Lhs alloy nm well acl of the modw operandi in divining with 
much dice will ale0 be found in the " Third Report of Operatione in Seamh of 
fisnskrit Mannacripts in the Bombay Circle, April 1884 to Maroh 1886," by 
Profearmor Petemon, pp. 4446, printed aa an Extr~.Number of the Jonrnal of the 
Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Both the description and the sketch 
of the dice are not quite accurate. 



SECTION IT.-BLOCK PRINTS. 

The following is a summary of t,he Block-prints in the collection : 
I. First Set comprisi~ig 8 booka. 

IT. Second Set ,Y 6 ,Y 

111. Third Set ' ,, 3 I, 
1V. Foul-1.h Set ,, 8 ,, 
V. Fifth Set 1 9  8 9 ,  

VI. Sixth Set $ 3  3 I, 

VII. Seventh Set ,, 6 3 ,  

VIII. Eighth Set 39 1 $ 9  

IX. Ninth Set 9, 2 3, 

Total ... 45 books. -- 
With the exception of one, the block prints all alike resemble 

European books in their style of biuding.1 A 
Style of Binding. sheet of paper is folded in the middle to 

form two leaves, with four pages. A number of such folded aheeta or 
forms" are then fsate~~ed together, along tlie line of the fold, to make 

np a book. For the purpose of fa~tening them, tbey are, as a rule, simply 
laid one npon the other ; but tllere are three books, all belonging to the 
Third Set, in which they are not laid one npon the other and outside 
the other, but plaoed one witl~in the other ao that the elltire book forms 
but one folded bundle. Occasionally also, as in No. I of the Firat Set, 
a double form is met with, mrde up of two folded sheets, placed one 
within the otl~er and thus ootrsisting of four leaves or eiqht pages. 
The fastening is done in three ways: either by thread (2), or by 
twist8 of paper (12), or by pegs of copper (30).0 The laet-meutioned 
method is the commonest: the relative frequency is indicated by 

I b e  also my Note on some Blook-printa in the Pvoceedingn, Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, for April 1808, p. 124. 

8 I may odd that Mr. a. Bendall informs me (in a letter dated the 1st October, 
1897) thnt tlre British Muaeum poseeases n book iu which " the peg is of wood, not 
metal.' 
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the bracketed numbers. The pegs are applied like rivets, that is, 
their ends are bent over and beaten down fnst ; but before doing so, 
they are passed; tlirongh thin pieces of copper, as a protection to the 
leaves. Sometimes (as in Nu. VI I  of the Fit-at Set, No. 111 of the Fifth 
Set and No. V of the Seventh Set)  these guards are round ornaniental 
piecos, resembling coins, as shown in fig. 3 of Plate I V  ; or they are 
elliptical (as in No. V I l I  of the F k t  Set) or oblong (as in No. V I  of 
the Seventh Set) ; but many of them (as in Nos. I and VII  of the First 
Set, Nos. I and 111 of the Fourth Set, No. IT1 of the Fifth Set, and 
No. I of the Seventh Set) are evidently portions of a l q e  ornamental 
circular plaque which had been cut into pieces ; and in this w e  the 
piecea are very large, as shown in Plate IV, fig. 1. In  two cases (iu No. 
I of the Second Set, and in the book of the Eighth Set) the guards 
consist of two long slips of copper, extending the whole length of the 
book. The twists of paper are applied, liko pieces of string, to form 
loops. The stitching with thread only occum in two books, in No. I1 of 
the Third Set and in the book of the Ninth Set. As a rule the fastening 
is made in three separate places, by three nails, or three twista of paper, 
or three loops of thread. Twice, however, in No. 111 of the Fourth Set 
and in the book of the Ninth Set, fonr pegs and fonr threads respectively 
are nsed; and once, in No. 11 (P8thi) of the First Set, only one peg. A 
fastening in two places is more freqnent ; four times (in No. VI I I  of the 
First Set, Nos. V and VI of the Fifth Set, and No. I V  of the Seventh 
Set) only two pegs are nsed ; and twice (in No. V I I  of the First and 
No. VIII of the Fifth Set) only two twists of paper. The three initial 
and the three fiual pages are as a rule left blank ; aud thus the first and 
the last leaves, being blank, serve as covel-s to the book. In one case 
(No. VI I I  of the Fifth Set) seven initial and seven final pages (i.e., 
three leaves on each side) are left blank. The probable objeot of this 
arrangement is discloeed by No. I1 of the Sewnd Set and No. I of the 
Fifth Set, in which fonr and two leavee respectively have been pasted 
together to form paateboard oovers a t  either end. The single exception 
above referred to is a Fthi (No. I1 of the First Set), that is, a book 

The Pothi. arranged in the Indian fashion. In this case, 
the whole collection of "forms" is placed 

between two pieces of wood, and held in posilion by riveting it with one 
copper peg, passed through the middle of one of the narrow sides, aa 
shown in Plate VIII. The arrangement is exactly the same aa in the 
case of a set of Indian copper-plates of a landgran t. The peg takes the 
place of the seal-ring of the grant, or of the stiiiig of a manuscript. 
The two ends of the peg are split in two, and the two splita are tnrned 
over right aiid left, after having been passed through the thin copper 
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Four distinct varieties are observable. The fimt variety is a soft, 
thickish pnpel., to the toucl~ resembling felt 01. cloth, of compa~ntively 
even texture and rather brigl~ter yellowish-brown colour. I t  is fonnd 
in nine books ; viz., Nos. I arid I1 of the Fimt Set, Nos. 1, 111, IV, V 
and V I  of tho Secont Set, and Nos. 11 and 111 of the Third Set. The 
second and third varieties differ from the first variety o~lly in being 
progressively thinner, of rnoro nneven text,ure, and of darker colour. 
The third va~iety, indeed, is occasionally of an exceedingly flimsy make. 
The seoond variety is fonnd in nineteen boola ; viz., Nos. 11, 111, IV and 
V of the First Set, No. I1 of the Second Set, No. I of the Tliird Set, 
Nos. I, 11,111, IV, V I  and VII  of the Fourth Set, Nos. I ,  I1 and V I I I  
of the Fifth Set, and Nos. I, 11, 111 and V of the Seventh Set. The 
third variety is fonnd in five books ; viz., Nos. V I I  and VII1 of the First 
Set, No. V of tho Fourth Sot, No. 111 of the Fifth Set, and No; VI  of 
the Sixth Set. A11 these three varieties are comparatively soft papera, 
and in this respect differ from the fourth variety, which is a hard and 
stiffish paper, of middling thickneas, and of very uneven make. This 
fourth variety mnch resembles, except iri point of colour and age, 
the kind of paper which is still made in Khotan a t  the present day. 
I t  is found in nine books ; viz., No. VIII of the Fourth Set, Nos. IV, V, 
VI, VII  of the Fifth Set, and Nos. I, 11, I11 a r~d  I V  of the Seventh 
Set. With the exception of one book, they all belong to M. 8 ;  and 
the single exception belongs to M. 9. The three other varieties do not 
resomble tbe modern Khotanese pnper, though i t  is probable that they 
all are of Kl~otanese manufacture, being probably made of the same 
material, and by the same or a similnr system of preparetion. I 
am disposed to believe that the fonr varietioa of this class of paper 
represent fonr different periods and four successive degtndntiona of 
Khotanese pnper mannfactnre. The texture of the modern Khotanese 
paper is exceedingly conme and nneven, ite pulp having been prepared 
very roughly and spread very unevenly. When fresh, the paper has a 
creamy or greyish colour : the mnch dnrker colonr of t.he corresponding 
paper of the blook-prints is the effect of age. Regarding  it^ m~ter ia l  I 
have received two differeut statements. The Rev. Mngnns Biicklnnd, 
Swedish Missionary in Kaahgl~ar, who has visited Khotan, informs me 
in a letter, dated the 29th June, 1898, that " i t  is made of the bark of 
the willow, softened in lye, and then take11 up and beaten between flat 
stones, which of course, cannot be made so well ae to prevent small 
pieces of bark remaining here and there." According to Mnnshi Abmad 
Din, of the Kaahghar Agency, in a note written for me on the 19th 
December, 1898, "the KhotRn paper is a very coarse stuff, chiefly 
compsed of silk waste." In the sequel tliese classes and varieties of 
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paper are referred to & I, 11, IIIa, IIIb, IIIc, and IIId respectively. 
The paper of the P6thi (No. 11 of the First Set) I am donbthl in 
olessifying, but it probably belongs to Class IIIb. 

That thew books were printed from blocks of type is apparent 

Blook-printing. from the fact that the text is repeated over 
and over again, from page to page, the repe- 

titions being facsimiles, as shown by measurements made by me (see 
below under the First Set). The type, cut on the block, was enclosed 
in a square of rsised ~tra ight  linee, and occasionally these inclosing 
lines are printed off dong with the inclosed type; but as a rnle they 
do not seem to have been inked, and only a few traces of them, here 
and there, are seen (as, e.g., on P l a h  IX and X). The printing was 
not always carefully done ; occasionally the blocks were inked too much, 
end the impressions am smudgy: a t  other times they were inked 
too little, and the impression is almost illegible. When the print is 
repeated on the same p e p ,  the impressions, for the sake of economy, 
were sometimes p l d  so olose together ee to came the margins of 
the prints to m u  into one another and obliterate the letters. From the 
fact that sometimes one has to remove the rivets, inorder to be able 
to read the whole of the impression, i t  is evident, that, as a rule, the 
sheete or pages were printed first before they were stitched or riveted into 
boob. In  some books, especially of the Fifth, Bixth and Seventh Seta, 
the pepar appears to have been more or leaa strongly greased, before 
printing, possibly with the objeot of sieing i t ;  but the process has 
sometimes had the effect of renderinn the impressions almost illegible. 

A regular syetem appears to L v e  b i n  observed in the 

Byetern of Printing. xylogmphs. As already explained, the first 
and the last leavee of a book were always left 

blank, for the purpose of serving ae a cover. For the sune reason, the 
exterior pages of the second and penaltimate laves  were also left blank. 
The printing almost invariably commences on tEe interior of the seoond 
leaf (i.e., the4th page of the whole book), and stops on the interior of 
the penultimate leaf (i.e., the ante-ante-penultimate page of the whole 
book). There are a few exceptions, which will be noted in the dehiled 
description; see, e.g., No. VI of the First Set. Thus wppoeing a 
book had six leaves or twelve pages, tho imprinte would commence 
on the fourth page and stop on the 9th page ; pages 1,2, 3 and 10, 11, 
12 being blank. With regard to the arrangement of the imprints on 
the pages, the principle (to which there are only a very few exceptions) 
was that they were placed alternately in an upright and reversed 
position. Whence it follows that, in reading a book, one would a t  first, 
read consecutively, throughout tho book, all the upright impressions ; 

J. I. 11 
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next, turning the book right round, one would wmmenoe a t  the back 
of the book, and read conseoutively, right through the book, all the 
reversed impressions, which, however, would now of oourse, stand 
upright towarde the reader. The subjoined Woodcut No. 11 illnatrates 
this system, and the variona modifications in which it is applied.8 The 
dotted lineg in the diagrams signify the lineg of type, and the letters a 
and b indicate the beginnings and endinge respectively of the impreeaione 
of the text. In No. I, there me two impreseions in  ertoh column, stand- 
ing foot to foot ; those in the upper halves of tho pages standing upright, 
while those in the lower halves are reversed. In this book one would 
read, firet, consecutively all the impl-eseione in the upper halves of 
the pegea, in regular order (4,6,6, 7,8, 9, e h ) ,  up to the end of the 
book. Next turning the book right round, in the direction of the arrows, 
and thus bringing the reversed impressions into an upright position, one 

- No. 11. 

would read oomecntively all the impressions (of the formerly lower 
ha l f -p~ee)  from the back fo the boginning of the book, in r e p l a r  order 
(etc., 9,8,7,6,5, 4). The same system, in another, slightly modified form, 

The Roman numbern in this and the following Woodcnte refer to the bookn 
of the First Set. The diagrams me drawn to tho scale of 1 inch in the woodout 
to 12 inohes of the originel. 
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ia applied in Nos. 11, I11 and IV. In  these boob the impressions stend 
upright on peg- 4, 6,8, eto., but reversed on pages 5, 7,9, eto. I n  
reading any of these three boob, one wonld begin by reading consecn- 
tively all the even-numbered pages (4, 6, 8, etc.), thronghout the book. 
Next, one wonld tnrn the book right round, ae indicated by the arrowa, 
and thua bring the imprints, which hitherto had stood reversed, into an 
npright position; and now, oommencing a t  what waa the end of the 
book, one would read consecntively all the odd-numbered pages (etc., 
9, 7, 5 )  up to the originala beginning of the book. The same system, 
again, in a third modified form, may best be seen in book No. II of 
the Seventh Set. Hew the impressions do not stand upright and 
revemed on alternate p a p ,  but in alternate wlumne, aa shown in 
the diagram on page 55. Thus they stand npright in wlnmne 1 
and 3, but reversed in wlnmne 2 and 4. In reading one wonld 
wmmence with all the left-hand columns consecutively throughout 
the book; then one would proceed to tnrn the book right round, 
and now reed all the impressions (of the former right-hand oolnmns) 
from the baok to the beginning of the book. In this way the m d i u g  
of the entire book would be completed. To this principle of arrange- 
ment there are only s, few  exception^, in which all the impressions are 
plaoed npright (or in the same direction) throughout the book, so that 
the book can be read right through, from page to page, without turning 
i t  right round. This is the case in books No. I V  of the Seoond Set, 
Noa IV, V and VI of the Fourth Set, No. I1 of the Fifth Set, No. I1 
of the Sixth Set, and No. IV of the Seventh Set. 

There is, however, a certain number of boob, in which the orderly 

Want of Byetern. m g e m e n t  of imprints, above explained, is 
not observed. I n  some of these books, indeed, 

no system of printing whatever can be discerned. The impressions 
appear to be plaoed promisauonely ; the only apparent objeot being to 
crowd aa many impreseions into a page as it may, by any device, be made 
to hold. This may be seen from fige. V and V I  of the subjoined woodcut 
No. 12. Two wnspicnous examplee of t h k  kind of book are No. V I  
of the First Set, and No. 111 of the Bixth Set. With such an arnmge- 
ment, obviously, no intelligent and orderly r d i n g  of the book is 
possible. Beside these there are some other book8 in which the absence 
of all orderly arrangement is not quite so conspicnous. I n  these the 
imprints are orderly placed on each pa@ taken by itself; that is, 
on some pages they are all placed npright, on others, all are placed 
reversed; but these differing pagee do not follow one another in auy 
eystem. In  any pair of page8 one may meet with any of the four 
poesible arrangements : uprightupright, upright-revemed, reversed- 
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reversed, and mveraed-uprkht. All theae four arrangements occur with 

-- No. 12. 

almo~t equal frequency. A good example of this kind is book No. V 
of the Seventh Set. In  auch books, too, any orderly reading is out 
af the question. 

If it were certain what the object of these books was-whether they 
were, or were not, intended for reading,-the 

Objeat end Of presence or absence of systematic arrangement 
theB1ook-print of the imprints might afford a good test to Boob* 

determine the genuineness, or otherwise, of 
the books. So long as their purport remains nndeciphered, their object 
must be a matter of speculation ; but the f a d  that they contain nothing 
but interminable repetitions of the same text seems clearly fa indicate 
that in these books we are dealing with set formulas-creeds, prnyers, 
or incantations, or whatever one may call them,-poaaibly or prohably 
Buddhistic,- the virtue of which was auppoeed to be in proportion to the 
frequency of their repetitions. The mode of this repetition, however, 
need not necessarily have been an intelligent one : i t  might have been 
quite mechanical, like that of &he prayer-wheel or the prayer-%. 
Tnrning the leaves of a book wonld eerve the purpose of the devotee quite 
as well ae turning a wheel, or letting the fiags be moved by the breeze. 
If this were the object of the books, it is evident that the order or want 
of order in the arrangement of the formalaa would be altogether im- 
material, provided the page is well covered with them. In any aaee, 
whether the leavea were intended to be read, or morely to be turned, 
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it is plain that there was no need of numbering them, seeing that, the 
contents being merely o repetition of a set formula, one might use the 
leaves in any order. As a matter of fact, none of these books have 
their hleaves or pages numbered. The want of pagination is to be 

regretted, ae the numbers might have served 
Want of P*tion* as a clue to distinguishing top and bottom of 

the page, and thus of determining the beginning and end of the formula 
imprinted on it. The large number of the block-prints and the multiplicity 
of the scripts oontained in them open up mother problem as to their object. 
It would seem that there existed somewhere in the Takla Makan a kind 
of library, or &ow of books, the locality of which seem to have been 
diecooera by native treegnre seekere, being perhaps an ancient m o w -  

by. &foreover the existence, among the block-prints, of oollective 
books (ench 8s oomprised in the Sixth Set), which contain impressions 
of texts in several scripts, seeme to show that in that plwe there must 
h v e  been a collection of all the different kinds of blocks ; and that the 
plme, in  fmt, wae a sort of printing establishment, for the production 
and distribution of books of (religions) formulas among communities 
or in lmlities, using diflereut scripts, and perhaps speaking different 
languages or dialeote. 

p7jma fde, there are not less than nine dif£erent scripts employed 
in the block-printa. Accordingly I have dk-  

lPumber and Identity tribnted them into nine sets. It is not im- 
Of Baripte and probable that hereafter it may be shown thsf Formalae. 

some of the scripts are allied to, if not 
identical with, one another; 1 mean in t h b  way that one may be the 
kdigrapbic counterpart of current script. This may be the case, 
perhaps, with the two scripts shown on Plate V, for they agree in their 

of lines. I believe also to have noticed, here and there, the =me 
symbol, in slightly modified forms, in Weren t  scripts. In order to 

a t  any definite and satisfactory conclusion on t h k  head, a more 
detailed and minute examination is necessary, for which the time 
allowed me a t  present doe6 not s d w ,  but for which I hope to have 
le*we &r my retirement from India. With my present informa- 
tion, it appears to me likely that the scripts of the Fimt and Second 
Sets, those of the Third and Fifth Seh, and those of the Fourth and 
Seventh Seta are pairs the members of which have some more intimab 
connection with each other. Further, it seema to me possible that the 
juxtaposition of several formulae in tho collective books of the  
sixth Set and elsewhere may lead to the recognition of some kiud of 
identity obtaining among them with reference to their purport. & to 
the language, or perhap the number of languages, hid in thew scrip& 
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and formulas, of come, it is impossible to vonture to exprees any 
opinion, before some advance has been made in their decipherment. 

Some of the block-prints are furnished with guards which show 
in their ornaments a curious resemblanae to s 

*geand ooneervation certain coin of one of the Urtuqis of MZiridin. 
Of the B1oak-printe' They may be seen on Plate IV, fig. 1-9 ; 

the coin a h  on Plate I, fig. 20. The coin is ascribed to 1232 A. D., 
see the Section on Coins, p. 31. If the resemblance ie not deeceptive, 
i t  will fix the upper date of the block-printa in question.. They could 
not be older than the middle of the 13th century A.D. There is reason 
to believe, however, that mme of the block-prints mnst be several aen- 
tnries older. That them ia nothing in the physical conditiom of Eastern 
Tnrkiatan fo render such a long period of conservation impossible, I 
have already remarked in the Introduction, p. xxviii. 

The question of what is top and bottom, right and left, of the text, 
or of the formulas oomposing the text, is a 

Orienfetion Of the puzzling one. The determination of it would and 
help to determine the further question of how 

the script of the taxta is to be r e d ,  whether from the left to the right 
in the European fashion, or from the right to the left as in Semitic 
writing, or from top to bottom aa in Chinese. I have not, as yet, come 
scro~e any absolutely decisive evidence. In  some books regularly 
reourring partial impressione of formulae are met with,-cases in which 
only a portion (one-half or onethird) of the formula, divided either hori- 
zontally or vertically or both ways, is met with. Want of sufiicient 
space on the page is always seen to be the reason for snch partial im- 
pressions. In such cases it may very plansibly be argued that, when 
the printer had not sufficient space to print the whole formnla, he 
would preferably print the initid portion of it on the available space. 
On this assumption we should have an indimtion of what is the beginning 
or the end of a formnla. Thus let a b c d  in the marginal diagram 

represent snch a complete formula, in which the lines 
a -f  of writing run parallel with a b (aa y. on Plate XII). 

e ~ j  
D 

If a b g e, that is, the formnla horizontally divided, be 
9 the only portion printed, t h b  may indicate that i t  is 

0 the initial portion of the formnla. Similarly if a f h d, 

d h b  or the formnla vertically divided, were only printed, 
this would show that portion to be the initial one. I f  

further, both portions a b g e and a f h  d were fonnd regularly printed 
in certain delimited places, we should know for certain that the portion 
A contains the beginning of the Formula, and that its r ead iq  mnst 
commence in the corner a, and proceed from a to b. I t  would still 
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uncertain whether the script mn from the left ( a )  to the right 
( b )  in Enropean fashion, or from the top ( a )  to the bottom (b) in 
Chinese fashion. In other words, a  might be either the upper left-hand 
or the upper right-hand corner of the formnla Similarly the beginning 
of a formula might happen to be found to lie in the portion By in which 
case the soript wonld run from the right to the left, in Semitic fashion. 
The two alternative possibilities, here explained, are those aotnally 
oberved by me in the csse of the formnlaa of the Fourth and Seventh 
and the formnla of the Fifth Set respectively. The former seem to 
m n  from the left to the right, the letter from the right to the left. 
The weak point in this ergnment is not eo much the fact that occk 
sionally the opposite portions ( e  g c  d  and f b  c  h)  of the formab are found 
printed ; for this might be due to a cereleas misprint ; and the detailed 
dmhption of the varione sets will show that misprints are by no 
meam uncommon. A far more aerions ditficnlty k the uncertainty aa to 
whether the books were intended for reading at  all. If they were not 
intended for reading, but for some kind of meahanical nee, the cimnm- 
stance of what particular portion of the formnla wae printed in order 
to repreeent the wbole of i t  is obvionaly of no moment. Bnt on the 
other hand, the regularity in printing a certain definite portion pointa 
fo method and design, such aa one would not expect in the cam of 
printing for mere mechanica.1 use. In the latter caae one wonld expect 
the portions AB, AD, BC, OD to oocnr promiecnonsly. It eeems, no donbt, 
certain that the disorderly books, above mentioned, enoh aa No. VI of the 
P h t  Set, cannot have been intended for intelligent reading, but, on the 
other hand, it is by no means oertain that some other books may not have 
been prepared with that object. Book No. I1 of the Seventh Set is a oaae' 
in point. The marginal diagram shows the arrangement of its imprints. 

The formnla is indicated by 
Page 4. 

I 
a b c  3QV 
a e f  / " P  
a b c  3 ~ 0  

a e f  J a P  
a b c  o q v  
d e j  J ~ P  

4 a b c  o q v  

a  b  c  d  e  f ; i t  is repeated 7 timee on 
5' 

the two pages 4 and 5 ; the fourth 
I1 impreeion k divided between page 

d e  f  J e p  $ 4 and page 5, about one-half of 
the formula standing on either of 

] 5 those two psges. The reader is 
s n p p e d  to' read down the left- ' ' ] 6 hand c o l n m  which stand upright. 

J e p  ~ a v i n g  read do- column 1 on 
' q 0 ) 7  p y  4, to the middle of t h e l t h  
J e  p  impraseion, he continnee with the 

J-III 
d 

AI other half of that impression in 
colnmn 11 on page 5. He then 
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tnrns the book, and similarly reada the remeining (formerly right-hand, 
but now a h  left-hand) wlnmna I11 and IV. Such an orderly arrange- 
ment can hardly be explained an  any other supposition than that of 
being made with a view to intelligent reading. Oocseionally also 
anomalies are met with, the only satisfactory explanation of which seems 
to point to a similar wnclasion. One snch anomaly will be found 
diacnased in the detailed description of book No. VI  of the Fourth 
Set. It is on coneiderations anch aa these, that I have provisionally 
determined, and shown in the illmtrative Plates, the top and bottom 
of the texta of most of the nine seta of block-prints, aa well ae the 
direction of the script of some of them, snch as thoae of the Fourth and 
Seventh Seta I do not claim for these determinations more than a 
provisional chereater. Very possibly a more minute and thorough 
examination of the block-prints, than the limited time at present at  my 
command admita, may hereafter leed to more definite resnlfs. 

The case, above dieonseed, of book No. I1 of the Seventh Set, ie 
instrndive on another point, namely, whether 

Orientation the these block-print boob are to be read from the 
Books. left to the right, beginning with the first page, 

or from the right to the left, beginning with the last page or a t  the back 
of the book, to speak from the Enropean point of view. From the 
diagram i t  will be seen that the reader first reads the pages (i. e., 
~ l n m n e  I and 11) from the left to the right (and eo on, thronghout the 
book), and then, turning the book right round, from the right to the 
left (i.e., colnmne I11 and IVY and so on, throughout the book). It 
would, therefore, appear that there is really no right or left, beginning 
'or end of the book, in the sense of the modern Empemn practice. This 
wnclneion eeems to be confirmed by the books Nos. I and I1 of We Third 
Set, of which, to judge by the amngement of the text (see the deleiled 
description) No. I must be read from the left to the right, while No. 11 
m w t  be read from the right to the left. See ale0 book No. V of the 
Second Set. 

The qneetion on which aide of the psge the process of printing corn- 
menced, whether on the right or left side, the 

Orbntetion the top or bottom of it, is fairly esey to determine 
Printing. in many aasee. When there is a broad, blank 

margin on one aide of the page, while the print rum up to its very edge 
on the other side ; or when n column of print begins with a complete 
impremion of the formula on one side, and ends with a part-impresbn 
on the other it is fairly 0 6 n  that the printer commenced his 
work on the former of the two sides. Books Nos. VI  and VII  of the 
~ ~ h h  set afford a good illustration of this conclusion. Tho p i n t  is of 



no great importance in itaelf ; but it may m some orser piope auxiliary 
in  determining the orientation of a eoript 6r text. 

Cmidering the ebnndanae of the block-prink snd the mystery af 
their acripta, i t  is not surprbing that the 

The Of enspicion d forgery ahonld suggest ibelf. It 
Qenuineneee. 

suggested itaelf to me at an early stage of my 
ecqueintance with the Khotaneae books ; and I am informed that it hss 
also snggeefed itself to eome of the British Museum anthorities and 
others. But it wtw not till the summer of 1898 that the suspicion took 
a more definite ehape in a letter, dated the 29th June, 1898, which I 
received from Mr. BBoklnnd, Swedish Miesionary in Kaahghar, in 
rssponee to a request by me for information on the sabjeot; for a t  
one time, in the wnrae of my examination of the block-prints my suspicion 
had been much strengthened by the observation of the extreme want of 
order in certain books. This m n l t  was subsequently nentmliaed by 
the observation of the striking o d s t a n c y  of order in other books. I t  
became clear that, M I have already shown, both phenomena are quite 
oompatible with a genenl gen?ineness of the block-print books ; and in 
faot, all the evidence that gradually aouunulated haa tended to oonfimn 
that wnclnsion. Mr. Biwklund's acoount is M follows : 

'I I t  is my duty to own that till quite recently I have scsmely taken 
any intereat in that old Khotan literature. In April laat [1898], however, 
Ieliim bbiin brought to me three copiee, which, according to what he 
told me, had been fonnd in the neighbarhood of Aq Safil, buried under 
nand in e hollow tree, together with other boob of the seme kind. Some 
days before, he had sold two or three oopies to Mr. Mncartney also,' but 
nevertheless he urged me not to asy a ward to Mr. Macarhey about my 
acqniaition. Upon my having a look a t  the boobs todismver whether they 
were print or hand-written, he felt somewhat ~ z n q  and whispered, 'L 'Lit 
ie antonishinu how attentively he M looking at  the booke." " I offered him 
l e a  thm the Lelf of what he asked, and he not only handed over to me the 
boob without haggling, but elso gave me into the bargain some old ooios 
be had with him. When he  had gone out, one of onr servants, entering 
my room d, " Sfiib, I +anC to tell you that these boobs are not 
ao old M they am pretended to be. As I know how they are pfepared, 
I wieh to inform you of it. When I lived in Khotan, I h h e d  very 
much to enter into the bunin-, bat wan always shut out and oonld 
even get no information about the boob. At laat I conau1t.d my motber 

4 Thew, ue probably ineluded among the eight boob whioh ware rent to ma 
6 t h  letkadeted the 18th April, 1898. T b q  worn acquitad from Idim Aufia, 
bat m a- by him to  TO been fonnd in Kisng Tiis on tho rcad to U h d m .  

J. I. 12 
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about i t ;  and ehe advised me to try and find it out of a boy with 
whom I was on very intimate terms, and who was the son of the headman 
of this bnsinese. So, one day I aaked him, how they got these books, 
and he plainly told me that his father had the blocks p'~-e~ared by a 
cotton-printer, " " etc. Now i t  is evident that the servnnt might have 
said all this from jealousy only, but I now determined to examine the 
books with more critical eyes than before. Then the following facts 
became clear to me immedigtely : 

(1) The rich supply of books, which may be pnrchnsed a t  any 
price we are pleased to put on them, although every European traveller 
who has been in Khotan h taken A great interest in them, not men- 
tioning the Rna0ia.n Consul and Mr. Macartney who have bought what 
they have come acma. 

(2) The apparent freshnas of them, as for instance- 
(a) the sharp corners of the copper plates and nails which are 

covered only with a very thin layer of rust ; 
( b )  no rnst from the plates sticking to the paper under the plates; 
(c) the oornera of the boob quite square (not round, as they 

nenally are in old books),' and the edges recently out 
. though in such a, manner as to make them look old ; 

(d) although without proper covers, the outside leaves as well 
as the leaves in general were well praerved, but one here 
and there destroyed betrcrizt two frerh ones;b 

(e) no yellow spots or m a r k  of handling by rkdera, ae naually 
occur in old books ; 

(f) the paper, thongh very ill-treated (burnt and smoky), still 
strong almost aa if it were new ; 

(g) the paper exactly of the same kind, as prepared in Khotan 
in the present day. 

Now if these books are forgeries, must not there have been some 
genuine ones, after which these are made? Certainly, I think so, 
eepecially in order to account for the characters. But I do not think 
tl~ey took the pains to copy any text-they may have or they may have 
not-of the original, but very likely put the letters in a preposterous way 
to make i t  look like writing. Aa for the hand-written ones, I have no 
particdm opinion, as I have had no opportunity to examine them. But 
I do not think that i t  is a t  all impossible that they should be forgeries. 
Yon see I pnrchaaed the volumes I have spoken of-three of the longest 
that have been sold-for a total of Re. 7, and certainly I payed too 
mnch. If they can get twice aa mnch, very likely they would not 
hesitate to prepare actual manuscript." 

6 The itrlior are Mr. Bikkland'r. 
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In  a letter written by Mr. Biicklnnd to Mr. Mecartney, on the 8th 
April, 1898, the day after he had pnrchaaed the above-mentioned three 
block-pdnt books, I find the following additional information :-" I t  haa 
been communicated to me by a person, who is well acquainted with these 
things [apparently the servant above referred to], that these books are 
not old, but are continually made now-a-days alao ; and he pretenda to 
know the printer also. The books are aaid to be prepared like this : 
after being printed, the sheeta are hung up in the chimney in order to 
make them look old. They are now burnt in parta and m e r e d  with 
soot. When they have assumed as dark a colonr as seems to be suitable, 
the soot is wiped off and the papers are nailed together into a book and 
taken out into the desert, where they are buried in the sand. Having 
remained there for some time they are " disoovered " and brought out 
into the market in order to-make fools of the Earopeans. Examine 
the paper in the books and yon will find it quite of the same kind, aa ie 
produced in Khotan now-a-days; and the white spota in it here and 
there point it out not to be of an ancient date." 

With regard to the three books, purchased by Mr. Biicklnnd aa 
related above, he informed me in a subsequent letter, dated the 10th 
October, 1898, that " as he considered them naeless, he handed them over 
to an English traveller, Mr. R. P. Cobbold ; " and that " soon after having 
got rid of them, a man offered him some very fresh printe, mhioh he 
refused to take." The books thus obtained by Mr Cobbold afterwards 
passed into the possession of the British Museum, and I shall have occk 
sion to refer to them again. 

I quote these letters so fully, in order that the case of the forgery- 
theory may be stated quite fairly. To Islam AQiin's behaviour and the 
eervant's denunciation too much form should not be attached. They 
are nothing more but what may be expected under the circomstanoea. 
The points enumerated by Mr. Backlund are those deserving considera- 
tion. And here it should be noted, in the first place, that they only 
refer to Khotaneee block-prints, not to manuscripts, and secondly, that 
they are based on a very limited number of specimens. Mr. Biicklnnd 
admite-what indeed is obvious-that forgery presupposes the existence 
of a genuine original which waa imitated. The wggestion is that a 
distorted imitation of this original waa made purposely, and that that fact 
wwnnta for the mystery of the scripts. Thie does not seem a plausible 
hypothesis. No intelligible original, such as the suggestion assumes to 
have existed, haa been produced ; if it existed, the finder, surely, would 
have disposed of i t  first, and when his genuine stock waa exhausted, he 
might then have had recourse to forgery to replenish his dock in trade. 
Something of thie kind, indeed, as I imagine and as I shall presently 
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show, baa probably eatnally happened ; but not in the way reqnired by 
the hypotheek r e f e d  to. Moreover, ae my detailed description of the 
block-prints shows the varieties of the (ea hypotkui) foqed script are so 
nnmeronr and ao intriuate aa to require the allowance of a much longer 
time for their elaboration, thnn haa actually p ~ e d  sinoe forgwrje~ 
can hove commenced, at  moat about ten yeam ago. The trade in 
forged printa au ld  only have orisen with the advent of modern E.luo- 
peso travellers. The earliest of theae is General P j e d s k i  who 
vieited Khotan in 1885, and at that time these books were unknown 
w d  unthought of, The firat objeotion, mentioned by Mr. Biicklnnd 
refera to the cheap prim of the book Thh is a point which may be 
argued either way, and is mually conaidered to speak rather in 
favour of genuinenees. Mr. Bklclnnd obtained his t h e  boob for Ete. 7 ; 
but for some blook-priutg in tlie British Colleotion a rather good price 
haa been paid. For the book GC. B (Eighth Set) Be. 4.0 were paid ; for 
the book G. 8 (No. VI in the Geventh Set) RE. 45 ; for the two booke 
in M. 5, RE. 40 ; for the two booh in M. 6, purchased from Badroddin, 
Re. 40; for the four boob in M. 6, purchased from Mr. HMberg 
together with a lot of antiques, Rs. 200. On the other hand, for the 
two sete of nine books in M. 7 and eight h k a  in M. 8, only RE. 40, 
each set, were paid ; and for the two books in M. 4 (plur enndry 
antiques) and the two book8 in M. 0 (also plus rnndry antiques) even 
only Be. 11-3 and RE. 20 respeatively. The faot ir that latterly (early m 
1898) when snepioion had once been amneed regarding the genninenm of 
these books, which tended to interfere with their saleableneee, the deaIm 
found i t  adviaable to lower their pribss. This is a question of demand 
and supply, and haa little direct bearing on that of genuineness. I t  
quite possible that a l a m  store of genuine boob may have been di& 
covered eomewhere in the deeert. 

The eecond objection refers to the anpposed freehnese of the booke. 
I have examined 414 boob and my obeervationa do not alltogether a g m  
with those of Mr. Biicklnnd. There are distinct merke of old -t on 
the goarda and beneath them in the case of some books ; in othern the 
cornera are by no means "quite sqnm~," bat irregular end men rotlnd ; 
the leaves of eome books (oatride aa well ae inside) are in l very 
damaged oondition ~ u d  rotten, and show the dirty r i m  of baviag been 
handled; eome boob are prhted on a kind of p p e r  which ie qnib 
unknown in K h o h .  

The probability seema to be that latterly when the store of genuine 
old boob gave out, an attempt was made to produce new one8 by 
imitating some of the old genuine onea The commenoement of thi. 
attempt would seem to fall in 1897; end the boak offered to Mr. 
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Biicklnnd may bave been part of the reenlt of this attempt. Mr. Bendall 
wrote to me on the 15th July, 1898, "I have been comparing yonr 
pmphlet about the xylopppha from Central Asia-th a block-print 
recently acquired by the Britieh Mneeum from Lient. Cobbold. What 
ie curious is thmt i t  is a duplicate of the book figured on yonr fimt 
PI&, but does not conbin the writing between the two columns of 
print to which yon cell attention." Thie observation of Mr. Bendall 
very poeeibly givm the key to the sitnetion. If there erist any 
forgerieq they ere, in all probability, dnplicmtea of genuine book8 that 
have been diecovered. The prepmation of a dnplicate ie probably well 
within the cepability of e modern Khotnnese forger, but the hypothoeis 
that he is oapable of inventing not only one bnt several ecripta, and 
of intricate, but mlf-consistent aysbms of their arrangement in boob, 
and finally of binding them after e method, qnife unknown in K h o h  
et the prearmt dmy, conttains more elements of impmbebility than the 
hypothesis of the pnnineneeses of the books. 

The manufactore of duplicate blook-printa poatnlates the existence 
of old blocks from which new onee may have been prepred, and from 
which (or from their new facaimilee) the modern reprinta (if there 
.re any) mnst have been made. I have shown in the description of 
the First and Second Seta, how utterly improbable it is that the blocks 
of hype can have been invented by the forger. The overwhelming 
probability ie that eete of old blocks of type hare been diecovered in the 
Takla Mmkan, end from these reprinte may have been made. But 
moreover, actoel old books printed from those blocks and representing 
each of the nine Sete moat have been found. For the systems of print- 
ing and binding which are used in the boob are unknown in Kbotmn 
in the present day, and imitations could not have been made, nnleas 
models hmd been fonnd.7 Add to thie not only that most of the boob, 
though printed (am I believe) on Khotanese paper, are printed on 
varieties of it (via., IIIu b o )  which are not known in Khotmn at  the 
present day ; but also that there are others (as those in the Eighth and 
Ninth Seta) which are printed on paper of a kitd which is not Khotaneae 
nt all. That some of the block-print boob are printed on pmper of the 
variety IITd ie quite true; bnt this faot, by iteelf, does not prove forgery; 
for it ceanot be doubted (conaidering Oriental ooneervative hebite) 

6 Publirhed in the k d n g a  of the A M 0  h i e t y  of Beagal, for 1896. 
7 An alternative hypotheria would be that no blooh hare been found, but onlf 

books ; and that fmm these book6 new bloob have been preprred, and then en~ployed 
to print new books. The prinb, however, M shown by meaaureremsnta, ere BO 

uwarste feoamileo, that conridering the invetmate inncoaraoj of Orientdr tbi. 
hypotherir of the imitation of new blocka frum old p k t a  sxoluded. 
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that the particnlar process of paper manufactare which is still followed 
in Khotan may have been in vogue there for centuries before. At  all 
events, i t  cannot well he snpposed that those books, which are printed 
on old paper of a kind never known, or no more known in Khotan, are 
modernKhotaneae forgeries. If they are modern forgeries, they must have 
been forged somewhere else than Khotan ; and this complicates the theory 
of forgery with additional improbabilities. Further, some of the Looh, 
admittedly or probably written on paper of Khotanese manufacture, 
exhibit peculiarities which i t  may safely be said, would not have occ- 
fo a forger to introdnce. I refer, for example, to the sketchee of heads, 
which are found in books No. I of the Fourth Set and No. V of the 
Seventh Set: to the occurrence of the mcensiolls Ig and I h  in book No. 
VII I  of the Fifth Set, and to the Piithi with its entirely Indian arrange- 
ment. Such books cannot well be forgerioa. 

Farther, forgeries may be admitted to be qnite possible in the case 
of block-prints, in the reprinting of which from genuine old block8 
there is no serious difficnlty. Bnt it is different with manuscripts ; and 
let it be noted, that there am not only fragments of manuscripts, but 
whole books-some of them fairly large boob--of manuscript. The 
difficnlties of forging these wonld be enormous. In this case there are 
no duplicates. There are, indeed, a fair number of them in the collec- 
tion; bnt they are all different from one mother. I t  would mean that 
they had all been forged, within a comparatively short time, from no 
models whaboever. Some are written on paper which is not Khotanese 
a t  all ; others are on paper, similar to that of some of the block-prints, 
but of a variety now obsolete (viz.  IIIa). Some are bound in the  
Indian fashion of a Pdthi ; others in the Kl~otauese fsshion with copper 
pegs or twists of paper. These manuscripts cannot be forgeries ; and 
PO tanto they make against the hypothesis of forgery in the m e  of the 
block-prints. 

The mystery of the scripts-SO many, and so intricately arranged- 
is, no doubt a difficulty. But to solve i t  by the hypothesis of forgery 
is  only to substitute one riddle, and a barder one, for allother. How 
can Islkm A a a n  and his comparatively illiterate confederates be credited 
with the no mean ingennity neceaeery for excogitating them ? More- 
over the riddle of one of the eoripta, which occurs in two of the mann- 

8 Them aketohes ere not w i l y  observable. The books were mme months in 
my hands, before I disoovered them, eud I did so only on carefully examining them 
page by page. Their elistenoe does not appear to have been known either to 
Mr. M-tney or to Islim A a i n  who sold them to him. It does not segm pm- 
bable that a forger wonld have omitted to draw the buyer's attention to the exiat- 
enw of sach e valuable peaalicuity in hie own Landiwork. 
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m i p t  books written on Khotanese paper (variety IIIa), has been 
solved. In January 1898 I showed these books to Sir Charles J. Lyall, 
and he agreed with me that the script seemed to resemble Pahlavi and to 
be in verse. In  December last, when I had an opportunity of showing 
them to Dr. Aurel Stein, who lies made Iranian scripts and language8 
a special study, he a t  once recognized the Pahlavi script in verse. He 
even read some portions of it, though, of course, as will be readily 
understood by those who know the difficulties of reading unknown texts 
iu Pahlavi, i t  waa not possible for him, a t  auch short notice, to determine 
what the purport of the text might be. 

Finally to add a minor point, book No. VJ of the Second Set, is a 
mere fragment. One cannot emily conceive why .a forger should sell a 
portion of a forged book of a kind, of which he could with comparative 
ease fabricate a large number of complete copies ; while it is perfectly 
natural that he should di~pose of a genuine old book, even if he had 
fonnd or secured only a portion of it. 

To sum up, the conclusion to which, with the present information, 
I have come, is that the scripts are kennine ; and that most, if not all, 
of the block-prints in the Collection alao are genuine antiquities ; and 
that if any are forgeries, they can only be duplicates of others which are 
genuine, and mnst be fonnd among the books of M. 8 and M. 9 which 
am written on the IIId variety of Khotanese paper. By duplicates, I 
do not mean snch in point of size or variety of paper, but with reference 
to the arrangement of the impressions of the block, or blocks, on the 
pages. The determination of whether or not there are any snch 
duplicatee in the British Collection, mnst remain over for s future 
opportuuity of examination of the block-prints. 

In  addition to the block-printed text, two books (No. IV of the 

Written Legends. First Set and No. 111 of the Second Set) ccn- 
b i n  additional small legends, inserted in blank 

intervals between the repetitions of the text. Their letters,are larger 
than, and their direction sometimes different from, that of the surround- 
ing text. They have every appearance of not being printed but written 
by hand. Their shape is irregular, and their ink k darker and does not 
look aa if imprinted from type. 

On the whole the block-print books are in a fairly good state of 
preservation. Some of them are much torn 

State of or otherwise damaged. Many of them bear 
Preservstion* stains of oil or other fatty tmbstance; some 

Jso seem to have been exposed to the action of fire or water, aa their 
leaves are fonnd more or lesa strongly ainged or rotten. 
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FIRST SET. (Platad V-VIII, X I  and XIII.) 

Tllh set comprises eight copies, namely, one p t h i  and seven books. 
11% text ie also fonnd on three p q e a  of book No. I1 of the Second Set;  
and some portions of the text of i t  are also fonnd on one p q e  of book 
No. VII I  of the Fifth Set and in book No. I11 of the Sixth Set. 

The text consiata of five portions, which comprise 5,2, 7 , 2  and 
4 lines respectively, and which I shall distinguish as the formulae A, B, 
C, D and E. The total text, therefore, comprisee 20 lilies of type. 
Each line appeam to contain from 10 to 13 lettern. 

The entire text of 20 lines, with the five formulas, arranged in the 
order above given, ie found in four books (Nos. I, 111, IV, V). One book 
(No. VI) and the p6thi (No. 11) contain only the formnlas A, C and E ; 
with this difference, however, that in book No. V I  the three formulas 
w e  arranged connectedly in the same order ss in Noe. I, 111, IVY V, only 
leaving blank intervale in the place of B and D ; while the pBthi gives 
the three formulas A, C and E independently of one another, in no con- 
nected series end on different page#. Of the remaining two books, one 
(No. VII) gives only e portion of formnla A, i*., lines I, 2, 4 and 5, 
omitting line 3 ;  while the other (No. VI I I )  gives only a portion of 
formula C, oiz., lines 9, 11, I3 and 14, omitting lines 8, 10 and 12. I n  
book No. I11 of the Sixth Set the same three fo~mnlae are fonnd, but 
not in any connected series ; vk., (1) the formnla A, mutilated aa in 
No. VII, (2) the formnla C, as in No. VIII, (3) o portion of formnla E, 
&., lines 17, 18, 39, omitting line 20. The two formnlaa B (lines 6 
and 7)  and D (lines 15 and 16) have never been fonnd by me separately 
from the entire text. These formulas, therefore, are fonnd only in the 
books Nos. I, 111, IVY V. 

Accordingly the text of the Firat Set exists in t l ~ e  following eight 
f o m s  or recensions, denoted by Ia, Ib, Ic, Id, Ie, If, Ig and LA. 

(1) The full text ( Ia)  of 20 lines, consisting of the formulae A, B, 
C, D and E, in a connected aeries. This is fonnd in books Nos. I, 111, 
IVY V ; also in book No. I1 of the Second Set. 

(2) The shorter text of 16 lines (Ib), consisting of the formnlae 
8, C and E, with proportionate blank apacee for B and D ; the whole in 
8 conneated eeriezl (as in Ia). This is fonnd in book No. VI. 

(3) The three formnlas A (Ic), C (Id), and E (Ie), given sepnrately, 
forming no connected whole. In p6thf, No. 11, also in book No. VI. 
(4) The formula A (If), in a mutilated fo~pl,  VM., lina 1,2,4, 5. 

In book VII  ; also in book No. I11 of the Sixth Set. 
(5) The formnla C (Ig), in a mutilated form, &s., lines 9,11,13,14. 

I n  book No. VIII ; alm in book No. VIII of the Fifth Set and in book 
No. 1x1 of tlm Sixth Set. 
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(6) The formula E (Ih), in a mntilated form, tb., liues 17, 18, 19. 
In  book No. I11 of the Sixth Set. 

I hare carefully meaenred thew various recensions of the text. The 
measurements were made vertically, horizontally and diagonally across 
the printa. I measured, in this manner, the whole text in all i t .  forms, 
ae well aa groups of lines, single linee, half-lines, groups of lettern 
and single letters. The iesnlt wes invariably the =me; the coma- 
ponding measures in the seveial books exactly agree, in whatever 
variation they may be taken. Thus measuring the recension I a, from 
the top of the last letter of the first line to the bottom of the lest letter 
in the last line (both on ths left-hand side of the column, see Plate 
V), the distance is exactly 6 inches. Measuring similarly, the 
distances in the formnlaa A, C, and E me I#, l& and If6 inches 
respectively; and again measuring similarly, the width of each of 
the intervals between A and C, and between C and E (within which 
the two formulas I3 and D are placed) is f of an inch. Measuring the 
recension Ib, exactly the same reault ie obtained. This recension, aa has 
been already explained, consists of the formulae A, C and E, with 
blank spacee for B and D. The distance from the top of A to the 
bottom of E, including the blank spaces, is exactly 6 inches ; the width 
of each blank space is 4 of an inch ; and the widths of A, C and E 
are 1+, 1 6  and 1& inches respectively. The wid tb  of the latter three 
formulas or the three recensions Ic, Id, Ie (see Platea VI  and VII), 
when they occur separately in the P6thi (No. II), w e  precisely the 
same; and the same is the case with them in their mutilated forms 
If, Ig, Ih  (see Plates X I  and XIII). Thus in the reaension If, a blank 
space is left, for the omitted line 3, between the line6 2 and 4;  end 
measuring from the top of line 1 to the bottom of line 5, the distance 
is, as before, exactly 1+ inches. It is evident, therefore, from these 
comprative measurements that the xylographs of the first eet were 
all printed either from the very aame block, or from a number of 
blocks with facsimile type. 

It can easily be shown that the latter altermtive is the true one, 
m d  that in all probability eight blocke have been employed in printing 
the xylographe of the fimt set. A block wes prepared in  this w&. 
From the arnootl~ened surface of e ~ ~ ~ t a n g ~ l ~  (oblong) piece of 
wood the type was cut out in relievo by counter-sinking the background. 
Along the edge of the piece of wood a thin ridge was also left in relievo, 
encloeing the type and the counter-sunk background on all four sides. 
In  order to take an impression the snrface of the type waa inked. 
Of course, the ridge wes also iuked, but this appear6 to have been done 
very imperfectly, for in no case did it give more t h ~ n  a very intermittent 

J. I. 13 
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impression, and in most caaes it e v e  no distinct impression a t  all. 
 trace^ of the enclosing lines, made by the ridge, may be seen on Plates 
V, VII, X I  and XIII. It is obvious tlrat these enclosing lines afford a 
ready means for identifying a bloak. Sufficient of their traces remain 
to render it nearly certain that there was a separate block for each 
of the eight recensione of the text. 

The blocks used for recensions I a  and I b  had the same dimensions. 
They were long, narrow s l a b  of woods, meaanrirlg 6) by I+# inches. 
Tbere were no blocks of twice that width bearing two columns of 
type. This is proved by the fact, that when two impreesions ere 
seen side by side, their edges frequently touch or even overlap one 
another, showing that the impressions were taken separately one after 
the other, and not very carefully. Mo~*eover occtwionally when the im- 
preesions were taken wider apnrt, two pnrallel enclosing lines may be 
seen between the inner margins of the two ~ r i i r t s .  On the other hand, 
it is not probable that both recensions I a  and I b  can h v e  been printed 
off the same bloak. For the blank spaces (for linee 6,7,15,16) in I b  are 
quite clean : smudges would have been unavoidable from the old inked 
s u r f w ~ ,  even if the omitted lines had afterwards been loft nninked. 
Moreover, though tlie surface of the blank spaces is olean, the enclosing 
lines can occasionally be seen continuing on both sides, and thus 
showing that the entire surface of the block had been inked. It follows 
that for recension Ib a eeparate block mnst have been need, in which 
the surfaces of the two blank spaces had been counter-sunk in order to 
prevent their being inked. Further i t  ia not probable that the recension 
I b  can have been printed by using in combinntion three smaller blocke 
of type, containing the formulas A, C end E respectively. For (1) the 
width of the blank interval is alw&yS exactly the same ( f  of 8x1 inch), 
(2) the enclosing lines right end left m u  perfectly straight, (3) there is 
never any trace of any top and bottom enclosinglin88 of the three blocks 
between the linea of type. These three facts (especially in combination) 
seem quite inoompatible with the nee of three blocke to print one text. 

There were three bloche, one for each of the recensione Io, Id 
and Ie. They mnst have measured about 1 j  x I++, 26 x I++, and I#  x 1~ 
respectively, as may be calculated from the slight traces of the enclosing 
linea discernible in a few placea (see Plates VII, XI, XIII). Tbe blocks 
for Io and Ie mnst have been of the same or very nearly the same size. 
The recension Id, (i.e., formula C) is printed six times on a page of the 
~ t h i  (see Plate VI), being ananged in two columns of three impree- 
sions each. That the page wan not printed of€ two blocks, m h  contRining 
a whole column of type, or off one block oonhining a double mlnmn of 
type, irl evident from the fact that the six impressions do not keep in 
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straight line, but approach or overlap one another, both horizontally 
and vertically. The mame remarks apply to recensions Ic (A) and 
Ie (E), each of which is printed eight times on a page of the PBthi 
(aee Plates V I  and VII). 

The two recensions If and Ig mnst have been printed from blocks of 
the same siee ee those for the recensions Ic and Id. The two pairs of 
recensions (If and 10, Ig and Id) cennot have been printed from identiml 
blocka ; for the same reesons which (ee explained above) show that the 
two texta Ia  and Ib cannot have been printed off an identical block. 
The w e  is not quite so olear with regard to the recension Ih  (formula 
E) ; for I have noticed occaeionally smudges on the blank space wr- 
reeponding to the omitted line 20. They look like very indistinct traces 
of the letters of that line, snggeeting that ita type exieted on the block 
but had not been inked. In  the blocks for If and Ig, the type of the 
omitted lil~ee do- not seem to have existed, the whole space oorrespond- 
irlg to those lines being oounter-mk, excepting the ridge along the 
edgee, traces of which ridge are still occasionally discernible (see 
Plate XI). 

For the formnlss B and D (that is, the lines 6 and 7, 15 and 16) 
there do not seem to have exieted any separate blocka. 60 far as the 
evidence, a t  preseut available, goes, those two formnlss were never 
printed separately, but only existed on the block for recension Ia. 

The Pbthi ia undoubtedly a genuine ancient relio. It possesses 
every mark of antiquity in point of general appearance and oondition. 
It is unique in ita form of an Indian flthi. Ita paper, which is hard, 
rigid, brittle and diecolored, and its print which is faded, snggest 
considerable antiquity. In point of material and texture ita paper is 
very similar to, if not identical with, the paper of the variety IIIb, 
on whioh many of the books are written, but it differs distinotly 
in aolour, being more of a dirty greyish-brown, than of the 
dirty yellowish-brown of the books. With referenoe to this Pathi 
Sir A. 0. Tdbot, in hie demi-o5cial letter, No. 5972, dated the 
23rd October 1897, writes that " it might be of interest to note that the 
book enaloeed between the rough wooden oovers bears a etrong re- 
semblance to the religione mannscripta still used in the Hemis and 
other large moneeteries of Ladakh ; and that among the metal objeota 
sent D is what seeme to be an old iron arrow-head, very like those with 
which the arrows in the treasure-rooms a t  Hemis are tipped. Poesibly 
the excavation wee made from the eite of some former Buddhist 
monsstery of whioh, according to Remusat, many mnst have existed in, 
and around, the Takla Makan." The evident antiquity of the Pathi ie 

9 TLL arrow-head M well M the P6thi were in the oonrignmcmt M. 4, 
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a point of great importance ; for i t  is a guarantee of the genuineness of 
the text. Whatever degree of suspicion mey attach to some of the  
books, they can only be forgeries i n  a modified sense. Their paper and 
the actual print may be modern, but their impressions mnet have been 
taken from ancient blocks. For, as I have shown, the blocks from 
which the books and the ptithi are printed, show identical sizes and 
facsimile types. It ie almost demonstrable, therefore, that a set of 
ancient blocks of type must have been found, from which the books, if 
any are really modern fabrications, have been printed. The three 
blocks (for recensions Ic, Id, Ie, or the formulas A, C, E )  from which the 
P6thi was printed, must certainly have been found. It may be 
suggested that, with the help of these three blocks, the blocks for the 
other recensions might have been fabricated. But this would not account 
for the existence of the formulas B and D (lines 6, 7 and 15, 16) in 
recension Ia. It is very improbable that a forger, thodgh he might have 
omitted portions of an existing text, would have gone beyond his pattern 
and invented new lines of type. The probabilities, therefore, decidedly 
are for the genuineness of the block of recension Ia. The preparation 
of facsimile blocks, from existing patterns, is not a t  all beyond the 
capabilities of a clever imitator; and the genuineness of the blocke for 
the recensions Ib ,  If, Ig and Ih, which are only dif£erentiated from those 
for Ia, Ic, Id end Ie by the omission of certain lines of type, might, 
therefore, be questioned ; but the occurrence of the recensions Ig and Ih  
on one page of book No. VII I  of the Fifth Set (see Plate XI) renders the 
hypothesis extremely improbable. Buch a solitary end cssd insertion 
of an alien text in s book entirely devoted to a different text would 
hardly have mnrred to aforger. Moreover the state of preservation 
of that book Beems to stamp it as genuinely antique. On this point, 
however, further evidence is required. If once the writing is decip- 
hered, end its purport understood, that knowledge may very possibly 
decide the queetion of gennineness. If it shonld be found that by the 
omission of a portion of it, the text M rendered unintelligible, that 
result might seem to prove t h ~ t  the blocks for the mutilated texts Ib ,  
If, Ig, Ih ere the work of an ignorant forger ; for, e t  the present day, 
neither the writing nor the language of these block-printa is under- 
stood in Khohn. On the other hand, i t  must be remembered that 
there k good reaeon to suppose that some of the books were not intend- 
ed for intelligent reading, but merely for mechanical use. 

Aa re@ the determination of the question of what M the 
beginning and the end of the text, there is some indimtion given by 
the arrangement of the text in Book No. I. This book shows two 
columns on each page (see Woodcut No. 111, each column consisting 
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of two impressions of the full text (or recension Ia) .  These impressions 
are invariablylo p l d  so as to turn the same side towards the npper 
and lower edges of the book. I t  follows that that side of the impreasion 
(as shown in Plate V) must be its top or the beginning of the text ; 
and that the feet, or ends, of the two impreasions meet in the middle of 
each column and of the page. For it is natural to assume, that 
the reader was intended to oommence regding a t  the top of the 
page, and not in its middle. OE course, on the supposition oE a forgery, 
this conclnsion would loose much of ita force, IM an ignorant forger 
might by chance have misplaced the impreseions ; but the peculiar 
placement of the imprinta is so regular aa to render such an hypothesie 
very improbable. Moreover thore tire other indicationa, such as the 
texture of the paper (see the General Remarks on paper), which make 
against Book No. I being a forgery. 

No. I. Book. (Plate V.) 

Belongs to M. 6. Acquired from the Rev. Mr. Hiigberg. Size, 
12 x9". Number of forms, 18 ; but first form is incomplete, the first 
blank leaf is missing: print aaoordingly commenoeg on second page 
(properly fourth page). Moreover second and penultimate forms are 
double, consisting each of two folded sheeta, one placed within the 
other, and, therefore, having each four leaves or eight pages. Accord- 
ingly number of leaves, 39. Paper, variety I I Ia  ; fairly clean. Riveted 
with three copper pegs. 

Con* I-ecension Ia, printed in two columns on each page ; each 
column ooneisting of two impressions, placed foot to foot, the npper 
one being complete (20 lines), the lower, more or less incomplete (ss a 
rnle 15 or 16 lines) owing to want of space. (See Woodcut No. 11). 
The foot-to-foot arrangement of the text b almost invariable. There 
are only four exceptional pages, on which i t  stands head to foot. The 
two varieties of arrangement may ba represented thm :- 

Ordinary, on 62 pages. Exceptional, on pp. 2, 46, 65, 75. 

1 
abc abc . hf hf 

(1) def dd ('I ( ghi ghi 
ghi ghi abc abo 

ghi ghi 

The second variety is obviously due to mere carelessness on the 
pert of the printer. The first variety, which occurs 62 times, is clearly 

10 There are only a very few,apptuently aucidentd, exoeptione, which are noted 
in thr dehled desoription. 
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intentional. Ita object evidently is to make it poseible to read the 
book in the way previously explained in the General Remarks. The 
regularity of the arrangement seems to indicate that this book was 
really intended to be properly red. If it had been merely intended for 
mechanioal use by turning the leaves, there would have been no necessity 
for observing any such striot regtilarity. I t  may be further noted that 
disoounting the four exoeptional and erroneous pages, one end of the 
text (indioated by ghi in the above diagrams) M always plrrced in 

b the middle of the page, while the other end ie invariably fonnd a t  thw 
top of the page, in whichever way the book is held. This ciroumstanw 
seem8 to prove clearly, which line of the text must be oonsidered ite 
beginning. 

The text is repeated four times on every page. There are only two 
exceptions, &I., pages 98 and 63. On page 4d3 there are only two im- 
pressions, while page 63 hss only one. TKe remainder of the space is 
occupied with legend8 in an appmently different alphabet, but which 
may also be only a written or L L  current " form of the printed one. 
They are shown on Plate V, end are evidently not printed from a blook, 
but written by hand. 

No. 11. P ~ t h i .  

Belongs to  M. 4. Brought from Khotan, together with No. V I  
and other objects ; the whole purohrrsed for Ete. 11-3-2. $im, 8 i  x43 
inches.1' Number of forms 45. Leaves of a curious, bottle-shaped 
form, me Plates VI-VIII; reminding one of the manuscript book 
fonnd under the skull (see Introduction, pp. xxi). Bound, in the 
Indian fashion, between two 1~ectanqu1a.r (not bottle-shaped) blooks 
of wood, measuring % x 4f x 1 inches, and rough and uneven on the 
outer, but planed on the inner snrfaaes ; and exceedingly dry and light 
.of weight. Riveted like an Indian copper-plate grant, on the left-hand, 
n m w  side of the oblong, by means of one copper peg, which paeees 
through the "neck " of the bottle-shaped leaves. Paper, of a dirty 
greyish-brown color, and hard, stiff, and brittle and iu many leaves 
badly fraatured ; also with many fatty stains and occasional bum.  The 
whole appearance very suggestive of genuine antiquity. 

Containe recensions Ic, Id and Ie, printed separately on different 
pagea, and arranged in two columns, ao that there are six impressions of 
m n s i o n  Id (formula C), and eight impressions each of recensions Ic ant% 
Is (formulas Band E) on a page. Recension Id (C) occm most frequently; 

- &., on forms 1, 2,6,7,9-12, 13 (pp. 2, 3,4), 111r18, 20-24, 25 (pp. 1-31, 

11 The middle of the pagee of the Whi slightly projectr beyond the edger of 
the blockr. 
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27, 28, 29 (pp. 2, 3), 30, 35,36,3842,44 and 45. Recension IG (A) 
comes next, on forms 3 , 4  8,19,25 (p. 4), 26, 29 (pp. 1, 4), 31-34 end 43. 
Recension Ie (E) only oocnrs on the forms 5, 13 (p. l ) ,  and 37. 

BR IL rnle, the lines of print run parallel with the narrow aide, and 
aoooidingly the columns rnn perallel with the longerside of the page 
(see Plate VI). There is only one exception in which the lines of print 
run parallel with the longer aide, and accordingly the columns (which in  
this caee are four in number) with the narrow aide of the page (aee 
Plate VII) ; this is the fimt page of the 33rd leaf. On two p ~ g e s  therd 
is an altogether exceptional arrangement, which may be shown thns : I s - -  

Leaf 13, page 1. Leaf 3.9, page 3. 
p, 0) e e e  n 0 

0) Q CCCcCC- 0 

Q Q e e t e  ci C) 

e e e  e e e  

e e e  e e e  
These three exceptional pagea would seem to have been his1 pages, 

to find out the heat way of disposing the impressions on the page. 
As a rnle the columns of the text are arranged so that they atand 

turned towards the inside (i.e., the neck-like, peg-hole aide of the 
page), either head to head or foot to foot. There are altogether 86 
pairs of printed pages, 143 pairs inside and 43 pairs ontaide the " forms." 
Out of these 86 peim, 78 have the columns of text thne amangod, 
i.e., head to head or foot to foot. In the remaining eight pairs, the foot 
of the column on one page adjoins the head of the oolnmn on the other 
page ; and the mngoment  on these exceptional pairs is dearly dme 
fo csm1essnese on the pa& of the printer. Again among the 78 pain 
which have the normal arrangement, 37 have tbe heads of their 
columns tnrned inside, i.e., towards the peg-hole aide, while 41 have 
the feet of their columns tnrned inside.18 The pairs are nearly eqnally 

1s ccc denotes recension Ic, aod eee denotea recension Ie. 
18 In  ttymu of '< forms " the dietribntion stands thun. There are 45 forma. In 

2 fo- ( h t  and last) only one page is printed. Of the remaining 43 f o m ,  14 
have the head of the text turned inside ; 17 have i t  outaide ; of 6 othem, 3 hard 
the head inside on their interior dde, but outaide on their exterior side, and 4 have 
tho head outside on the intarior, but inaide the exterior; of the remining 4 
forms, 3 hsve the h e 4  inaide on the interior end no order on the exterior, while 1 h m  
the head outside on the exterior, but no order on the interior side, and I is exwtly 
the wveree of the laat-mentioned ; (14+ 17 +6 + 4-41). Obviowly the h t -men-  
tioned 10 forms (6 + 4) might be folded the other way, and then would &ow the 
exact reverse of their present condition. The remailling two forms have no order, 
o i t h r  on the ir~terior or exterior side (41 + 2 -a). 
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divided between the two systems. Bnt what is pnzzling is that the 
pairs of them two systems, in their present snmssion, do not follow in 
any intelligible order (e g., first the 37, and afterwards the 41, or oics 
cerwt), but they suoceed one another pell-mell. If either aystem had been 
followed thronghont, or if the whole of the pairs of one eystem had 
followed the whole of the pairs of the other system, an intelligible order 
of reading would have resnlted ; one might have read first one set of 
alternate pages, and then turning the book right ronnd, one would have 
been able to read the other set of alternate pages. As it ie, the condition 
of the book snggesta that i t  was not really intended to be read intelli- 
gently, but to have its leaves turned mechanically. da the leaves, 
however, are not numbered, and their serial succession is not fired, i t  
i~ possible that the leaves do not now stand in their original order. 
The latter might have been (my) first 41; then 37, and the break of 
nniformity might have been dne to a h p w  on the part of the printer. 

No. 111. Book. 

Belongs to M. 6. Acquired from the Rev. Mr. Hiigberg. Size, 
8 x 5 f  inahes. Number of forma 22. Paper, variety IIIb. One leaf 
(23rd) damaged by two holes. Extensive fatty stains on many pages. 
Riveted with three oopper pegs. 

Containe recension Ia, printed in two colnmns on each page and 
standing upright and reversed on alternate pagea ; t h m  upright on pages 
4 and 6, but reversed on pagee 5 and 7, and so forth. 

No. IV. Book. 

Belongs to M. 5. Size, ll j x 8". Number of forme, 30, all ont 
into separate leaves. Paper, variety 111 b. Twenty leaves, more or 
Ieee damaged by holes, evidently dne to eingeing. Many p a p s  soiled 
with extensive fatty stains. Riveted with three oopper pep.  

Contains recension Ia, printed in two colnmns on each page, with 
a wide interval ; each colnmn consisting of two impressions ; 
ingly the fnll text, four times on each pwe ; but reversed on alter- 
nate pages ; see Woodcut NO. 11. The arrangement of the columns is 

to that in NO. 11, Pbthi. As a rule, they stand either head 
to head, or foot to foot, on any pair of juxtaposed pages. There 

altogether 57 such pairs. Taking their present order of snc- 
-ion, on 19 of them the columns stand head to head, and on 29, 
foot to foot; while on the remaining 9 this m n g e m e n t  is  not 

the position being head to foot. Seeing, however, that the 
forma are $1 cut into separate leaves, those leavee on which the 
exception~l nine pairs stand, may be easily arranged eo as to preserve the 
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regular arrangement. If this is done, we obtain 29 pairs head to head, 
rrnd 35 pairs foot to foot (total 57). Each of theee two sets may eaeily 
be read by observing the principle, previously explained, of reading by 
alternate pepes; and the break of uniformity between the two sets may 
be due to inadvertence on the part of the printer. 

Within the intervals, in the centre of the page, additional small 
legenda are inserted, consisting of 4 to 7 letters, double the size of the 
text, and running a t  right angles to the latter. They are not seen on 
every page, but ss a rule only on the two outside pages of each form ; 
thne on pagee 5 and 8, 9 and 12, and so forth. On eight forms (viz., 5, 
8, 14, 16,21, %, 26) they occnr on the two inside pagee ; thus on pagee 
18 and 19, 30 and 31, and so forth. In one form, the 22nd, they are 
omitted altogether. In the initial and final forms (on which three' 
p a p s  are blank), of course, they occnr only onca; &., on pagea 
4 and 117. 

No. V. Book. 

Belonga to M. 3. Porchaeed in July 1897 from Badmddin, an 
Afghan merohant in Khotan. Size, l l f  by 8 inches. Forms all cut 
through a t  the back with a blunt instrnment ; hence a11 leaves stiparate, 
numbering 39 ; initial leaf missing. Paper, variety IIIb. Extensive fatty 
etaine on most pages ; many damaged by burns. Bound with 
three twists of paper. 

Contains recension Ia, printed on eaoh page in one horizontal 
column above and three vertical columns below, making four im- 
pressions on each page (see Woodcut No. 12). The three vertical 
columns always stand in the same position towards one another, but 
vary in their position towards the horizontal column, having eometimee 
their head, sometimes their foot towards it. The position of the 
horizontal column varies in having eometimes ita head, eometimes ite 
foot turned to the outer margin of the book. The whole yields a great 
variety of arrangements, in the choice of which no order is discernible. 
I t  in impossible, therefore, to read the book in any intelligent order, 
and it would seem to be intended for mere meohanioal use. 

No. VI. Book. 
Belongs to M. 4. Brought from Khotan, together with No. 11, 

q. v. Size, 114 x 4 p .  Number of forms, 31. One blank leaf is torn 
off, and missing; hence only 63 leaves. Total of printad pages 126 
instead of 1241; because, contrary to the usual order of these books, 
the print commences on the 3rd page instead of the 4th page ; simil- 
arly priuting continues to the ante-penultimate page, inetead of 
etopping, aa usual, on the ante-ante-penultimate page. Paper, variety 

J. I. 14 
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IJTa. Extensively miled with fatty stains, and damaged by bums. 
Bound with three twist8 of paper. 

Contains recension Ib ; alsoreceneions Ia, Id, le, printed i n  two 
colnmne on every pege. The arrangement of the text of them recenrim 
on the pagea ie of the wildest kind ; there is no discernible order what- 
Roever. The following diagrsms of 19 different arrangemenb, which 
I have noticed, will give a good ides of the disorder. Reaeneion Jc 
(formula A) is indicated by a m ,  Id (0) by m ; Ie (E) by eee ; snd Ib 
by the mrreeponding (bmcbbd) oombinationa of theae three notatiom. 
The letter are mpresented in the eame direotion in which the reoen- 
a h  are printed in the book. . 

IV. (pp. 5,8,9,15, 
( p p 1 , 2 )  II.(pp.3,6.) 1II.(p.4.) 18,19,22,%25, 

27,35, etc ) 
m a  aaa 

0 m CU: DUD V D D  

D D ~ )  eec m a  ( me VDD ma aaa 

QOoaIaa 

cu: ccc WVV WVD 

V. (pp. 7, 10, 16, 
17,20,21,23,26, VI. (p. 11.) VI I .  (p. 12.) VIII. (p. 13.) 

36, eta.) 

raaa - E 
eee 8 eee eea 
bee " 

4ccc c= 3 ma aav 

I I S eee aea aaa 
Leee eee eee 

0 ii eee 8 

I aaa aaa eee 
8 :: 

eaa 00 
e Q  f e e 4  oaa rn 

CCd Cad :: 0 

IX. (p. 14.) X. (p. 28.) XI. (p. 29.) XII. (p. 30.) 
l D - 0  
Q 
Q 3 % ew 

C1 

s i s ;  8 wm 
u E, n 

Q  0 I i e aaa B k 
* a  

j 
5 : s  8 i2 a 

u The numben refer to printed paga. Thua printed page I -page 3 of the book. 



XIXI. (pp. 31,34.) XIV. (~ ~ ~ 3 2 , 3 3 4  XV. (p. 83.) XVI. (p. 113.) 

i 
ern aaa ccc r:: " aaa L 

:: 
W2 CCO ens 

I eee vov ~ 5 v v  eee 
aaa Q 

a m  am aaa aau 

cco occ cec caa ura 2 

eee 
'8 
Z 7 
a? 1 

" J  
cp eee 

0 

a 
n 
g eaa 

a,, "" t 
Fourteen of these variations occur witliin the firnt 36 printed pa,~qas 

alone. It is obvious that with ehch a planless arrangement of the tex ta  
no proper reading of the book is possible. I t  can have been iuter~ded 
otily for mechanical use. 

No. VII. Book. 

Belong8 to M. 7. Acquired by Mr. Mmrtney, fogether with eight 
other booh, from Islim A & i ~ n  for Ra. 40. Said to have been found 
in a half-lturied house in Aq Tale Taz, eee Iotrbdnotion, p. xvii. 
Size, 13 x 114". Number of forme, 39. Paper, variety IIIc. Many 
leaves bear fatty stains, and a few are damaged by burns. Riveted 
with three copper pegs ; the guards consisting oa a l e  side uf irregular 
quadrangular pieces, about 24" aquare, cut from an ornamented plaque, 
similar to those shown in Plate IV, fig. 1, on the other side of circular 
pieme, abont It'' diameter, reaemblmg a coin (see Plate IV, figs. 2-9). 
Printing very carelmlp done. The bloak was uot p p e r l y  inked, the 
impreesiona are very faint ; mareover they are not properly adjusted ; not 
~nf~*eqnently one or two lines of two wcuessive impreeeions are printed 
over one' another ; often the 001nrans are not kept straight. 

Containe recension If, i.e., lines 1, 2, 4, 5 of A, printed in four 
columns on eech page, eaoh column (except the second) wnsieting 
of seven or. eight impreseione ; but in tho second colnmn on each page 
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(counting from the outer margin of the page) one impression, being 
the fifth of the series of eight, is omitted, leaving a square blank. 
To this rule there are only very few exceptions : on one page (form 
23, page 1) I have observed only three colnmns; and on fonr pages 
(f. 21, p. 4 ; f. 30, p. 4 ; f. 33, p. 3 ; f. 37, p. 4) there is no blank 
space; and on one page (f. 13, p. 4) the blank space takee the 
place of the third impression of the series of eight. On each page 
the fonr colnmns stend in the same position towards one another, 
either all fonr upright, or all fonr reversed ; but there is no order 
whatever with regard to diEerent pages ; on one page, all fonr columns 
may be upright, on the next page they may again be all upright or 
they may be all reversed. No. VI I in Woodcut No. 12 will give some 
idea of the arrangement of the text on the pages of this book. In  five 
places an altogether different text is printed in the blank space, and 
the print of this text, with one exception (on form 22, p. l), always 
runs at  right anglee with the proper text of the book. These five 
places are : form 4, pp. 2, 3 ; f. 22, pp. 1, 4 ;  f. 23, p. 4 ; f. 27, pp. 2, 3 ; 
f. 29, pp. 2, 3. The text, thus introduced, is formula A of the 
Second Set. 

No. VIII. Book. 

Belongs to M. 7. Found and acquired in the same way as 
. No. VII, q.v. Size, 10f x6tU,  but elliptical in form, aa shown in 

Woodcut No. 12. Number of forms, 44. The usual three blank pages are 
wanting a t  one elid of the book; on the other hand there is in the 
middle of the book one form with three blank pages, from which i t  
would seem that in binding the book the final form hae been mis- 
placed. Paper, variety 111~. Nume~ans fatty stains, and a few burns. 
Riveted with two copper peg8 only, the guards being small elliptical 
(about 1 x#") pieces, cut from a plaque, similar to the round pieces 
shown in Plate 1V, Sga. 4-9. 

Contains recension Ig, i.e., lines 9, 11, 13, 14 of formula C, 
printed in five wlnmne on each page, each column consisting as a 
rule of two impressions ; therefore ten impraseions of the text on each 
page. Exceptionally 24 impressions are found on a few pages. As 
a rule the colnmns ere turned head to head on two adjoining pages ; 
out of a total of 84 pairs of such pages, that arrangement is found 
in 58 pairs. In  6 other pairs the colnmns are turned foot to foot. 
Jn the remaining 20 pairs, the foot of the columns on one page i~ 
turned towards the head of the columns an the adjoining page. 
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SECOND SET. (Plates IX, X, XI11 and XlV.) 

This set comprises six books. Some portions of the text are 
elso found in the three books of the Sixth Set, and in book V I I  
of the First Set. A detailed description of ibis second set, illns- 
trrrted by two Plates (Nos. I and 11), was published by me in the 
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, for April, 1898 (pp. 124- 
131). I shall, therefore, here content myself with a briefer account, 
but correcting some errors and adding such information as I have been 
able to glean in the meantime. 

The text, occurs in two different recensions, a shorter one of 12 
lines and s longer of 13 lines, which I shall denote respectively by IIa  
and IIb. The shorter recension IIa  (see Plates IX, fig. 2 and X, fig. 1) 
has its text arranged in two columns, with a wide interva1, running 
vertically, while another wide interval intersects the two columns 
horizontally between the 7th and 9th lines. The two intervals thus 
present the shape of o cross. The longer recension I I b  (Plate X, fig, 2) 
fills up these cross-shaped intervals with additional texts. It consists, 
therefore, of three columns, the additional column being placed in the 
vertical interval, and of thirteen lines, the additional line occnpying 
the horizontal interval. It will be noticed that there are a few differ- 
ences in the type of the two recensions, e.g., in the first letter of 
lines 6 and 7 ;  but this may be, merely due to impe~lect inking. 
Remnaion IIa  i found in books 1-111 and recension IIb in books IV-VI. 

The shorter text I Ia  which is common to both recensions, consists 
of six portions or formulas, which I shall distinguish as A, B, C, D, E 
and F. The formnlas A, B, C compriae lines 1, 2, 3-5, 6, 7-9, 10, 11, 
12, 13 of column I respectively, while formulae Dl E, F are made up of 
the corresponding lines of colnmn 11. The 4th line appeare to be an 
additional one, inserted into what mnst have been originally an interval, 
eimiltw to the additional line inserted, in the longer recension Ilb, into 
the still existing horizontal interval. I t  would seem that a third recen- 
eion mnst haveexisted, which possessed two horizorltal intervals, between 
lines 3, 5 and 7, 9 respectively. I have not, however, met with this 
third recension in any book. of the six formnlw, C ( is . ,  lines 9-13 
of column I)  is found in books Nos. I and I1 of the Sixth Set (see 
Plate XIV), while formulas A, Bl I), E (each oonsisting of three lines) 
are found in book NO. I11 of the Sixth Set, and formnla A is also fonnd 
in book VII  of the First Set (see Plate XIII). As yet the formula F 
has not been found by me separately in any book. 

For printing these several texts eeven different blocks mnst have been 
i n  nse : one for recension IIa, another for recension IIb, and five more for 
the five formnl~s A,BIC,D,E. Thie i .  clearly shown by the encloa- 
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ing lines which still exist. Theee lines, s,g., are seen rnttning right round 
the two colurnns of recensions I111 and IIb, see Plates IX and X. Theg 
are also seen enclosing each of the five formulas A, B, C, D, E, see Plntes 
XI11 alrd XIV. As shown by these lines, the dimeneious of the block8 
mnst have been abont I f  x 1%" for A, 28 x 1#" fur C, 2f x It" for L), and 
18 x l+" for E, The additional portions, &z., the middle column 111 of 
recension I Ib ,  line 4 of recensions I Ia  and IIb ,  and line 8 of reoension IIb, 
do uot appear to havo been printed sepetntely ; nor is there any evideuce 
to show that separate blocks existed for pri~iting them. 

I t  is probable that once there existed three blocks: (1) a blwk 
I~olding a text of 2 1  lines, omitting line 4 of recetision IIa, and therefore 
showing two blank intervals and presetiting the shape of a double cross ; 
1 may call this recension ITc; (2) a block holding a text of 12 lines, 
with one blank interval, in the shape of a single cross, being recensiou 
1Ia;  (3) a block holding a text of 13 lines, with no blank interval, being 
recension IIb .  No book, exhibiting recension IIc, haa come to light. T l ~ o  
block for it, therefore, cannot have been found by the txeaanre-seekers. If 
i t  bad been found, it is morally certain (ou the assumption of forgery) that 
boob would have been printed with i t  and brought into the market. 
But, the block for recension IIc not having been found, it ie difficult to 
understand, on the one hand, how the existence of ~.eceneion 11% should 
have suggested to a forger to omit line 4 and manufacture blocks f a  
A, B, D, E ; or, on the other haud, Low the eepwate existence of A, B, 
C, D aud E should have suggested to a forger to combine them into one 
text, IIa, and manufacture a block for it, containing the intermediate 
line 4 and e blank interval between lines 7 and 9 ; or again, to combine 
them into an alternative text IIb and manufacture for i t  mother block 
containing the two intermediate lines 4 and 8. One car1 imagine a 
forger omitting extant lines, but not inventing new lines for which lie 
has no pattern. Add to this that the formula F has never boen foul~d 
printed separately ; so that the forger would have 11ad to invent, for tlre 
recensions IIa nnd IIb, not o~lly the intermediate lines, but also the whole 
formula F. The improb~bililies of such a tl~eory are ove~wlelming. 
It follows, t,herefore, in the alteinative, that either the boob aregenuine- 
or that at  least the orginal blocks mnst have been found for the recen- 
 ions TTa nnd IIb as well as for tlle formulas A, B, C, D and E. From 
theso original blocks, of course, books miglit 1111ve been printed ; but 
the foreel-y could hare extended no further. 

With regard to the question of the beginning and end of the text, 
book No. IT1 IlfFords a similar test to that in book No. I of tbe F h t  
Set. Jn that book one end of the text is always turned towardo its 
upper a ~ i d  lower edges, whence it may bc co~lcluded that that eud 
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holds the beginning or the top-line of the text. On tlie Plates the text 
is represented in t.he porrition thns indicated. 

One book, No. 111, of this Set, aa will be sbown below, i8 provided 
with additional small legends, similar to thoae in Book IV of the First Set. 

No. I. Book. 
Same as " Block-piint " in Proceedings. Belonga to M. 3. Size, 

6q x B". Number of forms, 38. Riveted with three copper p e p ,  which 
are held in position by two copper slips, running in front aud rrt the 
bmk of the book, along its longer side, and measuring 6: x Q inches. 
Paper, variety IIIa.  Fatty st,ain~ on many leaves ; no marks of bnrn- 
illg or singeing. 

Contains recension IIa, printed once on every paqe, and stnnrlirlg 
upright and reversed on every second or tliird form ; thns upriglit on 
forms 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 98, 31,32,35,36,3;  
reversed on forms 3, 4,S, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 29, 30, 
33, 34, 37. 

No. 11. Book. (Plate IX, fig. 2.) 
Same as " Block-print a" in Pmccedinge. Belongs to G. 7. Size, 

114 x 73". Nnmber of fo~ms, 32. Peculiar in having oovera of paste- 
board, made of four ordinary leavee pasted together. Paper, variety IIlR 
Most pages stained, and singed or burned. Bound with three copper nails. 

Containe recension 1111, pri~lted iri three columns on each page; 
esoh eolumn oonsiating of one impression; ~ocordingly the text three 
time6 on emh p a p ,  but reversed on alternate pagee, i.e., turned foot 
t o  fmt, similar to the arrengement of book No. I V  of the First Sot 
(Woodout No. 11). With the exoeption of one f o w ,  the columns of 
the text are printed parallel to the narrower side of the book, 80 as to 
turn their foot towards the innex margin of the book, and m oloee toge- 
ther that their edges touch, aud eometimee overlap one another. The 
exoeptional form is the Wnd. It bears on page I S  also impressions of 
recension Ia of the Firat Set ; and the impreseions of tbe two different 
texts, indimted in the subjoined diagrams by the letters dc ba end the 
numerals 321 respectively, are arranged as follows; the inner margin of 
the page being iiidicated by parallel lines. 

lSrd page. 4th page. 
32% 
n s c o 2  

H 2 ~ d c  
X K *  d fi~h 4 

D q  3pml ki 
5 33 ?Y I,'U!Y 2u 
a-+,s 0Z fiya5 
4 2 2  
3 2 %  

a 
1st page. (Plate IX). 2nd page. 

I 

321 do I a  urn- 
3 .  654 k2 f e  

987 011 ki 2-* 
4 $2 

J, 3 3  2 
% k !g 4s'z 

$2: 
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This mould seem to have been the trial-form, employed to diucover by 

1 S which arrangement the largesit number of impressions 
could be crowded on to one page. The usual arrange- ?$ I 3% % ment is shown in the margin. - z+ & 

No. 111. Book. (Plate X, fig. 2.) 

Same as " Block-print y " in Proceedings. Belongs to M. 3. Size, 
l l f  x #  inches. Number of forms, 120. Bound with three twiets of 
paper. Paper, variety IIIa. A few fatty stains and burns; on the 
whole fairly clean. Printing ends on the penultimate page of the 
last form, instead of the ante-ante-penultimate page as usual. 

Contains recension I Ia  ; there being two impressions of i t  on each 
page, placed foot to foot, the upper one being complete (12 lines), the 
lower more or less incomplete (as a rule 10 lines), the a ~ m g e r n e n t  
being eimilar to that in Book NO. I of the First S e t  There are only 
four exceptional forms, on which the impressions are placed head to 
foot; vb. ,  folple 6, 12, 17 (lst ,  2nd, 4th pp.), and 31 (2nd and 4th pp.). 
Seeing that there are 40 forms (or 156 printed pages), these few excep- 
tions (13 pages) are evidently accidental misprints. As in the c u e  of 
book No. I of the First Set, this 'L foot-to-foot " arrangement of the text, 
seems to be a clear indication as to which is to be taken as ita top-line. 
Within the horizontal intervals, in the middle of the page, additional 
small legends (similar to those of No. I V  of the First Set), consisting 
of 4 to 6 letters, are inserted, running in the same direction aa the text, 
but of somewhat larger size, and apparently written by hand. They 
are all shown on Plate I1 of the Proceedings for 1898. As in the owe 
of Book No. I V  of tbe First set, they do not occur on every page, 
but only on the two outaide pages of a form. Moreover, in nearly 
one-half of the forms (vis., 19 out of 4) tiley do not occur a t  sll. 

No. IV. Book. 

Same as " Block-print 8 " in Proceedings. Belongs to M. 3. Size, 
8 x  5f inches. Number of forms, 40. Riveted wihh three copper 
pegs, the guards being emall oblongs, 1 or l f  x Q", Paper, variety 
IIIa; on the whole fairly clean, no burns. Printing rather indistinct, 
owing to the inferior quality of the paper, on which the ink has a 
tendency to mn, so that the imprint occaeionally shows on the other 
side, in which case sometimes the reverse page ie not prinhd at all. 
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Contains recension IIb, printed once on each page, but, excep- 
tionally, standing upright on every page, so th&t the book can be read 
right tl~rough, from page to page, without turning i t  right round. To 
this arrangement there are only a few exceptions ; on 14 pages (out of a 
total of 74 printed ones) the imprint is reversed, and these are olearly 
accidental errors. There are 12 forms, which a t  first seem not to 
agree with the arrangement, all the imprints on them being reversed. 
But they only require to be folded the other way, and to be turned, 
when they all come right. With respect to these forms, therefore, the 
book has only been carelessly bound. 

No. V. Book. (Plate X, fig. 2.) 

Same as '' Block-print c "  in Proceedings. Belongs to M. 3. Size, 
9) x 4; inches. Nnmber of forms, 34. Riveted exwtly like No. IV. 
Paper, variety IIIa. Many stains, but no burns. Printing similar to 
that in No. IV. 

Contains recension IIb, printed twice on each page, so that the two 
impressions stand head to foot, the lower one being complete (13 linea), 
the upper, more or less incomplete (ae a rule 6 or 8 lines, i.e., 11. 13-8, 
or 11. 13-6) owing to want of space. There are only four exaeptional 
pages on whioh they stand foot to foot, via. form 7, p. 4 ;  f. 17, p. 3 ; 
f. 2.3, p. 1, and f. 26, p. 1 ; and these, of oourse are careless misprints. 
There are also two pages on which there is only one impression; viz. 
form 17, p. 4 and f. 26, p. 2. 

In tbe ordiuary, head-to-foot, arrangement, the pairs of impres- 
eions stand upright and reversed on alternate pages.l6 The two 
varieties of ai~angement may be represented thus, the parallel lines 
representing the inner edge of the pages or the fold of a form. 

Ordinary. 

abcd p ~ q ~  

iklm yG& 

Exceptional. 

PP" 
The ordinary arrangement is very curious for two reasons: ( I )  

because the page commences with the incomplete member of the pair 
of texte, wbich must have been awkward in reading the book, if it was 
meant for reading; (2) became i t  compels the reader to begin with 
the left hand pages, that is, a t  the wrong end of tbe book, assuming 

16 There ere some thme or four excaptional pages whioh do not keep the alter- 
. nate order. Them evidently are misprints. 

J. I. 15 
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that the proper way of reading these boob is from the right to the left 
in the Semitic fashion. It is, however, by no means certain that the 
direction of the scrip& is from the right to the left. See also the 
General Remarks on the Orientation of the Books. 

No. VI. Book. 

Not mentioned in the Pwceedinys. Belongs to M. 6. Acquired 
from the Rev. Mr. Hiigberg. Size, 9+ x 4  inchea. Nnniber of forms, 
8 ; but the book is a mere fragment ; a large portion, inclndi~~g begin- 
ning and end and the rivets, is wanting. Paper, variety 1110 ; some 
stains, bnt no burns. Printing similar to that in Nos. I V  and V, but 
even worse ; ink has ruu so badly through the paper that many pnges 
could not be printed a t  all, the print on one side showing through on 
the other. 

Contains rec&sion Ilb, printed exactly as in No. V, two impressions 
on each page, standing head to foot, the lower being complete, t l ~ e  
upper, incomplete. 

This set comprises three books. The peculiarity of them is that 
their forms are not placed one upon the other, as in the bound books of 
all the other sets, but are inserted one within the other. Moreover the 
printing does not commence upon the fourth, but on the second page, 
and does not stop on the ante-ante-penultimate, but on the penultimate 

page. 
The text of this set consista of two short formulas A and B. 

Formula A is made up of five short lines, of about 5 or 6 letters each. It 
is found in all three books. Formula B consista of fonr longer lines of 
about 7 or 8 letters each, and is only found in two books, Nos. I1 and 111. 

For printing these two formnlas, two separate blocks must have 
been used. This is evident from the lines, ellclosing the formulns, 
as well as from the different size of the two blocks. Measured between 
those lines, the dimensions are J i  x 1+" and 2f x I&'' respectively. 

There is uothing to indicate what ie top and bottom of the formulas. 

NO. I. BOOK. (Plate XI.) 

Belongs to Id. 3. Sire. 142 x4f". Number of forms, 16. It was 
originally bound with three twists of paper. These having broken, 
the book has been re-stitched with fresh thread, apparently by the 
finder, or in Mr. Macartuey's office. I t  is, therefore, not certain whether 
the number of the f o l w  ie complete. Paper, variety I l l b .  Leaves much 
burned and torn. 
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Contains both formulas A and B, printed in two rows on each page, 
but without any particular order. This is illustrated by the subjoined 
diagrams, which also indicate the relative position of the two formulas 
and occasional irregularities in printing them. The straight lines indi- 
oaie the fold of the sheet. As a rule, the formulas occur 5-8 times i n  a 
row, and oacupy alternate rows. There are only three exceptions ; on the 
15th sheet the formula B occnra alone ; on the outside of the 13th sheot, 
each formnla occupies both rows of a page ; and on the outside of the 
2nd, and the inside of the 9th sheet, there is only one row on one page, 
and that row is filled with prints of formnla B alone ; probably the A 
row has been simply forgotten by the ptiuter, aa ita proper apace is left 
blauk. 

Second Sheet. 

Outside. Inside. 

Third Sheet. 

Outside. Inside. 

Fourth Sheet. Thirteenth Sheet. Ninth Sheet. 

Outside. Inside. Outaide. Inside. 

No. 11. BOOK. 

Belongs to M. 6. Acquired fivm the Rev. Mr. Hogberg. Size 
84 x 63". Number of forms 13. Paper, variety Ilia. A few fatty stains, 
and marks of singeing. Stitched in three places with loops of loosely 
twisted thread. 

Contains both formulas A and B, printed in three and four columne, 
each oolumn containing as a rule five impressions. As may be seen 
from the subjoined diagrams, there is no order whtevor in the arrange- 
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ment of the impreeeions. Occasionnlly formula A occupies tlie whole 
page, in which case there are four colnmns, with five (or six) impres- 
eions in each ; total 20 (or 24) impl.essions. At  other times formula B  
occupies the whole page, when therd are only three columns, with five 
impressions in each; total 15 impressions. But in many cases both 
formnlaa ooonr promisanonsly on the page, in which case also there are 
only three columns, with a total of 15 or 16 impreseions. Clearly this 
book cannot have been intended for intelligent reading. 

First Sheet. Second Sheet. 

Inside. Outside. Inside. 

Third Sheet. 

Outside. Inside. 

A A 8 A I I  8 A 8 A  A 8 8 A I 1  V B B B  

8 B A  
B B A  
R B A  
B B B  
888 

No. 111. BOOK. ' 

B B B  
B B B  
B B B  
B B B  
B B B  

B B B  B B B  
B B B  B B B  
B B B  B 8 B  
B B B  B 8 B  

V B B A  B a B  

Belongs to G. 7. Sire, 9 x7". Number of forme 18. Paper, 
variety IIIa. A  few bur- and fatty stains. Riveted with three 
copper PBga. 

B B B  8 8 ~  
B B 8  889 
8 8  888 
8 8 B  888 
8 U 8  888 

p. 46 
F V  A  
g A A  
4 V  8 

A  A  
'VV ' 

Q A V  
g A A  

p. 47 Containa only formula A, printed in three 
A A  4 columns on each page, the two inner columns consist- 
A  ing of eeven, and the outer, of six impressions, which 

8 A  b latter stand a t  right-angles to the former ; otherwise 
8 A  there is no sort of order in the relative position of 
A A b  the imprints, u the marginal example may show. 
A A ~  
A A 4  
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FOUBTH SET. (Plate XII). 

This set comprises eight books. Two of the books contain also 
other texta in addition to their own, viz., No. V I I  contains also the 
text of the Fifth Set, and No. VIII,  of the Seventh Set. 

The text of the Fourth Set consists of a formnla, containing five 
lines of writing. There appear to have been two blocka, from which this 
formula has been print.ed off ; for I have noticed a very sligl~t differ- 
ence in the dimensions of the print: in Rooks I, 111, V, the lines 
dif£er by + to -?, of an inch in length from those in Boob  11, IV. The 
enclosing lines of the block of the longer print alone are preserved in  
book No. VII, and this block measures, within the encloeing lines, 
3) x 2+ inches. 

Two of the booka seem to afford indications whereby to determine 
what is top or bottom, right or left, and beginning or end of the text. 
These are Nos. I1 and VI. No. I1 is printed with three columns ou each 
page, and a column consists, as a mle, of six impressions of the formula ; 
but there are two pages on which the columns contain 6+ impressions, and 
one page on which they contain only 5f impressions ; aa illustrated by 
diagram I on the margin. On the other hand book No. V I  is printed 

I with 2+ columns on each page ; that is, two columns contain, 

..* each, two complete impressione of the formula, while the third 
a b c  column contains only two half-impressions of i t  ; as illustrated 
d 8 f 16 in diagram 11. It wonla seem right to conclude from 
g diagram I, that a b c mnst be the top-line ; for if g h i 
a b c  

f )  were taken to be the top-line, the printing would have com- 
menced with a mutilated formnla. Similarly diagram I1 

'I would show tbat a is right and c left of the formula, and 
a a that the reading of the latter mnst commence, not with c, but . a b c  a b ,, , with a ; or in other words tbat the formula must be read 

' 2 t from the left to the right. I t  wonld follow, therefore, that 
if the formula is to be read in the European fashion, i t  commences in 
the loft-hand upper corner, aa shown in the photographic facsimile on 
Plate XI1 ; or, if i t  is to be read in the Chinese fashion, its com- 
mencement lies in the right-hand upper corner. Unfortunately, as the 
w e  of the Fifth Set shows, the argument is not so conclusive as wonld 
be desirable. 

No. I. BOOK. 

Belongs to M. 7. Said to bave been found a t  Aq TalH Tuz. 
Sise, 23; x 13:;' Number of forms, 36. Riveted with three copper pegs, 
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the guards being large pieces of a broken-up plaque (see Plate IV, fig. 1). 
I n  almost perfect preservation. Paper, varieties IIIb and IIIc mixed. 

Text printed in the three colnmns on each page; each column 
consisting of nine impressions of the formula, which accordingly is 
repeated 27 times on every page, or 3,726 times in the whole book 
(i.e., 27 X 138 printed pages). The columns run parallel with the longer 
side of the book, and stand regularly upright aud reversed on alternate 
pages; that is, upright on pages 4, 6, 8, eta., arid reversed on pagea 
5, 7, 9, etc. The pages 4, 6, 8, etc., of course, are left-hand pages; and 
when the book is turned right round, in order to Eriug the reversed 
formulas into the upright position to read them, the pages 5, 7, 9, etc. 
how become left-hand pages. It follows, tlrerefore, that on reading 
this book, all the left-hand pages must be read first, and afterwards all 
the right-hand pages,-which latter pages, of course, on tnrning the 
book round to read them, also become left-hand pages. Accordingly 
whichever way the book is placed for the purpose of reading, it is 
always the left-hand pages that must be read. 

This book is distinguished from all others, in having a finely executed 
sketch of a head on the fourth page of the 15th form ; see Plate XVII. 
The sketch is placed horizontally across the page, so that the bottom of 
i t  is turned towards the inuer margin of tlie page. From the fact that 
the columns of the print curve round the sketcb, i t  is clear that, i t  was 
drawn on the page, before the latter was printed on. The head seems 
to me to show Arian features, aud ,is sketched with much artistio skill. 

No. 11. BOOK. 

Belongs to M. 7. Found a t  Aq Tala Tiiz. Size, 1 5 ~ x 1 1 ~ " .  
Number of forms, 17. Bound with three twists of paper. Well pre- 
served; a few slight burns and stains. Paper, variety IIlb. Printing 
not quite distinct. I t  commences, as usual on the 4th page, but ends on 
the penultimate page (i.e., on the 3rd page of the last form). 

Text printed in three colnmns on each page; each column consist- 
ing, rrs a rule, of six impressions of t,he formula, which accordingly is 
repeated 18 times on every page. On two pages there are 6f impres- 
sions, and on one page only 5i. The columns stand regularly upright 
and reversed on alternate pages ; that is, upright on the right-hand 
pages 5, 7, 9, etc., and reversed on the left-hand pages 4, 6, 8, etc. 
Accordingly this book mnst be read differently from book No. I ; that 
is, in whichever way i t  is placed for reading, its right-hand pages mnst 
be read. There are only five pages which do not conform to the 
regular order; these are p. 4 of form 3; pp. 1 and 4 of form 10, and 
p. 3 of form 15 ; and these, clearly, are mere lapses of the printer. 
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No. 111. BOOK. 

No. V. BOOK. 
Belongs to hi. 3. Purchased from Radmddin. Size, 11x6;". 

Number of foims, 45. Riveted with three copper pegs. Paper, variety 

Belongs to  M. 6. Purchased from Badmddin. Size, 22: x 13". 
Number of forms, 19 ; all (with the exception of forms 7 and 8 )  cut 
through a t  the back, into separate leaves. Very well preserved ; only 
very few and very slight bnrns and stains. Paper, variety IIIb. Riveted 
with four copper pegs. 

Text, printed in three colnmns on each page ; each column consisting 
of eight impressions of the f o ~ m n l ~ ,  which, accordingly, is repeated 
24 times on every page, or 1,680 times in the whole book ( i . e . ,  24x70 
printed pages). The colnmns rnn parallel with t%e longer side of the 
book, and stand regularly upright and reversed on alternate pages; 
exactly aa in No. I1 ; that is to say, whichever wny the book is placed, 
the right-hand pages must be read. There are only four exceptional 
pages, due to blundering of the printer; uiz., pp. 2 and 3 of folm 6 ;  
p. 4 of form 9, and p. 1 of form 19. 

No. IV. BOOK. 
Belongs to M. 7. Found a t  Aq Talii Tiiz. Size, 102 x 7i". Number 

of forms, 30. Bound with three twists of paper. Paper, variety IIIb. 
Extensively marked with water and fat stains; no burns. Print rather 
di5cnlt to read, owing to the stains and defective inking. Final blank 
leaf lost. 

Text printed, ae e rule, in three colnmns on each page; each 
column consisting of two impressions of the formnla, which, accordingly 
is printed six times on every page. The colnmne rnn parallel to the 
narrower side of the book, but do not stand upright and reversed on 
alternate pages, bnt keep the same direction on every page, that is, 
on the left-hand pages the head of the colnmns is turned outside, and 

on the right-hand pages, inside, as shown in the diagram 
left 'ght on the marpin. Hence in reading the book, i t  does 
0 0  , , 

a 
0 0  , , 
a 
- 0  , , 

0 0  / , , not require tnrning m o d .  There are a fen  exceptional 
pages, on which the imprints take reversed positions, 

0 0  , , but these are clearly blunders of the printer or binder. * " There are, however, seven pages, on which the arrange- 
0 0  , , ment is altogether different; ui~., p. 4 of form 1 ; and pp. 1 " " a and 4 of forms 6, 10, 18. On these pages the text is 

P. p. printed in two oolumns, running parallel to the longer 
side of the book, and each column contains four impressions of the for- 
mula, which, accordingly, is repeated eigbt times on each of these pages. 
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IIIc. Fairly clean ; a few fatty stains and small burns ; the two onhide 
leaves torn to shreds. Print almost illegible, owing to defective 
printing. 

Text printed exactly aa in book No. IV, save that the exceptional 
arrangement of the text in two columns never occnrs. 

No. VI. BOOK. 
Belongs to M. 7. Found at Aq Talii Tiiz. Size, 8 x 53". Number 

of forms, 26; but the first form is in shreds, and the laat form is 
misplaced throng11 g blunder of the binder, standing fifth in the present 
series. Riveted with three copper pegs. Many large fatty stains and e 
few bums. Paper, variety IIIb. Print almost illegible, owing to defec- 
tive inking. 

Text printed in 2; colnmns on each page ; each column consisting 
of two impressions of the formula, of which, accordingly, four complete 
and two half-impressions stand on every page. The colnmns run 
parallel to the narrower side of the book, and are arranged exactly 
aa in Book NO. IV. Here, too, as in No. IV, there are a few exceptional 

F ~ -  11. pages on which the imprints take reversed positions. An 
(margin). example, which shows also another misprinted anomaly, 

p. 2. 
1 9  
- 0 .  

a 

O P  
w  w  

a w w  

p. 3. is given on the margin from form 11. 

1 -  It may be noted that there is a slight blank margin 
a0.  
a o a t  the top of the pages (as indicated in the diagram), 

/ - E l  
while at  the bottom the print runs to  the very edge. 

w  This shows themdus opsrandi of the printer, who oom- 
menced printing at  the top of the page, though (sa shown i a n  w w  by the inner column on page 3 of the diagram) not 

(no always with the initial edge of the block. But when be 
came to printing the half-impression on that inner column, he turned 
the block round, apparently with the object of getting the initial portion 
of the formula on to the page. I t  seems that, sa long as the whole d the 
formnl~ could be accommodated on the page, the printer did not care, 
in what psit ion he placed the impression of i t  ; but when he could only 
accommodate a portion of it, he wee careful in printing its initial 
portion. This seems to be a reasonable explanation of the anomaly, 

it points to what apparently must be taken to be the beginning of 
the formula 

No. VII. BOOK. (Plate XII.) 

Belonge to M. 6. Purchased from Badroddin. Size, 11) x8f''. 
Number of forms, 12 ; all cut through a t  the back into separate leaves. 
Exceptional in being bound with orlly two twists of paper, and in 
rnmmencing ita printing on the second, and stopping it on the ante- 
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penultimate page. Paper, apparently vnriety IIIb. Rather rotten ; 
several leaves mutilated ; very much damaged by extensive fatty stains 
and burns. Printing rather illegible on many pages; two of them 
(pp. 10 and 11) being altogether blank, owing to the print on the 
reverses (pp. 9 and 12) showing through. 

Contains its own proper formula, t, well aa that of the Fifth Set. 
The latter, however, is only found on pages 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 21, 
29, 32, 37,4O and 45 ; and on these pages i t  is found in addition to the 
proper formula of the Fonrth Set. When so found, i t  always occupies 
the outer side of the page, except on p. 14, where it stauds on the 
inner side; see, below, marginal diagram 11. On page 13, it should 
also have been found, but (apparently by an oversight) the space haa 
been left blank. 

Text printed in three columns on each page ; each column consisting 
of three impressions of the formula; that is, either 

I. thrice the proper formula of the Fourth Set; or 
P- 2. P. 3. twice that formula and once the formula of the 

(broad margin). Fifth Set. Be the latter formula is longer than 

& & 
a a " 2 2 2 that of the Fonrth Set, and hence occupies more 

space, i t  is only found 2) times on a page; 
'W 

a a 0 o and on these pagee, the lower portions of the 
0 . W Q .  C 0 . Q ' -  2 columns overlap one another. This will be under- 

w stood from the diagram I shown in the margin, in 

Fonrth and Fifth Sets respectively. Here, also, the 
(no margin). 

same modus oyerandi of the printer.may be noticed, 
sa in No. VI. He commenced at the top of the page (as shown in the 

11. marginal diagrams) where there is a broad blank 

p. 14. p. 15. margin, while a t  the bottom the print runs right 
up to the edge of the pages with the half-impression 

m q i n ) .  of the formula of the Fifth Set. This circum- 

' 2 to. This diagram would rather seem'to show that 

(no margin). cially page 15, show an anomaly in the relative 
position of the two formulas. 

I t  will further be seen from the above two diagrams that the columna 
run parallel to the narrower side of the book, and are arranged in o 

J. I. 16 
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dif£erent position from that in books Nos. I V  to VI. There the heads 
of the columns are turned in the same direction on oonsecntire pages 
(see diagram in No. IV), while here the heads are always turned in  
opposite directions, against one another, that is, they are always turned 
reversely on alternate pages. 

BIHH SET. (Plates XI and XII.) 

This Set oomprises eight books. Ita text is found in two different 
recensions, a shorter one of three, and a longer of fonr lines. These I 
ehall denote by Va and Vb respectively. Besides its own proper text, 
there is also found on one page of book NO. VIII the taxt of the First 
Set. 

The shorter recension Va is found in all the books d thie set; 
also in No. VII of the Fourth Set. The longer recension Vb is only 
found in No. VIII of this set, where it occnrs together with recension 
Va. The two reoensions only differ from each other by Vb adding a 
fourth line to the three lines of Va. 

Two distinct blocks bave been used for printing the two recensions. 
This is shown by their enclosing lines which may be seen on tile 
facsimiles. The block of Va measured 4) x 1; inches ; that of Vb 
measured 4+ x 13 inches. 

There is nothiria to show which ie top and bottom, or right and 
left, or beginning and end of t l ~ e  t r o  formulas, From the way in which 

No. VIII. BOOK. 

Belongs to M. 8. Found a t  Kiang Tiis. Size, 14 Y 83. Number of 
forms, 20. Paper, variety IT[d. Surface greased, and a few burn& 
Printing rather indistinct. Riveted with two copper pegs. 

Contains besides its own proper text that of the Seventh Set. The 
latter is found only on one form, the 3rd, where it is printed, on all its 
four pages, exactly in the eame way the proper formnla of the Sixth 

i s t  form, p. 14. Set. This formula is printed in two colnmns on each 
& abc 
0 

g,, abc 
0 

g abc 
0 

0, 
a 

0 abc 

page, running, as a mle, paxallel to tbe longer side 
of the book and consisting each of five or six impres- 
sions. The colnmns stand in no particular order, 
sometimes upright and reversed on the same page, 
sometimes so on alternate pages, sometimes in the 
same position on consecutive pages. On four pages 

(viz., on the firet and last printed pages, as well ae on the 18th and 
28th) the colnmns stand a t  right-angles to one another, tho outer 
column consisting of only four impressions, as shown in the marginal 
diagram. 
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the formnla is prinkd in No. V I I  of the Fonrth Set (Pl. XII), it would 
seem probable that the top of it is the line which adjoin8 the formnla of 
the Fourth Set ; for on this supp i t ion  i t  wonld lie on the page in the 
samedirection as that formula. It wonld also seem probable that i t  
commences on the right-hand side, and must therefore be read from the 
right to the left; for that half of the formnla, which appears on the 
page of No. VII of the Fonrth Set, is, on the above supposition, its 
right-hand half, and i t  seems reasonable to aesume that, when only 
one-half could be printed, i t  was the initial half that waa printed. More- 
over in certain pages of book No. IV (see below the detailed desorip- 
tion) it is a l w a p  what on the above theory ie the left-hand side of 
the formula which appeam in the middle of the page; and this oircum- 
stance points to the aame oonclusion, as it seems also reasonable to 
assume that, as usual, the reader wes intended to commence reading 
from the margin of the page. But unfortunately this argument ir 
weakened by the fact that in books Noe. I and 111, where occasionally 
only a portion of the formnla is printed, i t  is indifferently either one 
or the other of its two outer lines that is omitted. The fact is that the 
force of all such w u m e n t s  depends on the assumption that these 
block-print books were intended for reading. If they were not meant 
for reading, but intended for the mechnnical use of merely turning the 
pages, i t  was obviously quite immaterial which portion of the formula 
was printed whenever the space did not suffice to print the whole. 

No. I. BOOK. 

Belong to M. 3. Purchased from Bsdmddin. Siee, 82 x5i". 
Number of forms, 37 ; the first and last forms, however, consist of 
two sheeta each, placed within one another, and p t e d  together 16 to 
form thick cover= as in No. I1 of the Second Set. Paper, variety IIIb. 
Fairly clean. Printing, indifferent. Riveted with three copper pep. 

Containa recension Va, printed six timea on each page, in a 
column which rune parallel to the longer side of the book, and stands 

' 

regularly upright and reversed on alternate pages. The latter rule is 
not observed on 10 pnga out of a total of 142 pages, and these pages, 
therefore, represent clearly mere d d e n t a l  lapses of the printer. On 
a few pages, the formnla is only found five-times repeated ; bnt on many 
pages the sixth repetition, standing too close to the top or bottom of the 
page, is incomplete, one of the three lines of the formula being omitted. 
Thie omitted line is sometimes one, sometimes the other of the two 
outer lines, so that no conclusion can be drawn as to what ie the initial 
and what the final line of the formula 

16 In the initial cover the peete has given way, and the loaves rue now separate. 
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No. 11. BOOK. 

Belongs to M. 9. Size 72 x 5:". Number of forms, 224, the 
seventh form consisting of only one leaf. Paper, variety IITb. A few 
leaven damaged by burns and fatty stains. Riveted with three copper 
pegs, the p a r d s  on one side consisting of large fragments of the 
plaque, shown on Plate IV, fig. 1. 

Contains recension Va, printed, as a mle, in two columns on ench 
page; the colnmna consisting, as a rule, each of four repetitions of the 
formula, and running parallel to the narrower side of the book. 
On a few pages there are only three repetitions in the colnmn; the 
formula accordingly occurs, aa a rule, eight times, and exceptionally 
six times, on every prge. Tlle columns are placed in the same direction 
on every page, that is to srry, line 1 of the formula always stands 
alternately near the outer and inner edges of the page, so that in reading 
the book, it does not require to be turned round. There is only one 
exceptional page (evidently a misprint) in which the columns are 
reversed. Thns 

Regular Pages. Exceptional Pages. 
4th 5th Regular Reversed. 

U O U U  0.0.0 .  w 

A s  the space is barely sufficient to accomodate the whole breadth 
of the columns, it happens that occasionally the terminal letters on 
one side (a, a, a, a) of the formula, a t  other times thoae on the other 
side (d, d, d, d) are omitted. It is thus impossible to use these omis- 
rions as a test for determining the initial and final sides of the formula. 
The eleventh form is a total exception : on it the text is printed in one 
oolumn, which co~~sista of six implints of the formula, and rune 
parallel to tbe longer side of the book. 

No. 111. BOOK. 
Belonga to M. 7. Found a t  Aq TalH Tiiz. Size, l l $ X v p .  

Number of forms, 52. Paper, variety IIIc. Initial and final leaves 
damaged ; otherwise well preserved. Riveted with three nails ; gnarde 
ronnd pieces, as shown on Plate IV, fig. 3. 

Contains recension Va, printed in one column on'each page, mn- 
ning parallel to the longer side of the book, and consisting of (se a 
rule) seven, or (sometimes) eight impressions of the formula When 
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there are eight  mep petitions on the page, the space barely ruffices for 
them ; and accordingly sometimes one, sometimes the other of the 
outer lines of the formula i omittod, the same as in No. I. The 
columns stand upright and reversed on alternate pages; though 
there are many misprinted pages, about 12 per cent. of the total. 

No. IV. BOOK. 
Belongs to M. 8. Pound a t  Kiang Ttiz Size, 12) x 8". Number 

of forms, 20. Paper, variety I I Id .  One outer form damaged by 
burns ; entire surface of all leaves greased with fat. Riveted with three 
copper pegs. Printing commences, contrary to the usnal rule, on the  
second page of the first form, but stops, as usnal, on the ante-ante- 
penultimate page. P r i ~ ~ t  throughout almost illegible, owing apparently 
to the greasy surface of the paper. 

Contains recension Va, printed in two columns on e ~ c h  page, 
running parallel to tlie longer side of the book, and containing each 
nine impressions of the formula ; there being accordingly 18 impressions 
on every page. On some pages the columns are printed both upright ; 
on others one column stands npright, the other reversed. Thus 

Page 16. Page 17. 
a b c d  n b c d  
a b c d  a b c d  
a b c d  a b c d  
a b c d  a b c d  
a b c d  a b c d  
a b c d  a b c d  
a b c d  a b c d  
u b c d  a b c d  
a b c d  a b e d  

a b c d  p s q v  ( I )  
a b c d  p o q v  ( 2 )  
a b c d  p o q u  (3) I 
a b c d  p o q v  (4) 
a b c d  p s q u  ( 5 )  
a b c d  p o q v  (6 )  
a b c d  p g q ~  (7 )  
a b c d  p o q v  (8)  
a b c d  p o q v  (9) 

These two arrangements seem to have been observed quite promis- 
cooosly ; thus: on 1st form upright and reversed throughout, 

on 2nd ,, upright throughout, 
on 3rd ,, upright on 3rd page only, 
on 4th ,, upright on outer pages only, 
on 5th ,, upright on two first pages only, 
on 6th ,, upright on outer pages only, 
on 7th ,, upright on inner p a g c ~  only, 
on8th ,, do. do. do-, 
on 9th ,, do. throughout, eta, etc. 

On those pages where the impreasione are plaoo d in opposite direc- 
tions, it is always the lefb-hand sidea of the forn~ula (a Been on Plate 
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XII)  wl~ich atand in the middle of the pnge, adjoining each other. The 
right-hand sides rre near the outer and inner edges of the page ; and 
rn the space ia rather limited, occasionally the terminal letters on those 
sides are omitted. 

Belongs to M. 8. Fonnd a t  Kiang T h .  Size, 13 x 8". Nomber of 
forms, 20. Paper, variety IIld. Entire snrfoce of all leaves greaay ; no 
barns ; the two ontaide leaves slightly damaged. Print throughout 
rather difficult to read. Riveted with two copper pegs only. The first 
(or covering) form is wrongly folded. 

Contains recension Va, printed in two columns on each page, which 
rnn in right angles to each other, the inner pamllel to the longer, the 
onter parallel to the shorter side of the book. The former consista 
of ten (exceptionally nine) impressione of the formnla, the latter of 
six, arranged in two lines; the total number of repetitions on every 
page being 16 (exceptionally 15). The inner colnmns stand regularly 
upright and mversed on a l t e m t e  pages. The outer colnmns, as a 
rnle, hsve the third line of the formnla (ns shown in Plate XII) t u r n 4  
towards the inner column ; bnt on 21 pages (oat of a total of 76) the 
formnla is turned the other way, being probably misprints. The two 
positions are shown in the subjoined diagrams. 

Regular. ~xceptional. 

P ~ Q D  a a a a a b c d  p 9 q n . a  w 
r a b c d  1 p g q n :  

a & a b c d  p o q o  a u 

P"D0 a 
w , ,O: a b c d  p o q o o  : ::::: 11 p s * n  & & 

w w a b c d  
Q a b c d  
a a b c d  u u 

a b o d  
t b a b c d  11 ~ 3 9 0 2  5 

a b c d  p o q o  

p o q n  a a 
p o q o , ,  
p o q o  a a 
p o q o  

No. VI. BOOK. 

Belongs to M. 8. Fonnd a t  Kiang Tih. Size, 13 x 84". Number of 
forms, 20. Paper, variety IIId. A11 surfaaes more or less greasy ; a few 
burns ; large piece torn out of the fourth leaf. Print indifferent, and 
rather difficnlt to read. Riveted with two copper pegs only. 

Contains recension Va, the arrangement of which ie exactly the 
aame as in No. V, a xoept that the inner colnmn conaista, as a rule, of 
nine, and only excejptionally of ten impressions of the formnla. 
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No. VII. BOOK. 

Belongs to M. 8. Fonud a t  Kiang Taz. Size, 16; X 7". Number of 
forms, 20 ; some of them woru through a t  the back into separate leaves. 
Paper, variety IIId. Fairly clean and well preserved. Riveted with 
three copper pegs. 

Text printed in orre column on each page, running parallel to the 
longer side of the book, and consisting of twelve impressions of the 
formula. AE a rule the colnmns stand uplight and reversed on alter- 
nate pagos, there being only 13 exceptions (in a total of 74 printed 
pages), probably misprints. 

No. VIII. BOOK. (Plate XI.) 

11 These too become ontside pagee, if the fold of' the forms ia turned the other 
aey. 

Belonp to  G. 7. Size, 8$ x5i". Number of forms, 32. Hee 
exceptionally seven blank pages both a t  the beginning and end of the 
book ; that is, printing commences on the 8th page from the beginning, 
and stops on $the 8th page from the end. Paper, variety IIIb. Book in 
rather b d  preservation, and print so faint as to be illegible in many 
pages. Bound with two twista of paper. 

Contains both I-ecensiorrs, Va and Vb, bnt the latter only on the 
ontside pages of forms 6, 6, 7, 15, 16, 19,21, 22, 30, and on the inside 
page8 of forms 14, 23, 29,17 also on the firat (ontside) page of form 
24; altogether on 25 only out of a total of 114 pagee. Curionsly 
enough on the fourth (outside) page of the 24th form there are printed 
two formulas of the First Set. 

Both recensious are printed in two colnmns on each page, mnninp; 
parallel to the narrower side of the book, and consisting each of three 
(very exceptionally four) impreaaions in'the case of recension Va, ~ n d  
of two (exceptionally three) impressions in the case of recension Vb. The ., , a a space is not sufficient for the exceptional n u m b r  

2 ,0 2 
a a 

,, ., , 
0 U Q 

a a a 

of impressions; accordingly in those exceptional 
a,, a. cases one or two lines, from either extremity, are 
a omitted. Aa a rule the columns stand turned in 

opposite directions on alternate pages, as shown in  
a a a the mugin. 

Page 4 of form '24 ie a curiosity. It is shown on Plate XI. The leaf 
is badly damaged by burns. On one side (page 3) i t  shows the formula 
of the Fifth Set in the usual arrangement of two colnm~w, with two 
impressions in each, running parallel to the narrower side of the book. 
On the reverse side (page 4) formulas 0 and E, in the recensions Ig 
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SIXTH SET. (Plate XI11 and P1. XIV, fig. 1.) 

and Ih  respectively, of the text of the First Set are imprinted, 
arranged in two columns, a t  right angles to one another, one run- 
ning parallcl to the longer, the other with the sl~orter side of 
the book. The former stands near the outer, the latter near the inner 
edge of the page. The outer column consists of two impressions each of 
the recensions Ig (11. 9, 11, 13, 14) and Ih (11. 17, 18, 19) ; while the 
inner colnmn consists of four impressions of the recension Ig. The two 
pages are shown in the marginal diagram, the formula of the Fifth Set 

being indicated by a b c d ,  and those of the 
Page 3. Page 4. First Set, by ccc (=C=Ig) and eee 

This Set comprises three books. I ts  peculiarity is that it is not 
appropriated to one particular text only, but presents a collection of 
several texts. What was found occasiomlly a~ a rare exception in the 

sets-the introduction of a few impressions of an alien text into the 
midst of its own proper one-forms in the Sixth Set its main feature. 

Of the three books comprised in it, No. I gives the texts of the 
second and Fifth Sets. No. 11 gives the texts of the Second, Fonrth and 
E'ifth Sete, and No. I11 those of the First, Second, Fourth and Fifth 
Sete. 

a P n 

No. I. BOOK. (Plate XIV, fig. 1.) 

I Q ( = E=Ih) respectively. The ci~*cum- 
e e e  stance oE the two mutilnted formnlaa of 

Belongs to M. 7. Fonnd a t  Aq TalB Tk. Size, 11 x 8 r .  Namber 
of forms 30. Paper, variety IIIb. Greatly damaged by exposure to wet ; 
also some large fatty stains and bnma. Print almost illegible. Bound 
with three nails ; guards being large rhomboid pieces of flat, thin, orna- 
mental copper, a~ shown in fig. 1 of Plate IV. 

As a rule, the pages of this book present the texts of the Second 
and Fifth Sete. There are only 6 exceptional pages (out of a total of 
114 printed ones), viz., 6, 43, 94, 95, 116, 117, which give the text of 
the Fifth Set alone. 

The text of the two sets are printed in three colnmne on each 
page, IPnning parallcl to one another and to the longer side of the 

W W Q  - n - u the First Set appearing here in this un- 
0 e e e  h a . &  expected and purposeless way seems to 
U render the hypothesis of a forgery al- 

most impossible, both with regard to 
& R &  c c c  the whole book No. VIII, and to the 

bloch for the recensions Ig and Ih. 
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book, and standing uplight and reversed on alternate pages. I t  may be 
also noted that what has been indicated in the facsimiles (Plates X and 
XII)  as the first line of the fol-mulas of the two texts, stand, aa a rule 
(though not always), alongside of one another, pointing to the conclusion 
that these two lines occupy the same position in the respective formulas, 
that is, that both are the head-lines (as assumed in the facsimiles) or 
both the foot-lines. Of the three colum~~s one gives the text of the 
Fifth Set, and two give that of the Second Set. 

The column containing the text of the Fifth Set always occupies the 
inner side of a page, and consists of seven, or more usually eight, impres- 
sions of the formula of that set. But as the space is barely sufficient to 
accommodate all eight, one line of the 8th repetition ie often omitted ; 
this seems to be invariably line 3, as indicuted in the facsimile 
(Pl. XII) ; which fact also points to line 1 being really the head-line. 

The two columns containing the text of the Second Set, always 
occnpy the outer side of a page, and consist each of four impressions 
of the formula, so that thore are altogether eiglit impressiom of i t  on 
each page. The formula here printed is only a portion of the text of 
the Second Set, viz., formula C, or lines 9-13 of column I of that 
text (Pl. X ) .  

There is one exception to the arrangement above explained. On 
p. 7 there are only two columns, standing a t  right angles to each other, 
the outor one of which consists of four impressions of the text of the 
Second Set. The two arrangements are shown in the subjoined 
diagram ; a b  c  d  e  f denoting the text of the Fifth Set, and 1  2  3  4  5  6  
that of the Second Set. 

Regular. Exceptional. 

(1) a b c d e f  1 2 3  1 2 3  ( 1 )  a b c d e f  A 

(2) a b c d e f  4 5 6  456  (2) a b c d e f  la U, 

(3) a b c d e f  1 2 3  1 2 3  f (3.4) (3) a b c d e f  

(4 )  a b c d e f  4 5 6  4 5 6  (4) a b c a a f  a, w 

( 5 )  a b c d e f  1 2 3  123  ( 5 )  a b c d e f  

(6) a b c d e f  4 5 6  4 5 6  (6) a b c d e f  ‘a Q, 

( 7 )  a b c d e f  1 2 3  1 2 3  f ( 7 )  a b c d e f  

(8) a l c d e f  4 5 6  456  (8) a l c d e f  a U, 

The correspondence in the arrangement of the texts of the two 
seta suggests that they may also correspond in their scripts aud their 
meaning. We should have here a bi-script, aud perhape a bi-lingual, 
book. 

J. I. 17 
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No. 111. BOOK. (Plate XIII.) 

No. 11. BOOK. 

Belongs to M. 7. Found a t  Aq Tala Taz. Size, 11 x8". Number 
of existing forms 28 ; but originally it most have beet1 SO, ae the two 
outside forms, forming the covers, are missing. Paper, variety IIIb. 
Corners rounded off, somewhat similar to those of book No. VIII  of the 
First Set. Condition similar to tbat of No. I. Bound with three twists 
of paper. 

Contains the text of the Second, and Fifth, ae well as that of the 
Fourth Sets ; on alternate forms ; commencing with the latter. That 
is, the text of the Fourth Set is found on forms 1, 3, 5, etc. ; that 
of the Second and Fifth Sets on forms 2, 4,6, etc. 

The latter texts, on their own forms, are arranged exactly ns in 
book 30. 1 ; only as the space is irisulcient, a portion of those impres- 
sions of the fol-mula (C) of the Second Set, which are nearest the outer 
edge of the page, is omitted ; on two pages (93 and 96) they are omitted 
altogether. 

The text of the Fourth Set ia printed in three columns on each page, 
running pal-allel to tbe naxrower side of the book, and consisting each 
of two impressions of the formula wliich accordingly is repeated six 
times on every page. The columns keep througllout the same direction. 
Iu fact the arrangement of the text is exactly the same as in No. IV of 
the Fourth Set ;  see the diagram on p. 67. There are, however, four 
exceptional pagea On page 107 there are two columns, each consisting 
of four impressions of the formule' (altogether eight repetitions), and 

Page 106. running parallel to the longer side of the book. 

Belongs to M. 8. Found a t  Kiang Tfiz. Size, 13x11f'. Rnmber 
of forms uncertain, as the outside leaves are missing, the book, in its 
present condition, beginning and ending with a printed page ; but 
the existing number of leaves is 81. Paper, variety IIIc. Many of the 
leaves torn, and otherwise damaged by fatty stains and burns. Print 
oEten barely legible. Bound with three twists of paper. 

,O 3 q  v 
e 
Q 

rO 

CI o  q  v 
o 
& 3 4 0  
e 

On pages 81 and 84, the arrangement is the same, 
except that there is only one column in the middle 
of the page. On page 106, as shown in the marginal 
diagram, the two arrangements are combined, there 
being two columns standing a t  right angles to each 
other, the outer consisting of three, the inner of four 

impressions :f the formula, and running parallel to the shorter and 
longer sides of the book respectively. 
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Contains the texts of the First, Second, Fourth, and Fifth Sets. 
Those of the First and Second Sets never occur complete. Portions of 
them only are found, and always standing separately. Of the First 
Set the formulas If, Ig, and I h  (i .6, A, C, E mutilated) only are fonnd ; 
of the Second Set only the formulae A, B, D and E. In  the distribn- 
tion of these texts, no particular order is observable. Sometimes the 
text of a set occupies a whole page by itself; a t  other times, two or 
three (never all four) texts are combined on one page. This will be' 
best seen from the Table of analyds of the pages, given below. 

If a single text occupies a page by itself, i t  is always printed in 3 
to 5 colnmns, generally running parallel to the longer side of the book, 
end consisting of 4 to 6 impressions of the formula, according to the 
size of the latter. See below the diagrams of pages 8, 9, 11, 12, 59, 60. 
If a single text occupies several consecutive (from 4 to 12) .pages, the 
colnmns nlways stand upright and reversed on alternate pages. 

If several texts together occupy the same page, they are arranged 
in the most varying order. No principle that may have. guided the 
printer is observable. The subjoined diagrams illustrate this ; the  
arrangements shown are only a few out of a much larger number. 
The formulae of the Fourth and Fifth Seta are indicated by a  b  c and 
1 2 3 respectively ; those of the First and Second Sets by If, I g, I h, 
and A, B, D, E respectively. 

Page 4. Page 5. (PI. XIII.) Page 6. Page 7. 

I h Z 2 1 f  
'h.4.41f 
I h n  
I h 2  If 
I h - R  
I h n  If 
'"\If 
I h H  - 

Page 8. Page 9. Page 11. Page 12. 

3 q o 3 q o 3 q o  
o q o 3 q n 3 q n  
3qn  3q" r y o  
o q o  3qo  o q o  

S I ~ I S I ~ I J I  
J I J I J I ~ I J I  
~ I ~ I J I ~ J I  
! IJI / I / I~I  

I f I f I f I f I f  a b c a b c a b c  
T f l f l f l f l f  a b c a b c a b c  

:{:$:$:{:$ a b c  a b c a b c  
--+%-+-+, a b o  a b o  a b c  

515151511 
1 l 1 1 5 1 1  

; J z T  
l + H d H H  
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Page 47. Page 91. Page 139. 

Page 59. Page 60. 
Page 48. P ~ g e  49. 

Pnge 140. Page 163. Page 164. 

%C<.X"< 
qqecq 
q.=i.X"e!< 
e!<<CC 
qqqqq 
qeqLh"Cq 
C.th".tlq.x" 
qqqcq 

33333 

I have taken the trouble to analyse the whole of the pages with 
reference to the frequency of occurrence of the several formulaa nnd 
their combinations. The result is shown in the subjoined Table. 
The fonnulss of the Second Set (A,  13, C, D), except where stated 
otherwise, ocour only once on the page. 

a b c  2 3 q v  

a b c  , o q v  
'Q 

a b c  _ o q o  

a b c q  3 4 0  

a b a  5;: 
a b c  

1 2 3  cu 
I-. 

a b c  2 
f l b c  1 2 3  , 
a b c  a b c  

a b c , Y a b c  

a b c r a b c  

a b c . a  a b c  

a b c z a b o  

a b c T a b c  

Formules. Pages of Occurrence. Frequency. 
Gets IV. ... 11-18, 23-27, 30, 39-42, 51-58, 

67-70, 75-82. 87-90, 92, 94, 
99-102, 107-118, 131-134, . 
140-150, 155-162 Total 80 

Set V ... 28, 29, 140, 141 ... 4 
... ... Sets I V  and V 139, 142 ... 2 
... Set I V  and Set Ig 48, 49 ... ... 2 
... S e t I V a n d S e t  Ih 91 ... ... 1 

I f l b c l g  
273a33 

a b c  , a b c  332253 
V I  

l a b c  a b c  332733 

i 
H 32?3;=.3 

a b c w  a b c  33333 

n b c ,  a b c  
w 

a b c  a b c  
f l b c r l 1  
o b c  

a b c n  a b c  

a b c c a q v  a b e 2  a b o  332733 
3>33a 
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Formulas. Pages of Occnrrence. Frequency. 
... ... Sets IV, I IA aud If 93 ... 1 
... Sets IV, TIB and Ig 47, 50 ... ... 2 
... ... Sets IIA and Tflr 3 ... 1 

... ... Sets I IA and Ifyh 97,163 ( a  row of A on 163) 2 
... Sets I ID  and Ifh 95, 98, 151 ... 3 

... ... Sets I ID  and IJqh 5 ( D  twice), 153 ( D  thrice) 2 
... Sete I IE  and Ifh 2 ... ... 1 
... Sets I IE  and Ifh 6, 152, 184 ,.. ... 3 
... Sets I I E  and lfgh 96 ... ... 1 

... ... Sete TIAE a t ~ d  Ifh 4 (E once, two rows of A )  1 
... Sets I lAE and Ig 164 ( E once, row of A )  ... 1 
... Set If 8, 9 ,4346 ,  59-62. ... 10 
... Set lg 7, LO, 19-22,35-38,63-66,8346, 

... 103-106, 119-130,135-138 38 
... ... Set Ifh 81, 33, 71-74 ... 6 

Set Ifgh ... 1, 32, 34 ... ... 3 - 
Total pages ... 164 - 

The combinntion of formnlas in different scripts on the same 
page seems to suggest some ao1.t of correspondence or identity. It is 
difficult, however, to fit tlie varieties of the combinations into a con- 
sistent theory. Possibly this mny be due to misprints. Provision~llg 
I would suggest the following theory. Books Nos. I and I1 seem to  
show that the formulas of Set IIC, Bet IV, and Set V correspond t o  
one another. Now pages 47-50 show fol.mnlas IV and Ig in combina- 
tion; and i t  may be also noted t h ~ t  these two particular formulas 
occur most frequently by themselves in book No. I11 ; viz., formula 
IV, 80 times, and formula Ig, 38 times. Assuming that formula Ig 
is equal to formula IV, the combination on page 2 (via., I1 E and Tfg) 
would tend to identify formula If with formula 11 E. Consequently 
tlie combineti011 of formnlas I I A  and I I E  with formulas If and fh 
on page 4, would identify formula Ih  with formula I I A ;  and in  
corroboration of this equivalence it may be noted that on pagea 4 and 
163, t l~ere  are whole columns of I1 A and Ih  corresponding with each 
other. At  the same time this theory does not seem quite consistent 
with the combination of the formulae If, 11 A, and IV, on page 93. As 
formnla I V  is assumed to be equal to formula Ig, it seems to follow 
that  I f = I I A  ; and with this conclusion agree the two facts that  on 
page 4 the formulas If and Ih are combined with the formulas I1 A and 
I1  E, and that on pagea 4 and 163 colulnns of I1 A correspond tocolumns 
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of If. In fact, these two facts fit in equally well with both theories. 
Tile result accordingly would be 

formulae I V = V = I I  C=Ig ;  
I f - I IE  or = I I A ;  
I h = I I A  or = I I E .  

This Set comprhee six books. The text contained in it consista of 
seven lines. Tlie dimensions of ita block cannot be given, as no traces 
of any enclosing lines are seen in any of the books. The dimensions of 
the text itself are about 3 i  x 33". 

With regard to the question what is top and bottom, right and left, 
beginning and end of the formnla, the following aircumstances may 
be noted. In  book No. 1, abont one-half of the formnla, divided 
horizontall j ,  is occasion~lly fonnd ; similarly in book No. IV, also about 
one-half of it, but divided vertically, is occasionally met with. The two 
halves that are thus fonnd are invariably the mme. On the as~umption 
that, if only a portion of the formnla could be accommodated, the 
printer would natnrally choose to print it,s initial portion, i t  follows that 
the two halves, between them, accurately define the corner which 
contains the beginning of the formnla. This is the upper left corner or 
the upper right corner, according as  one haa to read the lines of the 
formula in the Enropean or the Chinese fa~hion. I n  the facsimile on 
Plate XIV, the formnla is represented in the position conforming with 
the view here explained. The argument, however, is by no means, con- 
clusive, as it pre-supposes that the boob  were intended for intelligent 
reading, not merely for the mechanical turning of prges. 

Another point that may be worth noticing is thatsome of thelettera 
of the fomnnla of t h i ~  Set and of that of the Fourth Set show consider- 
able similarity. 

No. I. BOOK. (Plate XIV, fig. 2.) 

Belongs to M. 9. Size, 17; x 6;". Number of forms, 20. Paper, 
variety 1IId. Well preserved ; no burns ; but paper greasy, and print 
rather indistinct. Bound with three twists of paper. 

Text printed in  one column on each page, running parallel to 
the longer side of the book, and containing, aa a mle, four impreeeiona 
of the formula. This arrangement allowe a wide margin a t  the top and 
bottom of each page; accordingly on a few exceptional pages (abont 
half a dozen) a half-impression is added to fill up the blank space. Ae 
this is always the same half-impression (viz., lines 1-3 or 1-4), it may 
possibly indicate the beginning of the formnla; and I have so used it 
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for the arrangement of the formula on Plate XIV ; but the argument 
only holds good, if the book was intended for,reding, which is doubtful. 
As a curiosity I may note the arrangement on page 1 of form 8 ; I have 
not noticed it elsewhere. Between the 3rd and 4th impression of the 
formnla, there is inserted an impression of the first line by ifself. This 
is probably a mere misprint; though i t  is not quite easy to understand 
how it happened. For as the uniformity of the intervals of the lines 
shows, these lines were not printed each by itself ; on the 'other hand, 
if the block wae twice applied to the paper, ill different places, the 
paper shonld show smudges of ink, which i t  does not do. 

The columns stand regularly, without any exception, upright and 
reversed on alternate pages. 

No. 11. BOOK. 

Belongs to If. 8. Found a t  S a n g  Taz. Size, 14 x 9": Number 
of forms, 12. Paper, variety IIld. Surfaces greased, and print rather 
indistinct; otherwise yell  preserved. Riveted with three nails. 

Text, printed in two columns on each page, rnuning parallel 
to the longer side of the book, aud standing alternately up- 
right and reversed on the same page, but keeping the same position on 
alternate pnges, as show11 in the diagram on the margin. Each colnmn 

consists of four impressions 

page I. t-1 Page 5. ( a  b  c d e f) of the formula, 

f a b c  o q ~  bnt ae the space is barely 
sufficient to accommodate 

(2) them, not nnfrequently one 
or two lines of the formnla 
are omitted a t  the top or the 

(3) bottom of the page; and, 
whenever this occurs, t l ~ e  

(4) mutilated portions are srran- 

--+ ged so ea to make np, be- - tween them, a complete 
formnla The intention, evidently, seems to be that the left hand - - 

columns and the right hand coinkns respectively should be read 
consecutively throughout the book, as indicated by the arrows in the 
marginal diagram. The fonr impressions are placed so aa to keep the 
corresponding lines ae mnch ae possible on a level with one another. 

No. 111. BOOK. 
Belongs to M. 8. Found a t  Kiang Taz. Size, 120 x 8t". Number 

of forms, 20. Paper, variety IIId. Surfaces greased, and print rather 
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indistillct ; otherwise well preserved. Round with three twists of 
paper. Printing  stop^ on the penultimate, but begins, as usual, on 
the fourth page. 

The arrangement of the text is exactly the same as it1 No. 11, 
except that tlte columr~s only consist of three impressious of the formula, 
whence a wide margin is left a t  the top and bottom of evet-y page. 
There are, however, four exceptional pages, probably minprints, ou 
which the columns run in the same direction. 

No. IV. BOOK. 

Belongs to M. 8. Found a t  Kinng Thz. Size, 13 x 8f". Numbor 
of forms, 20. Paper, variety IIId. Surfaces greasy, and print rather 
indistinct ; otherwise well preserved. Bound with two nails. 

Text printed in three columns on each page, running parallel to 
the narrower side of the book, and cousis~ing each of two impressions 
(a b c d e f )  of the formula The columns, as a rule, run in the satne 
direation (e.g., pp. 4, 5); but there are many exceptions (c.g., pp. 8, 9), 
as shown in the subjoined diagram. 

Ordinary. Exccptional. 

Page 4. Page 5. 

1 0 %  0 %  
r o w  r o w  
u'u 8 - 5  

Page 8. Page 9. 

The three columns do not fill up the whole ~ v a i l ~ b l e  space; there is 
a wide margin on both sides. Accordingly on 14 pages (out of a total 
of 74 printed ortes) a half-column is added, cousisting of two half- 

page 16. - , * e 'p  ro 9, 

a o ' 
w a% O 

2% , ,, - u a  

22'2 r Q w  

impressions of the formula divided vertically. AR a 
rule, this half-impression s t u d s  on the margin of the 
same side, but ou page 16, shown on the margin, i t  
stauds onae on the left, and ortce on tlte right margin. 
Aa it is invariably the same half of the formulq this 
circumahnce miglrt be considered to indicate tlle 
side with which the formula commences; and 1 
have used it for that purpose in arrauging the 
fncsimilo on Plate XIV. But, as already observed, 
the argument is uot altogether couclosive. 
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No. V. BOOK. 

Belongs to Q. 10. Size, 174 ~14". Number of forms, nnoertain, 
as they are all cat through, along the folds, into separate leaves ; the 
latter nnn~ber 41 ; but possibly one leaf is torn off. One of the edeting 
outaide leaves is torn in shreade. Paper, variety IIIb. Snrfacea greasy, 
and print indistinct; otherwise fairly well preserved ; no burns. Print- 
ing commences on the second, and ends on the penultimate page of the 
now existing leaves. Riveted with three nails, the gnrrrde being mund 
pieces of copper resembling coins, like fig. 4-9 on Plate IV. 

a Text printed in three colnmns on each page, running parallel to 
the longer side of the book, and consisting each of four impl-eaaions of 
the formula, which, accordingly, is repeated 12 times on every page. 
The oolurnns stand upright or revereed on different peges ; but there 
is no perceptible order in this respect. 

Page 44. 

a- G a- On one of the p a p s  of the B n d  
u ' -  u U ' I f  leaf, t l~ere is seen the sketch of a 

man's bust, twice repeated side by side, 

ef 
one somewhat smaller than the other. a 1:; See dently Plate sketched XVIII. on the They page, before were evi- the 

d e f formnla was printed around them, as 
the arrangement of ita impressions ie 
adjusted to the sketches, running 
regularly ronud them. The sketches 
are placed horizontally acrose the 
page, as indicated by the two fignrea in 
the marginal diagram. 

No. VL BOOK. 

Belongs to (3.8. Purchased for Re. 45. Size, 22 x 13". Number of 
forms, 43. Paper, variety IlIo. Rather clean, but many lenvea torn, on 
aooonnt of large size and flimsiness of paper. P ~ i n t  not very distinct. 
Riveted with three nnils, the guards being regular oblong pieces (14 x 
I f " )  with rounded cornere, showing embossed head and symbols, a~ seen 
in fig. 1 of Plate IV. 

Text printed in three oolnmne on each page, running parallel ta 
the longer side of the book and consisting each of six impreesione of the 
formula. They- atand, as a rule, upright and reversed on alternate 
pages. 

J. I .  18 
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EIQHTII SET. (Plates XIV, fig. 3 and XV, fig. 1.) 

This set wmp~ises only one book. I t  belongs to G. 9. It ww 
prchssed by Sayyid Gul Mnbmmad, a well-known Kash~har  mer- 
chant, for forty rupees and wae sent, aa a present, to Captain Godfrey. 
The book, of conme, could not be accepted ae a present, but it was 
purchased on behalf of the British Government. It measurea 11 x 6i". 
The exact number of its forms ie unkwwn, for the beginning and end 
are missing, end a large number of leaves exist only in fl-agments. 
The number of still complete forms is 29; most of these even are more 
01. leas damaged along the edges. The book is bound with three copper 
naila, snd the guards are formed of two thin copper slips, measuring 
8 x t", and covered with ornamente like those on figs. 6 9 ,  Plate IV. 

Irrapective of its script, this book strikingly differs in several 
points from the books comprised in all the previously described seven 
oeta. In  the first place, it is clean ; there is no trace of any burn or 
fatty stain. In  the second place, the paper, to all appearance, is of an 
entirely different quality. It ie thin and soft and more nearly resembles 
the paper of the Weber and Macartttey Mannscripls procured from 
Knchar. It difEers, however, from their paper in wlonr ; for while their 
paper is wllite or whitbh, the paper of this book is of a bright yellowish- 
brown. It looks IW if i t  were artificially tinted; but the colonring, 
if any, is faet, for i t  is tolerant of wasliing. It is a pity that its bnd- 
plaoe is not known; but that it oomes from some spot in the Takla 
Maken is shown by the fact of all ite leaves being, like those of all 
tlle other blockprints, very thickly covered with tlte fine yellow sand 
of the desert. Another curiosity is that a small special formnla, which 
occrrsionally occurs in it, is piinted with an apparently faded, red- 
colonred fluid, whioh almost resembles blood. I ts  ordinary formula is, 
aa nsnal, printed with black ink. Minor peculiarities are the following: 
(1) most of the existing leaves show a clean cut on one of the narrow 
aides, (2) two of the pages have the text priuted diagonally across them, 
and (3) rr few leaves are only printed on one side. The last mentioned 
pecnlinrity is due to the extreme thinness of the paper, owing to which 
the print on one uide shorn through on the other. The leaves have, aa 
in the caae of nll other block-printed books, frayed edges, but in the 
preeent case one of the narrower sides of most leaves has been clipped 
with a sharp knife 01. scissom, for i t  shows a clean cut, which occasion- 
nlly passes right throng11 a litle of prillt, showing that the clipping 
was not done with little care. 

The text of t,he book c o n ~ i s t ~  of two formulas which I shall call 
VIIIa and VIIIb. The formula V I I I a  consists of three long lines, 
cont~illing apparently about 16 letters each. I t  is the proper formula 



of tlie book, aa it cove1.e every printed page bnt one. Formula VIII b 
is evidently a special one ; it is very small, oonsisting of fonr lines, of 
2, 3, 3 and 6 letters ; and i t  is only found on a very few pages. On one 
page it is found twice, printed in the middle and a t  the top of it, €he 
rest of the page being filled with the ordinary long formnla VIIIa. 
On two other pages it ie found similarly a t  their top ; ond lautly there 
is one led, on which it oocnpies the entire surface of both pagea. 
Cnrionsly e ~ i o n ~ h  this is an isolated leaf, which is stuck in between the 
two leaves of a folded form. But from the page which exhibits the 
double imprint of formula VIII b (see Plate XV, fig. 1) i t  ie evident, 
that both formulae were printed st the aame time; for the needful 
space (though only jnat barely sufficient) is purpoeely left for formnla 
VIl1 b between the impressions of formnla VIIl a. 

The latter formnla is printed ten times in a colnmn on each page ; 
the column rnnning parallel to the longer side of the book. Within 
the column the impressions of the formnla stand, aa a rule, npright 
and reversed altelmtely; though oocasionally two upright or two 
reversed impressions follow wneecntively, ae may be seen on tho 
fatximile page in Plate XV, fig. 1. 

Formnla VIII b is elm printed in a column oon~ieting of ten lines 
of irnpreeeions; but a h  line itself is made up of fonr imprwsions, 
standing alternately aprigbt and revemed; so that the formnls ia 
repeated 40 timee on each of the two pages of the leaf the snrface of 
which i t  entirely occupies. On all other ocoasions (as on the faceiluile 
page) where foilnnla VIII b oocnrs, it only mupies  one line consisting 
of fonr impressions. 

Among the fragments, found by me with the book there are two, 
which have e pecaliar interest in bearing, in addition to the ordinary 
formula VII1 a, a aeoond small text, which I shall d l  formula VIII c. 
One of the fl-agmenta consists of a very narrow oblong sheet, folded in 
the middle into two leaves. Eaoh of these leave0 (see fig. 3 on Plate 
XIV) measutw 66 x 8" ; and shows a clean cut along either of ita long 
sides. As these sides mensure exactly the same as the breadth (or 
narrow side) of the book; it seems probable that the whole oblong 
eheet is simply a slip cut out of one of the forms of the book. And 
seeing that the slip ie nearly blank on one side, i t  is further probable 
that the form, from which it was cut, waa one of the outside, or 

forms of the book which are now missiug. Tlle other piem 
is of 8 very irregular rhomboid shape, b e i ~ ~ g  apparently a piece torn 
off one of the leaves of one the onhide f o r m  of the book; for i t  
shows on one side three full and one fragmentary imprints of the 
ordinary formula VIIIa in the usual colqmn arrangement, while the 
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other side must have originally been blank, but is now covered wit8h 
imprinta of formulas VlII b and V l l I c  in a promisouone aud dis- 
orderly way. 

NINTH SET. (Plate XV, figs. 2 and 3, and PI. XVI.) 

This set comprises two items, a roll and a book. The latter, when 
received, was enclosed in a carved wooden box ; and the former probably 
was also originally within it. The whole belonps to (3. 10. I t  wee 
received by Captain Godfrey from Leh, and ie said to have been dug 
out in the Takla Maknn, which, seeing that it is more or less thickly 
encrueted with the fine yellow   and of the desert, is probably correct. 
But i t  ie a pity that the exact fiud-spot is not known. 

No. I. THE BOX. 

The box (Pl. XV, fig. 2) has a height of 49"; ita diameter externnlly 
is 4+", and internally, 3f" ; inclusive of the projecting carved figures, its 
breadth is 4:". It is drilled out of one piece of wood, and is ornamented 
with six carved projeotiona, which mu, like pillam, round i t  parallel with 
the length of ita wall, and a t  equal distances (about 1") from one another, 
and wnsist alternately of standing hnman figures and inscribed boarda. 
Close to one of the figures, there is a c w k  right through the wall of 
box, gaping asunder abont t of an inch. Above the head of the next 
figure to t l ~ e  right, there is a large semicircular notch cut illto the rim 
(show11 on PI. XV), and there is also a smaller triangular one over the 
inscribed board which stands between those two figures. These notchee 
seem to have been made intentionally. There are also two small, 
irregular holes in the wall (one shown on P1. XV), nearly oppo~ite to 
each other, but these appear to be due to injury. There is no lid to close 
the box ; nor do appearances point to ita ever having had any. The 
projectione go down to the bottom of the box, but do not reach quite 
to the edge of the rim, being short of it by # of, an inch. 

Of the three hnman figures, one is represented with his arms 
a-kimbo, his hands resting on his abdomen (shown on P1. XV), while the 
other two figures have their arm8 hanging down s t r a i ~ h t  by their sides. 
There are some similar crude fignres of copper in the collection, which 
will be described in the section on Miscellaneous Objects. All three 
fignres on the box appear to be represonted nude. TWO of them 
(including the one with the arms a-kimbo) bear curious lines marked 
regularly across both sides of the chest and upper arme. They might 
be intended to denote a short jacket; but similar lines are need to mark 
the hair on t l ~ e  heads of all three figures. This hair is marked very 
regularly, lollg hair with a parting in the middle. One of the fignres- 



he with the arms a-kimbo-has also a beard, marked by similar lines 
all round the lower part of the head. The other two are represented 
beard-less. The heads are made disproportionately large; and 
altogether the figoree are very orude. 

The three bands (PI. XV, fig. 3) of writing are oblong, measuring 
a h n t  3f x 1". One of them is divided, by indented lines, into three nearly 
equal compautmente. Their top and bottom seem to be clearly indicated 
by their correspondence to the heads and feet of Che figures. They are 
shown on the Plnte in the position thas indicated. Accordingly the 
legend of No. I1 which conuists sf two lines containing each six 
symbols must be read either from fop to bottom, or from right to left. 
The legend of No. I appears to consist of a narrow column of nine short 
lines, each containing three or four symbols. The three compartments 
of No. 111 seem to  contain 3, 2, 3 short lines respectively. The prob- 
ability seems to be that all the legends ran from the right to the left. 

On Plate XV, fig. 41 I show an inscliption which exhibits a 
cnriom *mB faoie resemblance to the writing on the bands. This 
inscription stands on a how of slate, measuring 5 x 1". It was found 
a t  blazyhnnd, close to Tiran, a t  the foot of Mahaban in the Swat 
country, and brought to Major Deane, wl~o very kindly gave it to me 
to be added to the Blitieh Collection of Central Asian Antiquities. 

No. 11. THE ROLL. (Plate XVI). 
The roll measures 163 by 48 inohes. Tlie paper iu very different 

in texture from that of the block-prints books comprised in Sets I to 
VIII. I t  iu exceedingly thin, tough and hard; i t  is also oiled or 
grensed, apparently as a kind of sizing, to tolerate being printed on. 
When washed, i t  shows a very light gel low is\^ or creamy tint. In 
general appearance i t  resembles thin parchme~~t.  It is only printed on 
one side, the paper being so thin that the print of one side uhows 
through on the reverse, wherever there is an excess of ink, as in lines 
8-11, 30-33, 38, 39. For that reason, clearly, the ink was, as a mle, 
put on very sparingly, so thet in many lines the print is so fine as to be 
almost illegible. 

The roll is m ~ e r e d  with 45 lines of print, which run pcrrallel to 
ita narrow sides, and which oontain each from 13 to 15 symbols. A 
closer inspeotion reveals the fact thet  this text of 45 lines collsists of 
five formnlas, which are repeated a t  irregular iutervals, and each of 
which comprises two lines of the text. I shall dbtiugnish theee five 
formulas as 1x1, 1x8, 1x3, etc. The two lines of the several formulas 
are mnde np of a number of symbols varying from seven to fourteen. 
Sometimes, as in lines 8 and 9, which comprise formula 1x4, the lines 
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of the formula practically coincide in length with the lines of the text. 
In other awes, as in  lines 20 and 21, comprisir~g formula IXa, the lines 
of the fortnula are much shorter than those of the text. In these cases 
the latter lines are filled up with repetitions of the formula, in a more 
or less complete state. 

Formula 1x1 occurs five times, in lines 2 and 3, 16 and 17, 24 and 
25, 34 and 35, 44 and 45. Accordingly, considering that there are two 
columns, the fol-mula is repented ten  time^. In lines 2 and 3. i t  stands 
revemed ; in all the otfier lines, i t  stands upright. 

Formula 1x8 occurs six times, in lines 4 and 5,10 and 11, 20 and 
21, 22 and 23, 30 and 31, 38 and 39. Altogether i t  is repeated twelve 
times on the roll. This formula and the fourth are the only ones in 
which the symbols stand sufficiently apart to permit of being discrmi- 
nated nnd counted. Its first line consists of eight, and ita second line, 
of seven symbols. The second (or sixth, according as the series ie read 
from the left or right) symbol of the latter line has a striking iwsem- 
blance t o  the Sar~skrit (Brtihmi) letter for a, as written in North-India 
about 800 A.D. ; but this must be a mere accidentnl coincide~lce, as no 
resemblance can be seen in any of the other symbols. 

Formula 1x8 occu1.s t h e e  times, in lines 6 and 7, 22 and 13, 14 and 
15. The number of symbols comprised in its two lines is uncertain ; 
probably 11 and 1 3  respectively. 

Formula IX' occurs twice, in lines 8 and 9, 32 and 33. Both lines 
appear to consist of eleven symbols. 

Formula IX6 occurs six times, in lines 18 and 19,26 and 27,28 and 
29, 36 and 37, 40 and 41,42 and 43. I n  the two pairs of lilies 18; 19' 
and 26, 27 i t  stands reversed ; in the o t l~e~ ,  four pairs it stauds upright. 
The two lines nppear to comprise 12 and 14 symbols respectively. 

No. 111. THE BOOK, 

Belongs to G.  10. Size 6 x 4+". Number of forms 34; ; many cut 
into separate leaves ; nnmber of leaves 69. No blank covers. Many 
leaves torn. Paper rather brittle, and of the same kind as that of the 
Roll No. If. Stitched with four loops of thread. 

Contains the identical text of the 'roll; as a rule, amnged  in 
columns, running parallel to the narrower side of the book ; but on a 
few exceptional pnges, they run parallel with the longer side. As in 
the roll, the formulas are repeated a t  irregular intervals, two or three 
formulas being found repeated on ench page. 












































